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REDUNDANCY ELIMINATION AS A PRIMITIVE

Ashok Anand

Under the supervision of Professor Aditya Akella
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Internet traffic is increasing at a tremendous rate. Recent reports suggest that
the total amount of traffic might grow 4X by 2015. This is expected to put
tremendous strain on installed network capacity. If left unaddressed, this issue
could severely impact user experience in accessing content. Unfortunately, the
obvious solution of upgrading link speeds is too expensive and cannot keep
up with the rapid traffic growth. In this thesis, we explore alternate ways of
improving network efficiency. In particular, we investigate removing redundant
content transfers from the network to improve its efficiency.

In recent years, protocol-independent redundancy elimination (RE) has
emerged as a powerful technique to remove redundant content transfers. These
techniques are used in many WAN optimization products to improve the ef-
fective bandwidth of stub network access links. We investigate the benefits of
these techniques using several terabytes of packet payload traces and find that
these mechanisms could give up to 60% bandwidth savings. Motivated by this
study, we propose to extend the benefits of RE beyond access links and support
RE as a primitive in the network stack.

We propose deploying RE as a network-layer service on all routers. Such
a service would expand the benefits of RE to all links, applications, flows
and users. We develop SmartRE to realize the maximal benefits of such an
architecture in practice. We also argue for deploying RE on end-hosts. An end-
system RE service would eliminate redundancy from the traffic before it gets
encrypted. It would benefit last hop links and provide additional energy savings
for mobile devices. We develop EndRE for efficient redundancy elimination
under various resource constraints on end-hosts. We also design an effective
solution for RE on low bandwidth links. We develop BufferHash for efficiently
indexing large content cache used in such settings.
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We believe that the RE primitive (network-layer RE or EndRE) has greater
benefits than just bandwidth savings. Existing protocols can be redesigned
better with RE as a primitive in mind. In particular, we explore redesigning
routing protocols for better traffic engineering.

Aditya Akella
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1 introduction

Internet traffic has been increasing at a tremendous rate over the past few years.
Recent studies [1] have projected global Internet traffic to quadruple by 2015.
This is becoming a concern for both network operators and content providers.
Such an increase in network traffic would cause congestion and packet losses
in the network. Due to these losses and delays, the content-viewing experience
would be affected, e.g., users would experience buffering and pauses while
watching video content.

Today’s data centers also face the same problem. They run various appli-
cations including search, content distribution, and social networking, which
require a large amount of data processing and shipping across the network.
The growing usage of such applications has placed a tremendous pressure on
the network capacity. The network links are getting congested, which is also
impacting the performance of these applications. These applications are latency
sensitive, so any delay affects the quality of results and, in turn, revenues.

The obvious solution of upgrading links or networks is expensive and not
always viable. Hence, there is a need for investigating alternate solutions. Our
key insight is that network traffic carries a lot of redundant or duplicate bytes at
different levels due to various content usage patterns, for example, if multiple
users are accessing the same videos or images (object level), similar content
across different versions of files (packet level), or web pages with same page tem-
plates (sub-packet level). If we could detect and remove such forms of redundancy,
we could reduce bandwidth utilization and improve application performance.

Past efforts have tried to remove redundancy by application-specific mech-
anisms such as Web caches. Recent protocol independent mechanisms, pio-
neered by Spring et al. [64] and used in many WAN optimization products
(e.g., [12], [2], etc.), eliminate redundancy from the network traffic for every
packet. Such systems enjoy two benefits. First, they are not tied to a single
application. They are transparent to all applications and can eliminate all forms
of redundant content. Second, past evaluations [64] have shown that more
redundant content can be removed by focusing at the packet level than at the
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object level. However, these systems apply to localized settings (e.g., at stub
network access links), and their benefits are limited to the scope where they are
applied.

Despite the limited scope of these protocol-independent redundancy elimi-
nation systems, they are easily deployable (since, they are transparent to appli-
cations) and are so effective that we propose to extend their scope and support
protocol independent redundancy elimination (RE) as a primitive in the network
protocol stack.

  

New packet 
comes

Packet is encoded 
to small packet

Packet is 
reconstructed

Packet cache
contains earlier 
packets sent

Packet cache

Figure 1.1: RE as a network-layer service on routers

We first consider the benefits of deploying RE as a network-layer (or an
IP-layer) primitive. In a simple deployment scenario, the upstream router keeps
track of recently forwarded packets in a packet cache and suppresses duplicate
content on the fly. The downstream router reconstructs the full packets using
its cache. Figure 1.1 illustrates this simple deployment scenario. Clearly, such a
deployment would immediately reduce the network load on all links and expand the
benefits of RE universally.

However, in-network RE would not benefit encrypted traffic (e.g., enter-
prise traffic). So, we also argue for pushing RE as a service into end-host
network stacks. By deploying redundancy elimination on end hosts, we could
remove redundancy from traffic before it gets encrypted and enters the network.
Since such a service would be deployed on an end-host itself, it would provide
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 encoded data

Enterprise branch 1  
/ Data center Enterprise branch 2 

Server

Figure 1.2: RE on end hosts across different branches of enterprise.

cleaner end-to-end semantics compared to current WAN-optimizer based de-
ployments [12], which require sharing keys for encrypted traffic. Furthermore,
an end-host redundancy elimination solution would have the additional ad-
vantage of energy savings for mobile devices. Figure 1.2 shows deployment
of end-host RE solutions in an enterprise setting, where RE is employed for
eliminating redundant content transfers between servers in a data center and
clients in another enterprise branch.

There are strong architectural implications of RE as a primitive. Existing
protocols can be designed better with the RE primitive in mind. For example,
network-layer RE simplifies application-layer multicast by eliminating the need
to be careful about duplicate transmissions since RE would ensure that, effec-
tively, only a single copy of a packet goes through the network links. We can
redesign routing protocols to be redundancy-aware by routing traffic sharing
a lot of redundancy on a common set of links and do better traffic engineer-
ing. We can redesign schemes to improve the robustness of applications (e.g.,
live video streaming) by sending duplicate packets; RE would ensure that the
overhead due to these duplicate packets is minimal.

While this vision of the RE primitive is appealing, we need to address
several questions and challenges for realizing it in practice. First, we need to
understand the amount and the nature of redundancy in network traffic. Then,
we need to explore how we can build practical and efficient RE systems to
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remove redundancy for both in-network and end-host deployments. Thereafter,
we can investigate the architectural implications of the RE primitive. This thesis
attempts to address these questions and challenges in three parts. We discuss
each of them in the following three sections.

1.1 understanding redundancy

Several questions need to be investigated regarding the amount and the nature
of redundancy in network traffic.

• How effective are protocol independent redundancy elimination tech-
niques for removing redundancy from the network traffic? How far are
these redundancy elimination techniques from optimal? Are there bet-
ter techniques than the existing ones used in current WAN optimizer
middleboxes?

• What are the patterns of redundancy observed in the network traffic that
could influence the design of RE systems? Does most of the redundancy
come from full packet matches or from partial matches? If most of the
redundancy comes from full packet matches, one can design a simple
technique of indexing full packets. However, if partial matches contribute
to most of the redundancy, we would need to index small packet-chunks.

• Does most of the redundancy come from a few repeated chunks of bytes?
If that is the case, we can only keep those chunks in our cache. Oth-
erwise, if we need to store a large number of packets, how much time
worth packets needs to be stored to identify a significant fraction of the
redundancy?

• What are the origins of redundancy? Does most of the redundancy come
from traffic within a single source-destination pair or across sources and
destinations? This could affect the design of an end-host based redun-
dancy elimination solution.

We have conducted a large scale study [28] using packet traces from the
access links of different enterprises and our university. Our study has revealed
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several important findings regarding the nature and the amount of redundancy
in traffic. Our study has shown that protocol independent redundancy elimina-
tion techniques can provide bandwidth savings up to 60% using small caches,
which makes a compelling case for network-layer RE. We also observe that in the
case of enterprise traffic, most of the savings is due to redundancy within each
client’s traffic, which motivates an end-host redundancy elimination solution
for enterprise traffic.

1.2 building systems to remove redundancy

Motivated by the benefits of protocol independent RE techniques, we look into
how we can build practical RE systems to detect and remove redundancy from
network traffic for both in-network and end-host deployments.

Efficient Network-layer RE

There are several practical challenges in realizing the ideal benefits of an in-
network RE deployment. First, RE algorithms should be re-designed to operate
at high speed (order of Gbps) for routers. Second, the network consists of
heterogeneous elements which have different processing power and memory
capacities; naively applying RE in a hop-by-hop fashion is not beneficial for
links whose end-points are constrained by processing power and memory
capacity. For example, edge routers operate at a slow rate, while core routers
need to operate very fast. To account for these constraints, we need a network-
aware design which takes into account heterogeneous network elements and
maximizes the benefits of redundancy elimination in a network-wide sense.

We have applied various optimizations for RE operations (encoding and
decoding) at high speeds; using our optimizations, our prototypes in the Click
modular router can perform encoding at 2.4 Gbps and decoding at 8 Gbps. We
have also designed a practical network-layer RE solution, SmartRE [31], which
takes into account various resource and processing constraints of routers and
provides close to ideal benefits of RE (benefits under no resource constraints).
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RE on End Hosts

We next look into challenges and concerns in deploying an end-host redundancy
elimination service. One of the concerns of deploying such a service is whether
it can provide bandwidth savings close to that obtained by in-network solutions.
Another concern is that it should use memory and CPU resources as little as
possible, since these resources may be actively used by other applications
running on end systems. It should impose minimal overhead, especially for
battery- and CPU-constrained devices such as smartphones. Furthermore,
it should be able to opportunistically leverage the CPU whenever available.
Finally, for ease of deploy-ability in an enterprise setting, it should not require
changes to existing applications running on servers within data centers or on
clients.

We have designed an end-host based redundancy elimination system, En-
dRE [35], with these requirements and challenges in mind. EndRE obtains
most of the bandwidth savings of in-network solutions, reduces the latency of
short data transfers significantly, and provides energy savings equivalent to
bandwidth savings for mobile devices.

Cost-efficient large indexes

We also explore how to build effective RE systems for low-bandwidth links (less
than few hundred Mbps). These systems can be quite useful for low-bandwidth
networks in rural areas and developing countries. In these regions, bandwidth
is quite expensive, so RE systems can be employed to improve the effective
bandwidth at low cost.

For building effective RE systems, we would need to build their components
efficiently. One of the main components of RE systems is an index that manages
mapping between packet chunks and their hashes or fingerprints. Like current
WAN optimization boxes for low bandwidth links, these RE systems would
require large indexes (> 32 GB) for caching terabytes of content. We explore
how to build these large indexes in a cost-efficient manner and show how we
can employ them to build RE systems effectively.
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Maintaining the index in DRAM can offer very low latency for hashtable
operations (insertions, lookups and updates of the fingerprints and mappings),
but provisioning large amounts of DRAM is expensive; also, it consumes a
lot of power. A disk-based index is much less expensive, but it has very poor
throughput. RE systems on even a 100 Mbps link may require roughly 10,000
fingerprints lookups, inserts and updates every second, which a disk-based
index cannot support.

Given the deficiencies of disk-based or DRAM-based systems, we explore
the use of new memory technologies, such as flash-memory based storage (flash
chips or SSDs), in building and maintaining these indexes. A key challenge in
using flash is that its unique I/O properties must be leveraged carefully. Flash
offers fast random reads but slow random writes, since random writes may
require erasing entire flash blocks. Naively implementing the index using flash
memory may result in poor performance due to expensive random writes.

We have designed a new data structure, BufferHash [29], which can provide
the high throughput required for RE systems at low cost; our evaluations
show that BufferHash can offer 1-2 orders of magnitude better performance in
terms of hash operations/sec/$ compared to both disk-based and DRAM-based
hashtables. We show that BufferHash improves the effectiveness of RE systems
significantly.

1.3 implications of network-layer re

We believe that RE primitive can enable greater benefits than just bandwidth
savings and has strong architectural implications. Existing protocols can be
designed better with RE primitive in mind. In particular, we show that network-
layer RE enables the design of new routing protocols that can leverage the
redundancy elimination service to manage network resources in a more effective
manner. Our key insight is that routes can be constructed so that they place
traffic sharing a lot of redundancy on a common set of links. Figure 1.3(a)
shows an example where RE on traditional routes reduces the network-wide
footprint (sum of per-link carried packets over all links in the network) from 24
packets to 12 packets (ignoring footprint of small encoded packets). In contrast,
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(a) RE on these routes reduces network-wide 
footprint from 24 packets to 12 packets

(b) RE on redundancy aware routes 
reduces network-wide footprint to 8 packets

6 identical blue packets and  
2 identical orange packets

Source(S)

Destination 1 
(D1)

Destination 2 
(D2)

Figure 1.3: Effectiveness of redundancy-aware routes.

on redundancy-aware routes, i.e., by routing the redundant orange and blue
packets on a common set of links (Figure 1.3(b)), RE can reduce the network-
wide footprint from 24 packets to 8 packets (33% improvement compared to RE
on traditional routes).

However, there are several challenges in designing redundancy-aware rout-
ing algorithms. First, we should ensure that such links (those in the common
set) are not overloaded. Second, this way of route construction could also lead
to stretching paths and increasing network-wide footprint, so care should be
taken to minimize the overall network-wide footprint. We have developed a
methodology by which networks can compute redundancy-aware routes [27]
while accounting for these concerns. We have evaluated our methodology on
various ISP topologies using synthetic as well as real packet traces. Our evalu-
ations show that while applying RE on shortest paths reduces network-wide
utilization by 10-50%, applying RE on redundancy-aware routes further reduces
it by 10-25%.

1.4 contributions

The contributions of this thesis are as follows:

• We have conducted the first comprehensive measurement study of the
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effectiveness of various protocol independent redundancy elimination
techniques in improving the effective capacity of network links using
several terabytes of packet payload traces from multiple vantage points.
We have shown that these techniques could provide bandwidth savings
up to 60% using small caches.

• We have developed SmartRE, a practical and effective network-layer RE
solution that takes into account various resource constraints on RE de-
vices for high-speed RE operations and provides savings close to ideal
savings (savings with no resource constraints). SmartRE has been rec-
ognized for its innovation and high commercial value, and awarded the
WARF (Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation) accelerator award. Very
recently, high-speed RE has gained popularity in industries also; Infineta
Systems [5], a recent start-up company, is building hardware based solu-
tions for high-speed RE.

• We have built EndRE, an end-system based redundancy elimination ser-
vice which delivers bandwidth savings close to in-network solutions in
enterprise settings, reduces end-to-end latencies by up to 30% and pro-
vides equivalent energy savings on mobile smartphones. EndRE has also
been shown to provide significant savings under a pilot deployment in
Microsoft.

• We have designed a novel data structure, BufferHash, for building high-
throughput, large indexes in a cost-effective manner; such large indexes
are used in RE systems for low bandwidth links. BufferHash leverages
flash-storage and can provide 1-2 orders of magnitude better perfor-
mance in terms of hash operations/sec/$ compared to both disk-based
and DRAM-based indexes. BufferHash significantly improves the effi-
ciency of RE systems. The benefits of BufferHash go beyond RE systems;
BufferHash can also be useful for various other applications like data
de-duplication, network monitoring and traffic analyzers.

• We have developed new redundancy-aware routing algorithms which
can leverage network-layer RE to provide better routes that can reduce
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total network-wide utilization by an additional 10-25% compared to just
using RE with traditional routing algorithms.

1.5 outline

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In the first part of thesis, we discuss
our measurement study of redundancy elimination techniques (Chapter 2). In
the second part of thesis, from Chapters 3-5, we look at how we can build RE
solutions effectively. We present our in-network solution, SmartRE, in Chapter 3.
We describe our end-system based redundancy elimination service, EndRE,
in Chapter 4 and our new data structure for large indexes in RE systems, in
Chapter 5. In the last part of this thesis, we explore the implications of network-
layer RE (Chapter 6). We compare our work with alternate content-aware
network architectures, end-system solutions, and techniques for building large
indexes in Chapter 7. We conclude and discuss future research directions in
Chapter 8.
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2 understanding redundancy

In this chapter, we study the amount and the nature of redundancy in network
traffic using protocol independent redundancy elimination algorithms. Despite
the fact that these algorithms are used in a number of WAN optimization
middleboxes by multiple vendors [3, 4, 7, 9, 10, 12], very little is understood
about even the very basic issues underlying these systems today: What is the
optimal level of performance one can expect from protocol-independent packet-
level techniques? Do currently popular techniques perform close to optimal
or do better-performing algorithms exist? What fundamental redundancy
patterns drive the design and bound the effectiveness of redundancy elimination
systems? Understanding these issues is central in guiding the design of our
proposed architecture of pushing redundancy elimination as a fundamental
primitive in the network protocol stack.

We have conducted a large scale trace-driven study of protocol independent
redundancy elimination techniques to shed light on some of the above funda-
mental issues. Our large-scale study is driven by packet payload traces collected
at 12 distinct network locations, including the access link of a our university
and of 11 enterprise networks of different sizes (up to 100+ IPs). These traces,
described in Section 2.1 and Table 2.1, span diverse user populations and cover
multiple days and terabytes worth of traffic, giving us a comprehensive view
into traffic redundancy and the effectiveness of redundancy elimination.

Our study consists of three parts. In the first part, presented in Section 2.2,
we focus on the redundancy elimination algorithms. We compare the popular
algorithm due to Spring et al. [64] with a new algorithm based on Winnow-
ing [75], as well as with a hypothetical algorithm that can identify the optimal
amount of redundancy.

In the second part, presented in Section 2.3, we study the macroscopic
benefits of redundancy elimination, focusing on whether and how redundancy
elimination improves the average and peak utilizations for different networks’
links. We also examine the impact on temporal variations in traffic volumes and
compare redundancy elimination against protocol-specific approaches such as
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Trace name Description Dates/Times Span of Number Total
each trace of traces Volume (GB)

Small Enterprise Inbound/Outbound 1PM on 07/28/08 24 hours 8 100
( 3 sites, 0-50 IP) to 7PM on 08/08/08
Medium Enterprise Inbound/Outbound 1PM on 07/28/08 24 hours 8 400
( 5 sites, 50-100 IP) to 7PM on 08/08/08
Large Enterprise Inbound/Outbound 1PM on 07/28/08 24 hours 8 500
( 2 sites, 100+ IP) to 7PM on 08/08/08
Large Research Lab Inbound/Outbound 10AM on 06/16/08 24 hours 17 2000
( 1 site, 100+ IP) to 10AM on 07/03/08
Univ-In-60s Inbound traffic 6:00 AM on 12/15/06 60s 147 253

at university access link to 9:00 PM on 12/16/06
Univ-Out-60s Outbound traffic 6:00 AM on 12/15/06 60s 147 305

at university access link to 9:00 PM on 12/16/06
Univ-In-long Inbound traffic 10:00 AM to 7:00 PM, ≈600s 27 550

at university access link between 01/23/07
and 01/25/07

Univ-Out-long Outbound traffic 10:00 AM to 7:00 PM, ≈600s 27 550
at university access link between 01/23/07

and 01/25/07

Table 2.1: Characteristics of the data traces gathered from 12 sites

HTTP object compression and caching.
Finally, in Section 2.4, we take an in-depth microscopic look into network

traffic redundancy. We study a variety of issues which have direct implications
on the design of redundancy elimination systems. These include various proper-
ties of redundant content ranging from origin of redundant strings, prevalence
and importance of partial packet matches, and temporal and frequency dis-
tribution of the redundant strings. In all cases, we study traces from the full
set of 12 network locations to ensure that our empirical insights are broadly
applicable.

2.1 data sets

Our empirical study is based on full packet traces collected at several distinct
network edge locations. One is from our university’s access link to the commer-
cial Internet, while the others are from access links of enterprises of various
sizes. The key characteristics of our traces are shown in Table 2.1.
Enterprise Traces: We monitored access links at 11 corporate enterprise loca-
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tions and collected several days worth of traffic going into and out of these sites.
We classify the enterprises as small, medium or large based on the number of
internal host IP addresses seen (less than 50, 50-100, and 100+, respectively) in
a typical 24 hour trace at each of these sites. While this classification is some-
what arbitrary, we use this division to study if there are redundancy properties
that are dependent on the size of an enterprise. Note that the total amount of
traffic in each trace is also approximately correlated to the number of host IP
addresses, though there is a large amount of variation from day to day. Typical
incoming traffic numbers for small enterprises were about 0.3-3GB/day, for
medium enterprises were about 2-12GB/day and for large enterprises about
7-50GB/day. The access link capacities at these sites varied from a few Mbps to
several tens of Mbps. Note that even the largest enterprise site in our trace is one
or more orders of magnitude smaller than our university in terms of number of
IPs, traffic or access link capacity. Finally, the total volume of enterprise network
traffic collected and analyzed is about 3TB.
University Traces: We monitored the access link of our university. Our uni-
versity has a 1Gbps full-duplex connection to the commercial Internet and has
roughly 50,000 users. We logged entire packets (including payloads) going in
either direction on the access link. Due to some limitations of our collection
infrastructure (our disk array was unable to keep up with traffic rate at peak
utilization), we were only able to log traffic from one direction at a time. Thus,
we alternatively logged a few minutes of traffic in each direction.

We collected two sets of traces at the University access link. First, we col-
lected several 60s-long traces between 6am on Friday, Dec 15 and 9pm on
Saturday Dec 16, 2006. On average, we collected 3 traces per hour for either
direction, resulting in a total of 147 traces for each direction. We alternated
between inbound and outbound traffic, with a gap of 30s between the traces
for the two directions. The total size of these traces is 558GB. Henceforth, we
shall use term Univ-In-60s to refer to the inbound traffic traces, and the term
Univ-out-60s for the outbound traffic traces.

Second, during Jan 23-25, 2007, we collected 1.1TB worth of traffic during
different hours between 10am and 7pm. Again, we alternated between the
incoming and outgoing directions; each trace spanned≈ 600 seconds on average.
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Henceforth, we shall use the terms Univ-In-long and Univ-Out-long to describe
these traces.
Other uses of the traces: We also focus on the subset of our university traces
involving traffic to and from a certain high volume /24 prefix owned by our
university. Several of the most popular Web servers in our university are
located on this /24. We use these University trace-subsets as potential logs for
evaluating how redundancy suppression may help data centers.
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Figure 2.1: Protocol distribution at the incoming link of (a) a large enterprise
(starting with HTTP at the bottom) and (b) University outgoing link

In order to provide a flavor of these traces, we show the trace composition
by protocols across five week days for a large enterprise trace in Figure 2.1(a).
These protocols were identified using TCP port numbers. This figure highlights
the significant differences in network access link traffic since the 1999 enterprise
traces that were analyzed by Spring et al. in [64]. First, while [64] observed a
dominant fraction of traffic comprised of HTTP (64% of incoming traffic), we
see HTTP traffic is significant but not dominant today, with large variations
seen from day to day (20-55%). Second, while [64] hardly observed any file
transfer traffic (FTP 1.9%), the traffic over our enterprise access links comprise
a significant amount (25-70%) of file transfer traffic (SMB, NetBios, Source
Code Server, etc.). These file transfer traffic were directed to other branch
offices around the globe. This is likely due to a significant shift in enterprise
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management approach in the last few years where increasingly servers are
centralized in a few locations/data centers in order to save administrative
expenses. Finally, Figure 2.1(b) shows protocol composition at our university
outgoing link, and the traffic characteristics here are quite different from the
enterprise - HTTP is significant at 36% and a large portion of traffic, likely
peer-to-peer, is classified as others (note that the edonkey control traffic itself is
significant and identified separately).

2.2 algorithms for redundancy elimination

Broadly speaking, redundancy in network packets can be eliminated in two
ways: 1) detection and removal of redundant strings across different pack-
ets, also called redundancy suppression and 2) redundancy elimination within
a packet using data compression. We first discuss algorithms for performing
redundancy suppression, and then briefly discuss compression.

Redundancy Suppression

To date, middlebox-based techniques for redundancy suppression [64] rely on
the approach proposed by Manber [83], in the context of identifying similar files
in a file system. We first describe this approach, referred to as MODP, and then
describe an alternative approach called MAXP. We then describe a technique for
estimating the performance of an optimal redundancy suppression algorithm
and present performance comparisons of MODP and MAXP with respect to
the optimal.

Before we describe the MODP and MAXP algorithms, we first describe
the overall approach behind redundancy suppression for network traffic, first
proposed in [64]. Given a cache/dictionary of past packets, redundancy sup-
pression techniques need to identify contiguous strings of bytes in the current
packet that are also present in the cache. This is accomplished by identifying a
set of representative “fingerprints” for each packet and then looking up these
fingerprints in an “index” that maps them to the packets in the cache. The
fingerprints serve as “random hooks” into portions of the packet payload and
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are used to find redundant content. Each fingerprint of the new packet is looked
upon in this index, the matching packet is retrieved and the matching region
is expanded byte-by-byte in both directions to obtain the maximal region of
redundant bytes. Once all matches are identified, the matched segments are re-
placed with fixed-size pointers into the cache, thereby suppressing redundancy.
Finally, the cache and the index are updated with the new packet. If the packet
cache is full, the earliest packet is evicted and all its fingerprints are removed
from the index. The key difference between the MODP and MAXP algorithms is
simply in how the representative fingerprints are computed, which we describe
next.
MODP: In this algorithm, Rabin fingerprints [58] of sliding windows of w
contiguous bytes of each packet payload are computed. Parameterw represents
the minimum match size of interest. Smaller w would help identify more
matches at a potential cost of missing larger matches. Typical values for w
range from 12 − 64 bytes.

For a packet with S bytes of payload, S > w, a total of S −w fingerprints
are generated. Since S >> w, the number of such fingerprints is approximately
the same as the number of bytes in the packet.

Since it is impractical to store all these fingerprints, a fraction 1/p of finger-
prints are chosen whose value is 0 mod p (p can be chosen as a power of two for
ease of computation). In this way, fingerprints are chosen independent of their
position and is thus robust to reordering and insertions/deletions. In cases
where the MODP selection criteria does not choose even a single fingerprint
from a given packet, we explicitly enforce that at least one fingerprint is chosen
per packet.

Parameter p controls the memory overhead of the index with typical values
of p ranging from 32 to 128. For example, using 16 fingerprints per 1500 byte
packet (or p ≈ 90) results in indexing memory overhead of 50% the cache size.
MAXP: One shortcoming with the MODP approach is that the fingerprints
are chosen based on a global property, i.e., fingerprints have to take certain
pre-determined values to be chosen. While this would result in the desired
fraction of fingerprints being chosen across a large packet store, on a per-packet
basis, the number of fingerprints chosen can be significantly different and not
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enough sometimes.
In order to guarantee that adequate number of fingerprints are chosen uni-

formly from each packet, a local technique such as winnowing [75] is essential.
Winnowing, similar to the work by Manber [83], was also introduced in the
context of identifying similar documents and can be easily adapted to iden-
tifying redundancy in network traffic. The key idea behind winnowing is to
choose those fingerprints that are local-maxima (or minima) over each region
of p bytes, thus ensuring that one fingerprint is selected over every segment of
a packet.

Our MAXP fingerprint selection algorithm is based on the local-maxima
based chunking algorithm designed for remote differential compression of
files [66]. This algorithm is similar to winnowing but has the advantages of
imposing a lower bound on chunk length and lower computational overhead
since the local-maxima is computed using the bytes directly as digits (rather
than computing a hash first before the minima computation in winnowing).
The details of the algorithm can be found in [66].

While the authors of winnowing show that, in the case of web files, the
MODP approach can result in no hashes being picked for approximately 30K of
non-whitespace characters, it is not immediately clear whether similar deficien-
cies of MODP will be visible in our setting, where the network traffic comprises
a mix of protocols.
Optimal: For a given minimum match size w, the optimal algorithm for
redundancy elimination would require that every fingerprint be stored for
potential future matches. Since the number of fingerprints is of the order of
number of bytes in the packet store, the memory overhead of indexing every
fingerprint is simply impractical.

We devise an alternate approach based on bloom filters in order to estimate
the upper bound of the optimal algorithm. Instead of indexing every fingerprint,
we store the fingerprints in an appropriately sized bloom filter. We then identify
fingerprint matches when the bloom filter contains the fingerprint. Given all
the matched regions in the packet, we can identify the optimal set of matches
that maximizes redundancy elimination.

While bloom filters are susceptible to false positives, we choose 8 hash
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functions and a bloom filter size (in bits) that is 16 times the number of bytes in
the packet store so that the false positive rate is under 0.1% [56]. One drawback
of using a bloom filter is that even though we know a match exists with high
probability, we do not know the location of the match. This is problematic in the
case of overlapping matches of two or more w byte strings, since we are unsure
whether the overlapping matches correspond to the same location in the packet
store (resulting in maximum redundancy elimination) or not. We optimistically
assume that overlapping matches in the bloom filter would also overlap in the
packet store and thus the resultant computation provides an upper bound in
the redundancy suppression performance of the optimal algorithm.

Finally, if we need to model packet eviction from a full cache, a counting
bloom filter can be used instead of a simple bloom filter.
Comparison: We present a comparison of the bandwidth savings of the MODP
and the MAXP algorithms with respect to the upper bound of the Optimal
algorithm. Given the high computational requirements for obtaining the results
presented in this section, we use only small representative subsets (averaged
over several GBs/hours worth of traffic) of the overall traces. While we present
extensive trace evaluations of MODP and MAXP in the next section, here our
goal is to evaluate their performance characteristics relative to the optimal.

We define bandwidth savings as the ratio of number of bytes saved due
to redundancy elimination as compared to the original network traffic. While
computing savings, we take into account all overheads including packet header
overheads and the shim headers [27] necessary to encode the pointers in the
MODP/MAXP algorithms.

We use a minimum match window size, w, of 32 bytes (the impact of w is
discussed in Section 2.4) and vary the sampling period p from 128 to 4. Results
from two enterprise traffic traces are shown in Figure 2.2(a) and (b), respectively.

First, notice that the performance of MODP and MAXP improves as we
decrease the sampling period, because we are indexing more and more fin-
gerprints. We see that their performance approaches the upper bound of the
optimal at p = 4. Second, we see that MAXP outperforms MODP by up to
10% (2% absolute) in Figure 2.2(a) while we see a much wider performance
gap of up to 20% (10% absolute) between MAXP and MODP in Figure 2.2(b).
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Figure 2.2: Comparison of MODP, MAXP, and Optimal

In both traces, the selection of fingerprints by MODP is more clustered while
that of MAXP is much more uniform; in the case of MODP, the next fingerprint
is selected within 10 bytes of the last selected fingerprint’s location in more
than 30% of the cases for p = 32. In contrast, MAXP gives much more uniform
selection; the gap is less than 10 bytes in less than 2% of the cases. The clus-
tering impacts MODP more in the second trace than in the first trace; that is,
the number of redundant string matches and average match size is similar in
trace 1 between MAXP and MODP but quite different in trace 2. This highlights
the trace driven nature of MODP’s performance and the advantage of uniform
fingerprint sampling approach of MAXP. As we shall see in the next section,
there are traces where MAXP outperforms MODP by up to 35%.

Finally, we choose p = 32 as the default sampling period in the rest of the
chapter. While p = 4 delivers the best performance, the indexing memory
overhead at p = 4 is approximately 10X the cache size and is not a desirable
operating point. A choice of p = 32 delivers performance within 10% of p = 4
(10-20% of optimal upper bound) and has a memory overhead roughly compa-
rable to the cache size.

Compression

Clearly, irrespective of whether redundancy suppression is being implemented
or not, each packet can be compressed by a compression algorithm such as
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Site #IP Trace size GZIP GZIP+ MODP MAXP MAXP MAXP+ MAXP-
(GB) 10ms @4xCACHE GZIP+10ms outgoing

Small Enterprise
1 44 5.8 19 25 35 37 39 41 61
2 31 21.7 7 10 40 54 59 61 54
3 18 0.2 15 21 37 38 38 41 41

Medium Enterprise
1 54 7.7 6 8 15 16 17 19 51
2 72 7.1 13 18 33 35 39 41 43
3 79 10.6 12 16 25 27 30 34 44
4 79 14.3 9 12 18 19 21 24 25
5 61 4.4 9 13 27 28 31 32 44

Large Enterprise
1 122 17.5 6 8 15 16 20 19 54
2 142 3 8 12 23 24 26 27 44
3 160 31 10 13 22 23 31 27 34

Table 2.2: Bandwidth savings across different enterprise sites in percentage

Site #IP Trace size GZIP GZIP+ MODP MAXP MAXP MAXP+
(GB) 10ms @4xCACHE GZIP+10ms

Incoming 9360 22 4 5 9 9 12 10
Outgoing - 22 3 4 11 12 15 14
Outgoing /24 29 2.3 2 3 33 41 48 43

Table 2.3: Bandwidth savings across University traffic in percentage

the deflate algorithm used in gzip. The deflate algorithm replaces repeated
strings with pointers and further uses huffman coding to efficiently encode
commonly occurring symbols. While the authors in [64] compared redundancy
suppression with deflate, they did not consider a) the benefits of aggregating
packets within a small time window, say 10ms, before applying compression1

and b) the benefits of applying compression after redundancy suppression and
whether there are any complementary gains. We evaluate these aspects next.

1It is well-known that deflate does not compress very small packets well as it needs to build
a dictionary before the benefits of compression kick in. However, note that neither MODP nor
MAXP benefits from aggregation since the minimum match size w << S, the packet size.
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2.3 macroscopic view: core benefits

Here, we explore the core benefits of deploying redundancy elimination on
either end of the WAN access link to the enterprise/university. Our analysis
across diverse settings gives a comprehensive view of when (and to what extent)
redundancy elimination techniques help.

We first evaluate the average bandwidth savings due to redundancy elim-
ination using the various algorithms described in Section 2.2, individually,
and in combination. We then examine the temporal variability of the sav-
ings. Finally, we examine redundancy characteristics for different protocols
and then focus on HTTP in order to answer the following question: how does
protocol-independent redundancy elimination compare with protocol-specific
techniques such as compression of HTTP objects and the use of web caches?

Bandwidth Savings

Tables 2.2 and 2.3 present the average bandwidth savings using the different
redundancy elimination algorithms described in Section 2.2 for the enterprise
and university traces, respectively.

Let us first focus on the enterprise results in Table 2.2. We classify enterprise
sites as small, medium, and large based on the number of host IP addresses
seen within the enterprise. While the total trace size is mostly proportional to
the number of IP addresses, we can see several outliers such as small enterprise
site 2 with over 20GB of traffic while large enterprise site 2 with only 3GB of
traffic. Except for the last column which presents savings on outgoing traffic,
the rest of the results are for traffic incoming to the enterprise, since this is the
dominant portion of traffic (≈ 80-90% of trace size). We use w = 32, p = 32
and a default cache size of 250MB (plus approximately 250MB for indexing
overhead), which corresponds to roughly 2 to 10 minutes of traffic at peak
utilization for the different sites. We later show that even such a small cache
size is sufficient to achieve reasonable benefits.

We make several observations from the table. First, while performing GZIP
compression per packet provides some gains, the gains are only half or less of
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the gains from the MODP or MAXP algorithms. Second, while aggregating
packets helps improve GZIP gains, an aggregation latency of 10ms still does
not provide substantial gains. Third, MAXP outperforms MODP by 5-10%
on most of the traces (1-2% absolute bandwidth gains) and, in some traces
such as small enterprise 2, performs as much as 35% better than MODP (14%
absolute). This highlights the importance of the uniform sampling approach of
MAXP since one could very well hit a large stream of bytes where the MODP
algorithm misses out on significant redundancy elimination opportunities.
Fourth, increasing the cache size by 4X provides incremental gains of 0-35% (0-
8% absolute), with large enterprises benefiting the most. Fifth, applying GZIP
with 10ms aggregation after MAXP provides gains of 8-26% (3-7% absolute)
over MAXP alone, delivering, in most cases, comparable savings as using MAXP
alone at 4X the cache size. Thus, compression can be effective in complementing
the gains obtained via redundancy suppression. Sixth, the average savings
are generally higher for the small/medium enterprises as compared to large
enterprises. Finally, the savings on outgoing links (last column) are generally
higher than the savings on incoming links.

Examining the results for the university traces in Table 2.3, the broad obser-
vations made earlier for the enterprise traces hold good. Here, we only highlight
a few salient points. Note that the incoming and outgoing traffic are roughly
similar, in size, unlike the skewed incoming dominant case for the enterprise.
Thus, we present results for incoming and outgoing separately. Overall, the
savings are in the 10-15% range, continuing the trend seen earlier of larger sites
resulting in lower average savings. Focusing specifically on the outgoing traffic
from high volume /24 prefix that hosts popular web servers in our university,
we see that the trace demonstrates significant savings of over 40%. Finally,
note that MAXP significantly outperforms MODP by 22% in this trace, again
illustrating the advantage of uniform sampling of the MAXP algorithm.

In summary, these results demonstrate that redundancy elimination can
bring down the average utilization of access links substantially. The benefits
range from 10% to 60% in average bandwidth savings, with smaller sites generally
achieving higher savings. The MAXP algorithm outperforms the MODP algorithm,
sometimes substantially by up to 35%, and applying packet level gzip compression
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Figure 2.3: Volume, in Mbps, of original and compressed data

with 10ms aggregation after MAXP provides further gains of up to 26%.

Temporal Variations

While average savings provide a good measure of the overall effectiveness of
redundancy elimination, it can hide significant temporal effects. In this section,
we study the temporal variability of savings due to redundancy elimination.

In Figure 2.3(a) and 2.3(b), we plot the volume in Mbps of all bytes for
the Univ-In-60s and Univ-Out-60s traces (y1-axis). We overlay the fraction
of redundancy in the same figure as well (y2-axis). We see a slight negative
correlation between the fraction of redundancy and the volume of traffic for
inbound traffic (Figure 2.3(a)). In contrast, there is a slight positive correlation
for the outbound traffic (Figure 2.3(b)). We also observed a slight positive
correlation between link utilization and redundancy fraction in the outgoing
/24 trace (not shown). The correlation between traffic load and redundancy
can play a vital role in terms of bandwidth savings at peak traffic periods. In
order to quantitatively study the impact of temporal variability with respect to
bandwidth savings, we define two metrics:

• Peak and 95th-percentile savings: Since links are sometimes charged and/or
provisioned based on peak or 95th-percentile traffic load [40, 73], we
compare the peak and 95th percentile savings with the average savings
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available in the trace. We compute these measures over a range of time
buckets starting from 1 second to 5 hours, and study how they vary both
with respect to these time buckets as well as compared to the average
savings.

• Burstiness: We use the burstiness metric as computed using wavelet based
multiresolution analysis (MRA) [69] to study how redundancy elimination
impacts traffic burstiness at various timescales. MRA-based energy plots
depict the variance or burstiness of traffic at different timescales and,
in general, one would expect compression to help reduce burstiness in
traffic.
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Figure 2.4: Savings in median, 95-percentile and peak usage

In Figure 2.4(a) and (b), we plot the mean, median, 95th percentile and
peak savings over buckets of different timescales (in log scale) from a 24 hour
trace for a large-sized and medium-sized enterprise, respectively. Examining
the figure for the large enterprise, the results are not very encouraging — the
median savings is significantly higher than the mean savings while the peak
savings is generally lower than the mean savings, for almost the entire range.
This implies that redundancy elimination is negatively correlated with load, i.e.,
at peak hours there is less redundancy than in lean hours. The 95th-percentile
savings measure is somewhat better than the peak measure and approaches
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the mean savings for time units of 100-600 seconds. The results for the medium-
sized enterprise, while also broadly similar to the large enterprise case, is
better with 95th-percentile savings outperforming mean savings over a large
range of time values. In case of our university, we used Univ-In/Out-60s traces
for this evaluation as indicative of few 60 second samples. We observed that
peak savings and 95th-percentile savings were better than mean savings for 60
second samples. For Univ-outbound trace, peak savings and 95th percentile
savings were 16% and 14.5% as compared to mean of 12%, supporting earlier
observation of slight positive correlation of redundancy savings with utilization.
For incoming trace, the differences were not significant from mean savings of
10%. In conclusion, examining the average savings over an interval does not
depict a true measure of the temporal variations in savings and we find that
redundancy elimination may be negatively correlated with load, resulting in
lower peak savings as compared to average savings.
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Figure 2.5: Burstiness of original and compressed traffic

We now examine the burstiness metric derived from wavelet-based multires-
olution analysis using an energy plot, which depicts base-2 log of the energy
(variance) against the base-2 log of the time scale. Figures 2.5(a) and (b) depict
the energy plot for the original traffic, the compressed traffic and a hypothetical
trace where the original traffic is compressed uniformly using the average com-
pression savings value for a large enterprise and the university outgoing /24
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traces, respectively. Note that the time scale ranges from 10 milliseconds to 1
hour (1 minute) for the enterprise (university) traces. The differences between
the two curves are quite obvious — we notice that the compressed traffic does
not reduce the burstiness of original traffic significantly for most of the range
of the time scales depicted in enterprise case (the two curves practically over-
lap compared to the uniform compression curve) while burstiness is reduced
significantly in the university trace, especially in the 1 minute timescale. This
lack of reduction in burstiness in the enterprise trace is not surprising, given
our observation that the median (peak) savings are generally higher (lower)
than the mean savings across different timescales in the traces. On the other
hand, as mentioned earlier, the positive correlation between link utilization and
redundancy in the outgoing /24 trace, helps reduce its overall burstiness.

One caveat with this analysis is that we simply compute burstiness of the
original and compressed traces, assuming that the arrival process does not
change. However, redundancy elimination may impact TCP’s congestion con-
trol behavior which can change the arrival process and result in different bursti-
ness values, especially at the smaller timescales. We plan to study this issue in
more detail by replaying the traces using TCP over a testbed and re-evaluating
the burstiness metric.

In conclusion, our temporal variability analysis presents a mixed picture of
the benefits of redundancy suppression. While the average savings of up to 60%
are significant, peak savings can be significantly lower than the average savings. We
do find that the 95th-percentile savings is closer to mean savings, at least over certain
time scales, which may be helpful in curtailing usage costs in certain situations.
Finally, the overall traffic burstiness is not significantly reduced in the enterprise case,
implying that redundancy elimination is not too helpful in making traffic more
predictable or enabling more effective traffic engineering on enterprise access
links.

Redundancy in Protocols

In Table 2.4, we show the redundancy that we observe in popular network
protocols that traverse the WAN access link in the university and a large enter-
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Port # Protocol Univ-In-60s Univ-Out-60s
% of % redundancy % of % redundancy
bytes bytes

20 ftp-data 0.04 16.93 1.1 7.5
25 smtp 0.02 22.69 0.08 70.63
53 dns 0.22 21.39 0.14 47.99
80 possibly http 58.10 12.49 31.69 20.37
443 https 0.60 2.00 3.59 2.08
554 rtsp 3.38 1.99 1.34 24.40

Large Enterprise-In Large Enterprise-Out
445 SMB 45.46 21.40 45.44 17.18
80 HTTP 16.8 29.45 14.41 76.31
139 NetBios 2.88 7.98 0.8 36.52
389 LDAP 4.85 44.33 12.5 71.68
- Src Code Crtl 17.96 50.32 0.1 72.31

Table 2.4: Redundancy in key protocols

prise trace. For each protocol, we show the fraction of total bytes that belong
to the protocol, and the fraction of redundancy in the protocol’s payload. Our
observations here are different from Spring et al. [64] in a few key ways. For
example, Spring et al. found HTTP traffic to be highly redundant (∼ 30% after
excluding web caching, ∼ 54% overall) and SMTP traffic to be modestly redun-
dant (∼ 20%). In contrast, we see that the redundancy in SMTP traffic is much
higher (70% in the outgoing trace), while the redundancy in HTTP traffic is
lower (16% and 32% in university and enterprise traces, respectively, using
weighted incoming+outgoing bytes). The reduction in HTTP redundancy, as
compared to the results reported in [64], is likely due to the increasing usage of
port 80 for all types of traffic such as media streaming, games, etc. We also note
that 5% of all bytes belong to HTTPS and since the HTTPS payload is encrypted,
it shows minimal redundancy. Also, note the mix of protocols in the enterprise
trace is quite different from what was observed in the enterprise traces in [64],
where the top three protocols were HTTP (64%), RTSP (7%) and Napster (3%).

The changing composition of protocols and also the evolution of what
comprises traffic over a well-known port such as port 80, argues for a protocol-
independent redundancy elimination solution, assuming it performs as well or
better than alternative protocol-specific solutions. We next focus on redundancy
in HTTP and compare protocol-independent redundancy elimination with
object-level compression and caching.
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Trace Object-GZIP MAXP MAXP+GZIP+10ms
Univ-In-long 7.69 10.94 14.93
Univ-Out-long 10.1 20.52 23.75
Univ-Out/24 6.25 53.49 54.69
Large Enterprise 24.45 29.45 34.1

Table 2.5: Redundancy in HTTP traffic

Redundancy in HTTP

In order to estimate the performance of HTTP with object-level compression,
we reverse-engineer HTTP object-level compression from the network-level
traces. We first parse each network trace to extract different flows, and then
use simple pattern matching to identify the start of HTTP objects within each
flow. We are able to extract most of the HTTP objects into separate files in this
manner. We then apply gzip compression on each of the objects and compare
the compression savings against the savings from redundancy elimination
using the MAXP algorithm. The results are shown in Table 2.5.

Note that the compression savings for GZIP represents an optimistic scenario
since many objects may be dynamically generated or composed of latency
sensitive parts and thus may not be amenable to GZIP compression over the
entire object. Even with this optimistic assumption, we find that redundancy
elimination delivers at-least 5-10% additional savings in all the traces and results
in significant out-performance (almost 50% additional savings) in the case of
university outgoing/24 trace (a popular web site), because of its ability to exploit
redundancy across traffic from different users.

Finally, we examined if HTTP object-level caching could help in bandwidth
savings. We analyzed cache control headers, pragma responses and other
metadata as in [64] to identify the cacheability of HTTP objects. We found
that many of the HTTP objects were deemed non-cacheable and only about 5%
bandwidth savings would be accrued due to the deployment of a web proxy in
the enterprise trace.

Note that, the authors in [64] did not compare their approach against HTTP
object-level compression and while they compared against web caching, the
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cacheable percentage in our case is lower. This is likely due to a combination
of higher percentage of dynamically generated web pages and the advertising-
related incentives for web sites to serve pages directly to clients.

In conclusion, protocol-independent redundancy elimination is an effective
technique for suppressing redundancy and is not impacted by the changing
composition of the protocols that traverse the access links of universities and
enterprises. Furthermore, in the case of HTTP, we found that redundancy elimina-
tion performs better than both object-level compression and caching, thus diminishing
the need for deploying protocol-specific solutions.

2.4 microscopic view: understanding redundancy

In this section, we perform in-depth empirical analyses to understand various
redundancy characteristics. Our goal is to leverage these empirically observed
properties to design effective redundancy elimination techniques.

We first focus on the origins of redundancy: is the observed redundancy
mostly due to content common to different users or is it mostly content from
within each user’s protocol/traffic? If it is mostly content from within each
user’s protocol/traffic, we could simply employ redundancy elimination at
each client-server endpoints, and argue for an end-to-end solution instead of
deploying expensive middleboxes. We then examine spatial characteristics of
redundant chunks in order to answer the following question: is most of the
savings from full packet matches or partial packet matches? More generally,
what is the distribution of sizes of the identified redundant chunks? Next,
we evaluate the temporal characteristics of matches: are matches mostly from
recent packets in the cache, or, more generally, what is the temporal distribution
of matches? Finally, we study the hit characteristics of redundant chunks: is
redundancy suppression due to a few popular chunks? Does chunk hits have
zipf-like characteristics that are seen in web page requests?

One important caveat to note with respect to redundancy characteristics
studied in this section: these characteristics are identified in the context of
packet-level redundancy elimination approaches, that use caches limited by
DRAM sizes (GBs) and history in the order of minutes/hours; these results may
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not be applicable to file-level redundancy elimination approaches such as [32,
48] that typically store and index terabytes (days/months) of data (history).

Redundancy: Origins
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Figure 2.6: Composition of redundancy (intra/inter-flow/user)

Given that one of the major claims/advantages of middlebox-based redun-
dancy elimination devices is the ability to leverage redundancy across traffic
from different users and flows, it is important to understand the composition
of redundancy due to matches between traffic from different users. In general,
given a four-tuple of source/destination IP addresses and ports, it would be in-
teresting to know, for each match, how many of these four-tuples were common
between the current packet and the matched packet. For example, if most of
the savings are due to matches between packets with the same source and des-
tination IP addresses, a purely end-to-end solution would suffice, diminishing
the need for middleboxes that are being deployed today.

In this section, we quantify the contribution of matches to bandwidth sav-
ings by dividing up the matches into the following five classifications: a) in-
traflow (match was from a packet with the same four-tuple), b) interflow (match
from same source-dest IP but different ports), c) interdst (match from same
source IP but different destination IPs), d) intersrc (match from same desti-
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nation IP but different source IPs), and e) internode (match from different
four-tuples). In [64], since the clients in the traces were anonymized, they were
unable to correlate redundancy by four-tuples. They found that redundant
traffic is mostly (78%) from the same server (interdst) and hypothesized that a
server to proxy redundancy elimination would be advantageous as compared
to a pure end-to-end solution.

Figure 2.6 presents the match origin classification for various enterprise
(incoming-only) and university traces. Based on the figure, we make the fol-
lowing observations. First, in the case of small and medium enterprises, ap-
proximately 90% of savings are due to intraflow and interflow matches (same
source-dest IP), implying that a pure end-to-end solution would capture the vast
majority of the middle-box savings. In fact over 90% of the interflow matches
(not shown) also had the same source port number, indicating that the flows
are likely part of the same protocol. Second, while the large enterprise does
leverage traffic across different users, it still has about 75% of savings due to
matches from flows with the same source-dest IP addresses. Third, in the case
of university traces, we see only 10-40% contribution to due intraflow/interflow
with a large contribution due to interdst, especially in the case of the outgo-
ing/24 trace, representative of a busy web server. While we do see variations of
these contributions in different traces (the enterprise results are averages over
several days), these results were generally not sensitive either to cache size used
for the redundancy elimination or to time of day, i.e., peak/lean hour (results
not shown).

In summary, the key takeaways are: 1) An end-to-end redundancy elimination
solution could provide significant portion of the middlebox savings in small/medium
enterprises, and to an extent, large enterprises too, diminishing the need for deploy-
ing an expensive middlebox-based solution. 2) A middlebox-based solution is more
compelling at access links to busy web servers.

Redundancy: Spatial View

In this section, we seek to understand if the contribution to the observed redun-
dancy comes mainly from full packet matches, or partial packet matches. If the
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former is true, one can design simpler techniques to index a packet than Spring
et al.’s proposal. For instance, rather than store multiple fingerprints per packet,
we can store a single hash for the entire packet’s content. If the matches are due
to partial packet matches, understanding the match length will help advise on
the appropriate minimum match size parameter, w, used by the redundancy
elimination algorithms.
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Figure 2.7: Match length distribution and contribution to total savings. (a) and
(b) are for large enterprise. (c) and (d) are for University inbound traces

In Figure 2.7(a), we show the percent of matches for chunks of various sizes
for a large enterprise. We see that over 70% of matches are for chunks of size
less than 150 bytes and less than 10% of matches are from full 1500 byte packet
matches. On the other hand, Figure 2.7(b) shows the savings contribution of
chunks by their sizes and we see that nearly half of the savings are due to large,
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full packet matches and with approximately 20% due to matches of size less than
150 bytes. Examining at an even finer granularity, we found that approximately
4% of savings was due to 50 bytes or smaller matches (not shown).

Similar results are seen in the University trace as well. In Figure 2.7(c) for
Univ-Incoming trace, we see that around 70% of the matches are for chunks of
size less than 150 bytes and full 1500 byte packet matches are less than 5% of
the matches. Figure 2.7(d) shows that less than quarter of the savings are due
to large full packet matches, while 20 % of the savings are due to matches of
size less than 150 bytes.

Thus, while full packet matches provide 20-50% in overall savings, in order to get
the maximum benefit of redundancy elimination, we need to index the vast majority of
small packet matches of size less than 150 bytes.

Redundancy: Temporal View

In this section, we would like to understand the temporal locality of matches,
i.e., when a redundant chunk is matched between the current packet and a
packet in the cache, how far in the past is the matched packet? We consider two
temporal metrics: 1) time between current packet and matched packet and 2)
time between the final most recent match and the first match for a given chunk.
Lets consider the first metric now. In order to have a normalized metric that
works both during peak and lean traffic periods, we use the percent of cache
size between the current packet and the matched packet as the normalized
temporal metric.

In Figure 2.8(a), we plot the redundancy match contribution to overall
savings as a percentage vs the recency of match (computed as a percentage of
cache size). We use a default cache size of 250MB. The curves rise steeply for all
the traces with 60-80% of the savings due to matches with packets in the most
recent 10% of the cache. This characteristic implies that a) adding packets to
the cache in a FIFO manner and evicting the oldest packet is a good strategy
and b) small cache sizes can provide bulk of the savings of a large cache.

Let us now consider the time difference between the final time a specific
chunk was matched and the first time the same chunk was matched. This
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Figure 2.8: Redundancy: Temporal Characteristics

metric captures the duration for which a chunk is useful. Note that the time
difference can be much larger than the holding time of the cache since popular
chunks can recur throughout the trace and the time difference can be as large
as the trace length (24 hours). In Figure 2.8(b), we plot the CDF of the time
difference in log scale between the final and first matches of each unique chunk.
Note that for 60% of the chunks, the time difference is less than 100 seconds
and for approximately 80% of the chunks, the time difference is less than 1000
seconds. This again highlights the high degree of temporal locality of matches that
a small cache would be able to accommodate.
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Figure 2.9 plots the savings versus cache size for the enterprise and univer-
sity traces, respectively. We can see that small cache sizes do indeed provide
significant percentage of the savings, with the “knee” of the savings curve
between 100-250MB.

Redundancy: Hit Distribution

We now examine if the redundancy in network traffic is primarily due to a few
pieces of content repeated multiple times or multiple pieces of content repeated
a few times each. If the former is true, then a small packet store would suffice
to identify a significant fraction of the redundancy. If the latter is true we may
have to store many more chunks of data in a much larger packet store.

More generally, we would like to understand the distribution of frequency of
unique chunk matches. Given that researchers have shown that web page access
frequency exhibits a zipf-like distribution [54], it would be interesting to see if
the same phenomena also holds for chunk matches. Zipf-like distributions will
have relative probability of a hit for the ith most popular chunk proportional
to iα for some α close to −1.
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Figure 2.10: Chunk match distribution and their contribution to total savings

In order to answer this question, we keep track of each matched chunk and
count how many times the identical chunk is matched in the entire trace. In
Figure 2.10(a), we plot the frequency of chunk hits versus the chunk rank, sorted
by the number of hits, in a log-log scale for a large enterprise trace. The linear
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distribution in the log-log plot confirms the zipf-like nature of the chunk hits.
We also fit a zipf-distribution for the bulk of the data points, ignoring the top
100 chunks and chunks with exactly 1 hit, and find that the best fit results in
α = −0.97 (a fit over all the data points results in α = −0.9). Similar zipf-like
characteristics are also seen in other traces (not shown).

Figure 2.10(b) shows the contribution of the chunk hits to the bandwidth
savings versus the percentage of chunks sorted by their contribution. It is clear
from the figure that about 80% of savings come from 20% of the chunks. On the
other hand, in order to obtain the remainder 20% of savings, we need to retain
80% of the chunks. This implies that a small cache should be able to capture
bulk of the savings but capturing the full savings would require a large amount
of cache. The zipf-like chunk hit distribution thus explains the diminishing returns
of the large cache size seen in Figure 2.9.

2.5 findings and implications

In this chapter, we have discussed our in-depth measurement-based study of
the fundamental issues pertaining to the benefits, trade-offs and design issues
underlying protocol-independent redundancy elimination techniques. Here,
we summarize our empirical findings and identify important implications on
the design and usage of redundancy elimination and the role it can play in
network infrastructure and protocols.

• Protocol composition: Protocol composition over the access link has
changed significantly since the work by [64]. Specifically, enterprise traf-
fic (25-70%) has significant amount of file access traffic (SMB, NetBios,
etc.) due to the likely shift in enterprise management approach towards
use of centralized servers in data centers. The changing composition of
protocols over time makes a strong argument for the sustained relevance
of protocol-independent redundancy elimination techniques.

• Algorithm: While network traffic redundancy suppression proposals [27,
64] rely on a fingerprint selection algorithm, termed MODP in this pa-
per, we find that an algorithm that ensures more uniform selection of
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fingerprints using a local property such as local-maxima, termed MAXP,
outperforms MODP by 5-10% on most traces and as much as 35% in some
traces.

• Packet-level compression: We find that packet-level compression can be
effectively applied after redundancy suppression, delivering incremental
gains of up to 26%.

• Object-level compression: Protocol-independent redundancy elimina-
tion outperformed both HTTP object-level compression as well as caching,
with significant out-performance in the case of the University /24 trace.

• Temporal variability: We find that redundancy elimination does not
reduce traffic variability commensurately. While 95th-percentile savings
deliver close to average savings over some time intervals, peak savings are
generally lower than average savings in many of the traces. The burstiness
of traffic, as measured by the energy metric derived using wavelet-based
multiresolution analysis, is typically not commensurately lower due to
redundancy elimination.

• Origins: In the enterprise traces, we found that 75-90% of savings were
due to intra-user matches between packets that had the same source and
destination IP addresses. This argues for a pure end-to-end redundancy
elimination solution, diminishing the need for the deployment of mid-
dleboxes in most enterprises. On the other hand, based on our university
traces, we found that a middlebox solution is beneficial in busy web server
settings where significant portion of redundancy is due to inter-user traffic
matches.

• Spatial view: We find that most matches (70%) are small in size (less
than 150 bytes) while only about 10% of matches are full-packet matches.
In terms of contribution to savings, full packet matches contribute to
(25-50%) of total savings while packets of size less than 150 (50) bytes
contribute to about 20% (4%) of the savings. Thus, simple techniques
like indexing only full packets can provide up to half of the total savings,
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while capturing the full savings involves a significant amount of indexing
of small packet fragments.

• Temporal view: We find that most matches are from recent packets in
the cache. Thus, a FIFO-based approach for storing packets in the cache
would work well.

• Match Distribution: We find that the chunk match hit follows a zipf-like
distribution, with a few chunks that extract a large number of hits and vast
majority of chunks with one or two hits. This implies that smaller caches
can provide bulk of the gains of redundancy elimination and increasing
cache size would provide diminishing returns in terms of bandwidth
savings.

2.6 conclusion

In this chapter, we explored the nature and amount of redundancy in the
network traffic using protocol independent redundancy elimination techniques.
Using packet traces collected at twelve distinct network vantage points, we
showed that these techniques can deliver average bandwidth savings of 15-60%
for enterprise and university acces links as well as the links connecting busy
web servers. We also showed that significant amount of these savings can be
obtained by using small caches (250-600 MB), which can fit in DRAM. This
also motivates that such solutions can be deployed on high-speed routers and
provide significant bandwidth savings. Finally, we also observed that 75-90%
of the savings are intra-user matches for enterprises, which also promopted us
to investigate end-to-end redundancy elimination solutions. This concludes
the first part of this thesis.
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3 efficient network-layer re

Given the benefits of protocol independent redundancy elimination (RE) tech-
niques, we explore the potential of RE as a generic network-layer service. Such a
generic network-layer RE deployment would spread the benefits of redundancy
elimination to all network links and all end-to-end applications as opposed
to just benefitting the individual links of enterprises (which current WAN op-
timizers do). It would also benefit ISPs by improving their effective network
capacity and allowing them to better accomodate the increasing number of
bandwidth intensive multimedia and file sharing applications we see today. In
this chapter, we explore the design of an effective network-layer RE solution.

We begin with discussing a strawman deployment for network-layer RE.
RE could be applied on all input and output ports of routers in a hop-by-
hop manner. The upstream router would remove redundant content from the
packet on the fly by comparing it with earlier sent packets in its cache and
encode it to smaller packet. The downstream router would reconstruct/decode
by looking up its own packet cache. However, such a simple framework is
sub-optimal, since it does not consider the limited resources on routers. RE
algorithms (MAXP or MODP) involves resource-intensive operations (such as,
indexing content, fingerprints lookup, compressing, reconstructing) and an
ideal approach must explicitly account for the resource constraints on routers
in performing these RE functions.

The architecture should also allow network operators to specify network-
wide goals such as increasing overall efficiency (e.g., improving the network
throughput) or to achieve specific traffic engineering goals (e.g., alleviating
congested hotspots). Furthermore, the architecture should be flexible, and
incrementally adoptable providing benefits even under partial deployment,
and need not require replacement of current network operations such as existing
routing and network management practices.

We present the design, implementation and evaluation of SmartRE, an ar-
chitecture for network-layer RE that meets the above requirements. In SmartRE,
redundancy elimination is performed in a coordinated fashion by multiple RE
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devices. SmartRE uses the available resources on RE devices efficiently and
naturally accomodates several network-wide objectives.

In describing SmartRE, we focus largely on packet-level RE in ISP networks,
however, we believe that our design can apply to other deployment scenarios,
e.g., datacenters.

In general, encoding incurs greater overhead than decoding. So SmartRE
allocates encoding to ingress routers to avoid overloading interior routers that
operate at higher line-rates and thus have stricter resource constraints. Since
the number of edge routers is large, a large number of encoded packets are
introduced into the network. Interior routers in SmartRE perform less expen-
sive decoding actions. Decoding is performed in a coordinated fashion with
each interior router responsible for storing and reconstructing a fraction of the
encoded packets on a path. We use hash-based sampling techniques to facilitate
coordination among interior routers while incurring negligible overhead.

When allocating encoding and decoding responsibilities across a network,
SmartRE takes into account the memory capacity and packet processing through-
put at each RE device along with the prevailing traffic conditions, and configures
the actions of different devices so as to best meet an operator-specified network-
wide goal. This ensures that no device is overwhelmed and that RE is used
optimally to meet the network-wide objectives.

The duplicate removal and reconstruction logic in SmartRE can be imple-
mented in high-speed two-port switches or middleboxes, which can then be
deployed across specific ISP links. These enable incremental adoption in an ISP
network. We develop prototypes of the two-port switches in the Click modu-
lar router. Using real packet traces, we find that the prototypes can perform
duplicate removal at 2.2 Gbps and reconstruction at 8 Gbps.

We conduct an in-depth evaluation of SmartRE as applied to network-layer
RE in ISP networks using controlled simulations based on synthetic and real
packet traces over several real and inferred ISP topologies. Across a range
of topologies and traffic patterns, the performance of SmartRE is 4-5× better
than naively extending a single-vantage point RE solution to the network-wide
case. Further, and more significantly, SmartRE achieves 80-90% of the absolute
network footprint reduction of the hypothetical ideal case where RE devices
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are not limited by any throughput or capacity constraints. We also evaluate
partial deployment scenarios and find that enabling SmartRE on a small set of
strategically selected routers can offer significant network-wide benefits.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We present motivating
examples for coordination of RE operations in Section 3.1 which largely in-
fluences our design in Section 3.2. We discuss various implementation issues
in Section 3.4 and evaluation of our prototype on real and synthetic traces in
Section 3.5.

3.1 benefits of coordination

We start by describing the practical limits on the throughput of the two packet-
level RE primitives, namely, encoding and decoding. Then, we present qualita-
tive examples highlighting the benefits arising from assigning encoding and
decoding responsibilities across a collection of routers in an intelligent, coordi-
nated fashion. In particular, we show how this: (1) leads to efficient memory
usage, (2) ensures RE-related tasks can be performed at full capacity, and (3)
enables incremental deployment. We contrast this against a naive approach
that does not account for resource constraints.

Here, we assume a hypothetical intelligent, coordinated approach. This
has two implications. First, we have the flexibility to specify where a packet
should be cached along a routing path. In particular, this allows us to split
caching responsibilities along a path. This is in contrast to the hop-by-hop
approach, where each packet is explicitly cached at every hop along the path.
For example, if packets p1, . . . ,p4 traverse a path I,R1, . . . ,R4, we can specify
that each pi is cached at (and only at) Ri. Second, we assume that RE devices
that are separated by multiple hops in the network can either implicitly or
explicitly maintain a consistent view of each other’s caches. This means that an
encoded packet can potentially be decoded several hops downstream from the
point where it was encoded. In the above example, this means that I can encode
packet p4 with respect to p3 and R3 is responsible for decoding it. Again, in the
hop-by-hop approach, this would not be possible; each packet would have to
be encoded and decoded per-link.
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Encoding and Decoding Throughput

While considering redundancy elimination algorithms (discussed in Chap-
ter 2.2), we focus on redundancy suppression algorithms (MODP, MAXP, etc.)
for performing RE at high speed since most of the RE savings are contributed by
the redundancy suppression algorithms. We leave open exploring the combina-
tion of redundancy suppression algorithms and data compression algorithms
at high speeds for future work.

The redundancy suppression algorithms require fingerprint computations,
insertion and lookups along with packet encoding and reconstruction/decod-
ing. We argue that for both MAXP and MODP, fingerprints can be computed
in parallel alongside CRC checks, as the bytes in a packet arrive into a router.
Then, the main bottleneck affecting the processing throughput of packet-level
RE operations is memory access for insertions and lookups.

Encoding a packet requires multiple memory accesses and is much slower
than decoding. To see why, suppose that the memory hardware can support R
random memory accesses per second. For modern DRAMs, the random access
latency is 50ns, hence R = 2 × 107. Suppose that each packet has at most k
matches, and that we compute F fingerprints for each packet. Note that since
the number of matches can never be more than the number of fingerprints that
were computed, k 6 F. The encoding throughput for a standalone RE device is
at most R/F packets per second. This is because each packet, whether it can be
encoded or not, requires F random accesses to determine if there is a match or
not. Once matches are found, further processing is required to actually create
the encodings. On the other hand, decoding throughput is at least R/k. This is
because each packet has between 0 and k encodings. Thus, in this standalone
case, decoding is > F/k times faster than encoding. Since k 6 F, the decoding
throughput is clearly higher.
Throughput on a single link: Given this understanding of the standalone
encoding and decoding throughput, we can now consider the throughput
across a single link. For simplicity, let us assume all packets are of the same
size MSS. Suppose that the link capacity is such that it can carry P MSS-sized
packets per second. For instance, if the link speed is 2.4Gbps (OC48), and
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MSS = 500B, then P = 6× 105 and for an OC192 link P = 2.4× 106. Two cases
arise:

1. Slow link (R/F > P): This means that line rate encoding and decoding are
possible; e.g., for an OC48 link where R/F = 2× 106 > P = 6× 105. In this
case, the encoder can encode up to P packets per second, each carrying
up to kmatches. The decoder can decode each encoded packet.

2. Fast link (R/F < P): This means that line rate encoding is not possible.
This is the case for OC192 and higher speed links. (R/F = 2 × 106 <

P = 2.4 × 106). In this case, the encoder can encode no more than R/F
packets per second; a fraction of packets are left un-encoded to ensure
line-rate operation. Even though the decoder as a standalone operates
F/k times faster, its decoding throughput is now limited by the encoding
throughput immediately upstream. Thus, it is limited to decoding R/F
packets per second.

Motivating Examples

We present the examples in the context of a “bump-in-the-wire” deployment
where an RE middlebox is attached to router linecards. Each RE device has
pre-specified resource constraints. These capture hardware limitations (e.g., how
many decoding actions can the device perform per unit time?) or economic
constraints (e.g., DRAM cost which could limit total memory per device).

These examples also apply when there are resource budgets per router. For
example, processing constraints induced by power/cooling requirements are
better modeled on a per-router/per-PoP basis rather than per-middlebox. Also,
software or virtualized RE deployments (e.g., [25, 72]) would be characterized
by per-router constraints.

As the following examples show, the naive hop-by-hop approach described
in the previous section severely constrains the effectiveness of redundancy
elimination.
Memory efficiency and router benefits: Consider the scenario in Figure 3.1.
Suppose each RE device on the path has memory to store only 1 packet for
this path (since the devices are shared among the paths that traverse the link),
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Figure 3.1: Benefits of a coordinated approach when RE devices have constraints
on memory size.

but the RE devices on the first link can store 4 packets. Each store is managed
in a FIFO fashion. The hop-by-hop model yields no benefits from RE on the
interior links. A coordinated approach can ensure that the different packets
are stored and decoded at different routers. This helps reduce the total traffic
by 33%. There are secondary benefits in that routers have to switch smaller
packets internally, thereby improving their effective switching capacity. This
example shows that a coordinated approach can more effectively use a given
amount of memory.
Memory access constraints: Consider the example shown in Figure 3.2. Here,
the links between ingresses I1. . .I4 and the core router R1 are much slower
than the core-core links. Assume that the encoding RE device at the slow link
can perform 5 packet encodings per second (this corresponds to case #1 from
Section 3.1 where P = 5). The encoding RE device at the fast links can perform
10 packet encodings per second (this corresponds to case #2 from Section 3.1
where R/F = 10). Now, consider the decoding devices. The ones on the slow
links can decode 5 packets per second, while the ones on the fast link can decode
up to 20 packets per second (R/k = 20).

In the hop-by-hop case, the number of packets decoded by a downstream
RE device is the same as the number of packets encoded by the immediate
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Hop-by-hop Redundancy Elimination
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Assume each decoding saves X bytes

Total savings = 20X * 3 = 60X
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Figure 3.2: Benefits of coordination when RE devices have constraints on en-
coding/decoding throughput.

upstream device. Assuming each decoding saves X bytes, the hop-by-hop
approach removes 40X bytes (5X on 4 ingress-core router links, and 10X on two
core-core links). Consider an alternative coordinated scenario, in which the RE
devices on interior routers are not involved in encoding and can decode at the
maximum rate. In this case, devices on R1 and R2 can just forward encoded
packets and R3 can allot its full decoding capacity. This will reduce the total
network footprint by 20× 3× X. (Since R3 is 3 hops away from the ingress, for
each decoded packet, we save 3 hops in the network footprint). Also, some of
the devices perform no RE function; yet this architecture is 1.5× better than the
hop-by-hop approach.
Benefits under partial deployment: In Figure 3.2, consider a partial deploy-
ment scenario with no RE devices attached to router R1. In the hop-by-hop
approach, the total savings would only be 10X (only on link R2-R3). Note that
since the coordinated approach did not involve R1, it provides 60X savings even
with partial deployment. Network operators can thus realize significantly more
benefits with partial deployment with a coordinated design.

The above examples demonstrate the benefits of a hypothetical intelligent
and coordinated approach. Next, we describe how we can implement this
hypothetical approach in practice.

3.2 smartre design

Here, we formally describe the design of SmartRE, an architecture for redun-
dancy elimination that draws on the principles of spatially decoupling encoding
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and decoding responsibilities, and coordinating the actions of RE devices for
maximum efficiency. Our description focuses on SmartRE as applied to an ISP
network.

SmartRE leverages ideas from cSamp [86] to split caching (and decoding)
responsibilities across multiple router hops in a network. It specifies the caching
responsibility of each RE device in terms of a hash-range per path per device. Each
device is responsible for caching packets such that the hash of the packet
header falls in its assigned ranges. By using the same hash function across the
network and assigning non-overlapping hash ranges across devices on the same
path, SmartRE leverages the memory resources efficiently without requiring
expensive cache coordination protocols.

A network operator can specify different ISP-wide objectives, e.g., mini-
mizing network utilization, aiding traffic engineering goals. SmartRE uses a
network-wide optimization framework that takes into account the prevailing
traffic conditions (volume, redundancy patterns), the network’s routing policies,
and the capacities of individual RE devices to assign encoding and decoding
responsibilities across the network to optimally satisfy the operator’s objectives.

System Overview

We focus our discussion on the design of three key elements (Figure 3.3): ingress
nodes, interior nodes, and a central configuration module. Ingress and interior
nodes maintain caches storing a subset of packets they observe.

Ingress nodes encode packets. They search for redundant content in incom-
ing packets and encode them with respect to previously seen packets. In this
sense, the role of an ingress node is identical in the naive hop-by-hop approach
and SmartRE.

The key difference between the hop-by-hop approach and SmartRE is in the
design of interior nodes. First, interior elements need not store all packets in
their packet cache – they only store a subset as specified by a caching manifest
produced by the configuration module. Second, they have no encoding re-
sponsibilities. Interior nodes only decode packets, i.e., expand encoded regions
specified by the ingresses using packets in their local packet cache.
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Figure 3.3: Schematic depiction of SmartRE.

The configuration module computes the caching manifests to optimize the
ISP objective(s), while operating within the memory and packet processing
constraints of network elements. Similar to other proposals for centralized net-
work management (e.g., [14, 49, 60]), we assume that this module will be at the
network operations center (NOC), and has access to the network’s traffic matrix,
routing policies, and the resource configurations of the network elements.

Network-wide Optimization

The configuration module uses a network-wide view of traffic patterns and
resource constraints to compute how and where decoding should be done to
optimize ISP objectives.
Assumptions and Terminology: We assume that the traffic matrix (volume of
traffic in bytes and packets between every pair of ingress-egress routers) and the
routing path(s) between an ingress-egress pair are known and given as inputs.
We use the subscripts p and q to indicate paths, r to denote a node (either a
router or a bump-in-the-wire middlebox) and the notation r ∈ p to denote that
node r lies on the path p. vp is the total traffic volume, in bytes, flowing on path
p in a specific measurement interval. distancep,r is the upstream latency (e.g.,
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hop count, OSPF weights, physical fiber distance) of path p up to node r. In
our current framework, distancep,r is specified in terms of the hop count.

We also assume that we know the redundancy profile of the network from
historical traffic data or using periodic reports from ingress nodes. This re-
dundancy profile is specified in terms of two constants for every pair of paths.
These are (1) matchp,q (measured in packets), the number of matches that traffic
flowing through path p observes with traffic on path q and (2) matchlenp,q

(in bytes) denoting the average match length observed within these packets
(this is bound by the MSS). As a special case, matchp,p and matchlenp,p capture
intra-path redundancy. As such, our current focus is on redundancy between
paths with the same ingress.

The configuration module maximizes the total savings (i.e., minimizing the
network footprint or the link utilization-distance product), while respecting
the operating resource constraints: i.e., the total available memory (Mr) and
the total decoding processing power (Lr) per node. A network operator could
specify other network-wide objectives as well.
Formulation: The key variables in the formulation are the dp,r values. Each
dp,r specifies the fraction of traffic on path p that node r caches. We now
describe how the variables dp,r are determined. First, we model the packet
store capacity constraints on each node:

∀r,
∑
p:r∈p

dp,r × vp 6Mr (3.1)

Next, we model the total packet processing capabilities on each node. The
processing capabilities are bound by the number of memory operations that
can be performed in unit time.1 For each interior node, there are two types
of memory operations that contribute to the processing load: caching and
decoding. We assume for simplicity that both operations are equally expensive
per-packet, but it is easy to incorporate other models as well. The total number
of packets that will be stored by r on path p is dp,r× vp

avgpktsize . (avgpktsize appears
1We do not explicitly model CPU constraints because these are subsumed by processing

constraints imposed by memory accesses.
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because vp is in bytes but the load is per packet.) The total number of matches
that will be decoded by node r is

∑
p,q:r∈p,r∈q dq,r ×matchp,q.2 Thus, we have

∀r,
∑
p,r∈p

dp,r
vp

avgpktsize
+

∑
p,q:r∈p,q

dq,r matchp,q 6 Lr (3.2)

There is a natural constraint that the total range covered on each path should
be less than or equal to 1:

∀p,
∑
r:r∈p

dp,r 6 1 (3.3)

Next, we compute the total savings in the network-wide footprint. The sav-
ings provided by node r for traffic on path p (Sp,r) depends on the redundancy
that p shares with other paths that traverse r and the caching responsibility
that r has for these paths. It also depends on the location of r on the path p –
the more downstream r is (higher distancep,r), the greater savings it provides.

Sp,r =
∑
q:r∈q

dq,r × distancep,r ×matchp,q ×matchlenp,q (3.4)

The objective then is to maximize
∑
p

∑
r Sp,r. Note that maximizing this

objective, subject to the constraints captured by Equations 3.1–3.3 is a linear
programming (LP) formulation and thus can be solved efficiently using off-the-
shelf LP solvers (we use CPLEX). The output of the LP solver is d∗ = {d∗p,r}, the
optimal solution to the formulation.

We can augment this framework to incorporate resource constraints on
ingress nodes as well. We omit this extended formulation for brevity, but use it
in our evaluation.

Encoding and Decoding

Next, we provide details on the actions taken by nodes in the network given
the allocations derived by the central configuration module.

2Strictly speaking, this is an approximation that assumes that the matches are uniformly
spread out across the different dq,r ranges. In practice, this is a reasonable assumption.
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Assigning caching responsibilities: The output of the optimization framework
is a set of caching manifests which specify the caching responsibilities for each
node. Each node’s manifest is a set of key-value pairs {〈p, HashRange〉}, indexed
by the path identifier p. We use a simple procedure takes in the solution d∗

as input and iterates over the paths one by one. For each p, a variable Range
(initially zero) is advanced in each iteration per node, in order of location on the
path, by the value d∗p,r, and node r is assigned the hash range [Range, Range +
d∗p,r). Thus, nodes on the path p are assigned non-overlapping hash ranges to
ensure that the caching responsibilities for nodes on the path are disjoint. We
use the on-path ordering to simplify the encoding algorithm (see the discussion
in Section 3.3).

For example, suppose there are three nodes r1, r2, and r3 on path p (in order
of distance from the ingress), and the optimal solution has values d∗p,r1 = 0.2,
d∗p,r2 = 0.3, and d∗p,r3 = 0.1. The ranges assigned to r1, r2, and r3 for path pwill
be [0, 0.2), [0.2, 0.5), and [0.5, 0.6).

For each path p, an interior node r only stores packets whose hashes falls
within the range assigned to it for p. To do this, the interior node computes a
hash over the packet header Hash(pkt.header) and decides whether or not to
cache the packet. Hash is computed over the fields of the packet header that
uniquely identify a packet, the src/dst IPs, src/dst ports, protocol, and the IP
ID field, and returns a value in the range [0, 1]. These are invariant fields that
do not change along the routing path [65].
Encoding at the ingresses: The ingress encodes packets with respect to packets
in its store. When matches are found, it computes a shim header.The shim
header has 2 parts: a fixed length path identifier field specifying the path
identifier for the current packet3, and a (possibly variable length) description
of the matches. Each match is specified using three fields: (i) the path identifier
for the packet in the ingress’s cache with which a match was found, (ii) the
unique hash for the matching packet computed over the invariant header fields,
and (iii) the matched byte region.

The ingress stores packets whose hashes fall in the total covered range for
3If interior nodes can get the pathid from MPLS labels or routing information, this is not

necessary.
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the path. It ignores other packets as matches with these cannot be decoded
downstream. When the ingress cache is full, it evicts packets in FIFO order.
Decoding at interior nodes: The interior node reads the shim header and
checks if any of the matches are in packets that it is currently caching. Each
matchspec carries the pathid and the hash of the reference packet with which
a match was found. Thus, the interior node can determine if it has cached
the reference packet.4 If so, the node reconstructs the corresponding match
region(s). Note that different matched regions may be reconstructed by different
downstream nodes as the packet traverses the path.

3.3 ensuring correctness in smartre

As we saw earlier, there are three key features in SmartRE: (1) it allows a
packet to be decoded multiple hops downstream from the ingress where it
was encoded, (2) it splits caching (and decoding) responsibilities along the
RE elements on a path, and (3) it uses a network-wide approach for allocating
caching responsibilities.

These three features are essential for efficiently utilizing the available RE
resources (e.g., caches, memory accesses) to derive close to optimal network-
wide benefits. For example, (1) means that each decoding operation performed
by an interior router H hops downstream is H times as effective in reducing the
network-wide footprint as the same operation performed by the router adjacent
to the ingress. Similarly, (2) means that each cache entry is utilized efficiently.
(3) combines these features to achieve network-wide goals; this could mean
that RE elements common to paths that share redundant content are assigned
inter-path decoding responsibilities. However, these features raise some issues
with respect to correctness; i.e., will an encoded packet be decoded correctly
before it leaves the network perimeter. Specifically, we identify three issues:

1. How can an ingress decide if encoding a packet w.r.t a previous packet
will be valid–will that previous packet be available in a cache on the path
taken by the current packet?

4Errors due to hash collisions are highly unlikely.
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Figure 3.4: Example showing the overlap matrix.

2. Since interior elements may be assigned responsibilities across multiple
ingresses, how does each encoder maintain a consistent view of the caches
at interior elements? That is, if an ingress encodes a packet, will the
decoders have the required matched packets or would they have evicted
them?

3. As decoding responsibilities are split across a path, some packets may be
encoded when they reach their assigned caching nodes. Should we cache
such encoded packets?

We present lightweight solutions to address these issues in the context of
SmartRE. However, the issues themselves are more general to the design of RE
solutions for network-wide settings.

Identifying valid inter-path encodings

If the ingress identifies a match with a packet that traversed the same path it
can encode the match. However, when the ingress sees a match with a packet
from another path, it needs to ensure that this can be successfully decoded
downstream. The overlapmatrix specifies valid inter-path encodings.
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Figure 3.4 shows a simple example of what the overlap matrix means. We
have two paths P1 and P2. The caching responsibilities of each node are spec-
ified in terms of hash-ranges per path. Suppose a new packet A belonging
to P1 arrives at I. I finds a match with packet B sent earlier along P2. Now,
I has to decide whether A if encoded w.r.t B can be decoded downstream. If
Hash(B) 6 overlapmatrix[P1, P2], one of R1 or R2 will be able to decode the
match. Otherwise, B is stored on nodes that do not lie on P1 and thus A cannot
be encoded with respect to B.

Let us go back to the discussion of on-path ordering (Section 3.2). The
configuration module generates the overlapmatrix from the LP solution and
distributes it to the ingresses. On-path ordering ensures that each entry in this
matrix is one contiguous range instead of several disjoint ranges. This simplifies
the description of the overlapmatrix and also simplifies the process by which the
ingresses identify valid encodings.

Using cache buckets to ensure consistency

In hop-by-hop RE, each node’s packet store is perfectly in sync with the up-
stream node’s packet store. However, SmartRE needs to explicitly ensure that
ingress and interior caches are consistent.

To see why this is necessary, consider the following scenario. Packet X is
initially cached at interior node R and the ingress I. Consider the case when
R and I maintain independent FIFO caches. Suppose X is evicted from R’s
cache due to a sudden increase in traffic along paths from other ingresses. Now,
packet Y arrives at I. I finds a match with X and encodes X with respect to Y.
Clearly, Rwill not be able to reconstruct the matched region for Y. The packet
Y would thus have to be dropped downstream or rejected by the application at
the end-host.

To address this, we use a lightweight, yet robust, consistency mechanism.
The main idea is to divide the ingress packet store into buckets; each bucket
corresponds to a hash range assigned to a specific interior node-path pair.
Interior stores are organized similarly. As a packet arrives at the ingress, it is
stored into the per-path per-range bucket into which its hash falls. Each bucket
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Figure 3.5: Example of how decoding gaps may occur.

is a circular buffer; as a bucket gets full, packets get evicted in FIFO order to
accommodate newer packets. The size of each bucket is determined by the LP
solution and the traffic patterns (i.e., d∗p,r × vp); the configuration module also
specifies these sizes as part of the caching manifests. When new solutions are
computed in response to traffic or routing dynamics, the bucket sizes can be
reassigned appropriately.

Handling gaps in encoded packets

An interior node may not have the full payload for packets for which it is
assigned caching responsibilities. This could happen if at the time the packet
reaches this node, there is still some decoding to be done downstream. Thus,
the node only sees a partially reconstructed packet. This creates a problem if
subsequent packets need to be encoded with respect to a packet with some
decoding “gaps”. To see why this is an issue, consider the example in Figure 3.5.
In the example, even though the ingress can encode Cwith respect to its cached
version of B, R1 which is storing an incomplete version of B cannot decode this
match.
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One option is that the ingress does not use encoded packets for future en-
codings. Thus, packet Bwhich was encoded with respect toA is not even stored
at I. Another option is to use these encoded packets maximally, i.e., all non-gap
regions in the packet are used to match further packets. Thus, router I in the
example stores B but nullifies the bytes in B that matchedA. Future packets can
only be encoded with respect to non-null regions of B. Both solutions ensure
correct end-to-end packet delivery, but provide lower redundancy elimination
than the ideal case when there are no decoding gaps. Since the second solution
achieves better redundancy elimination, we implement this option. In our
experiments with real packet traces, we found that with the second option, the
effective loss in redundancy elimination is less than 3%.

3.4 implementation

We first discuss our base implementation scheme for simple hop-by-hop re-
dundancy elimination and then discuss the changes incorportated for nodes to
perform encoding and decoding according to assigned allocations. We have
implemented the algorithm and extensions in the Click modular router [72].

Base implementation

(a) Packet and index stores (b) Fingerprint Hash table

Figure 3.6: Architecture of the fingerprint, packet stores.

Our base implementation extends the algorithms in Chapter 2.2 in key
ways to achieve high speed operation. An important bottleneck in a practical
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implementation of packet caches, which allow on-the-fly lookup, insertion,
deletion, and packet encoding, is memory accesses. Thus, our implementation
is focused on developing memory efficient ways to organize the key data struc-
tures employed by the baseline algorithm - namely the index and the packet
stores.
Data structure lay-out. The layout of index and packet stores in our base

implementation is showed in Figure 3.6(a). The index table is a hash table
which stores “fingerprint meta-data”; this is useful in identifying and removing
redundancy. The meta-data includes the fingerprint itself, a unique ID for
the packet (PktID) referred to by the fingerprint, and the byte offset in the
packet where the region represented by the fingerprint starts. We implement
the packet store as a circular buffer with a maximum of T fixed-size entries.
Packet insertion and eviction. We keep a global variable called “MaxPktID”

(4B) which is incremented before inserting a new packet into the packet store
(we use a FIFO algorithm to implement the packet store). The current value
of MaxPktID is assigned to PktID and becomes a unique identifier for the new
packet. The packet itself is stored at the location PktID % T in the packet store.
Thus PktID also doubles as the starting memory address of the packet’s location.
The fingerprints for the new packet are hashed into random locations in the
index.

When it is time to evict a packet from the packet store to create room for a
new incoming packet, we don’t actually evict it. Instead, we simply overwrite
the new packet at the tail of the circular store (thus implementing FIFO). Note
that the global MaxPktID variable can be used to identify if a packet has been
“implicitly” evicted from the packet store. To see why, note that if (PktID <

MaxPktID − T), then the packet is stale and has been evicted earlier. This
observation is important because it means that MaxPktID can also be used to
identify if fingerprint entries in the index hash table are void (because they
point to stale packets) and have been implicitly “removed” from the fingerprint
store.
Optimizing the fingerprint store An efficient implementation of the index hash
table is essential to ensure good overall speed. Note that if we used standard
hash table implementations, we will need the index table to be very sparse to
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avoid collisions and ensure efficient inserts, lookups etc; a quick calculation
shows that, at OC48 speeds, if we store 10s worth of packets (3GB packet store
implemented using DRAM), the table will have be> 20GB (again, DRAM); even
then, there is no real guarantee of collision free-ness, and there is possibility of
hash chaining.

To improve hashing efficiency, we reorganize the fingerprint index store
using ideas from CuckooHash [84]. A nice consequence of using this approach
is that it also helps us bring the index store size to down to just 1.5GB at OC48
speeds (DRAMs of these sizes are extremely cheap).

The key idea is shown in Figure 3.6(b). Each hash entry is divided into B
buckets, each storing a key (a fingerprint entry in our case). We use (k 6 2)
independent hash functions when inserting a fingerprint: If any of the k× B
locations are empty, we insert the fingerprint at the first empty location. If no
such entries are found, we simply don’t insert.

We explored the trade-offs between the size of the hash table, the number
of buckets B, and the number of hash functions k. The size of the hash table
is a factor f larger than the targeted number of fingerprints we want to store
(this is fixed given a certain packet store size). We bound f to a small value
6 2. We found that using multiple buckets is better irrespective of the number
of hash functions used (k). For k = 1 we see that f = 2 (and B ∗ f = 4) offers
low probabilities of failure for insertion of a fingerprint (2% chance). When
two hash functions are used, the probability of failure is essentially zero for
any f (0.002% for f = 4); however, we incur more memory accesses. In our
implementation, we use a single hash function and two buckets as this offers a
reasonable middle-ground.

Extension for SmartRE

We next look into how we extend our base implementation for SmartRE.
We segment the packet store into logical buckets per interior-node-path pair

(Section 3.3). The encoder inserts each packet into the appropriate bucket in
FIFO order. In addition to payloads, we store the IP headers for each packet
because a hash of the headers is used to decide decoding and storage respon-
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sibilities. Also, the encoder flags one bit in the IP header (e.g., TOS field) to
indicate that the packet has one or more shims that need to be decoded.

In our base implementation, each fingerprint in the fingerprint hash table is
associated with the most recent packet for which it is computed. For SmartRE,
this raises issues with packets being undecodable due to gaps. (To elaborate,
this most recent packet may itself have been encoded and thus further encodings
with respect to this packet will lead to decoding gaps as discussed in Section 3.3.)
To address this issue, when a packet sees a match and the match region is grown
to the maximal byte range, the fingerprints of this packet that mapped into the
maximal range are re-associated with the matched in-cache packet. Also, the
maximal byte range in the incoming packet is zeroed out. This ensures that bytes
in the maximal match region are not used for encoding. Our implementation is
thus conservative; we sacrifice some performance in favor of correctness.

The decoder implementation largely follows the discussion in Section 3.2.
The last decoder on a path clears the flag in the header indicating that the packet
has been fully decoded.

Configuration Parameters

Parameters for the LP optimization: To specify parameters to the LP formula-
tion, we need to fix a certain measurement epoch. However, this epoch cannot
be arbitrary, as the RE capabilities are limited by the storage available at the
ingresses. Thus, we define the notion of a network data retention time determined
by the size of the ingress packet stores. All values in the formulation (i.e., the
match profiles and the traffic matrix) are specified in terms of this common
value. In real deployments, we expect ISPs to employ ingress caches storing
few tens of seconds worth of data.
Traffic and routing dynamics: The dominant source of traffic dynamics are
time-of-day and day-of-week effects [59]. Fortunately, these are predictable and
we can use historical traffic matrices to model these effects.

Routing changes are trickier because an ingress may incorrectly assume
that a downstream node will be able to decode a match. Two scenarios arise.
First, if routes are computed centrally [14], SmartRE can use the new routes to
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recompute a new caching strategy and disseminate it to the ingresses. How-
ever, the recomputation may take few tens of seconds, and we need to ensure
correctness during this transient state. Second, the ingresses do not receive
new caching strategies, but instead receive the current routing information
(e.g., OSPF monitor [23]) and avoid encodings that are non-decodable after
the routing change. This ensures correctness but sacrifices some performance.
Note that this also solves the transient problems in the first scenario.
Changes in redundancy profiles: To estimate the redundancy profiles, the
ingress RE devices maintain simple counters to track matches between paths.
The ingresses periodically report these values to the central configuration mod-
ule. Note that this adds very little overhead to the ingress implementation.
However, since these could be large,5 they will be reported infrequently (e.g.,
every 30 minutes).

This raises the issue of staleness of redundancy profiles. This may have two
effects: (1) It may affect the optimality of the configuration without affecting
solution correctness. This is an acceptable operating mode for SmartRE and
we evaluate it further in Section 3.5. (2) Significant changes in the redundancy
profile may increase decoding load on each node (Section 3.2, Equation 3.2) and
affect solution feasibility. To handle the second issue, each ingress tracks the
actual number of matches per interior node and will not burden overloaded
interior nodes with additional decoding responsibilities. Thus, changes in
redundancy profiles do not affect correctness.

Additionally, SmartRE can use a triggered approach. For example, under
flash-crowd-like scenarios where traffic patterns change dramatically, the af-
fected ingresses can report the large changes to the NOC. This can trigger
an immediate recomputation of the caching manifests instead of the periodic
recomputation.

5Withn access routers, there are O(n2) paths. Even restricting to paths with the same ingress,
the overhead for transmitting redundancy profiles is O(n3).
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More on Correctness

Consistent configurations: The bandwidth overhead for dissemination is low
as the configuration files are quite small (1-2 KB per device). However, differ-
ences in the distances between the devices and the NOC could lead RE devices
to use inconsistent caching configurations. To mitigate this, we can use latency
information from topology maps to schedule the transfers to ensure that all
devices receive the new configurations at approximately the same time. Also,
for a small transition interval (few tens of milliseconds), all RE devices honor
both configurations. That is, the encoders and decoders store packets assigned
by either the old configuration or the new one. (RE devices can allot a small
amount of spare memory for this purpose). This may result in a small per-
formance reduction, as some packets may get decoded before their optimally
assigned decoders, but it ensures correct packet delivery.
Errors due to packet drops: Packet drops can cause encoder and decoder
caches to get out of sync. Packet drops cause two issues: (1) Packets which are
encoded w.r.t the dropped packet cannot be decoded downstream; (2) When
the higher-layer application retransmits the dropped packet, it is likely that
the retransmission will get encoded with respect to the dropped packet, and
get dropped again. TCP-based applications can typically recover from single
packet drops in a window, but drops of retransmitted packets (case #2) severely
impacts TCP throughput. We handle the latter as a special case. If an ingress
sees a packet which has a full content match and the same connection 5-tuple
match with an in-cache packet, it will not encode this packet.

3.5 evaluation

Our evaluation is divided into the following sections: (1) Benchmarks of the
Click prototype and time taken by the optimization framework. (2) Benefits of
SmartRE compared to the ideal and naive approaches using synthetic traces
with different redundancy profiles and resource provisioning regimes. (3)
Evaluation using real packet traces collected at our university’s border router
and at university-owned /24 prefix hosting popular Web servers. (4) Impact of
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Network PoP-level Router-level
(AS#) # PoPs Time # Routers Time
NTT (2914) 70 0.92 350 55.41
Level3 (3356) 63 0.53 315 30.06
Sprint (1239) 52 0.47 260 21.41
Telstra (1221) 44 0.29 220 16.85
Tiscali (3257) 41 0.21 205 11.05
GÉANT 22 0.07 110 2.48
Internet2 11 0.03 55 0.48

Table 3.1: LP solution time (in seconds).

staleness of redundancy profiles. (5) Benefits under partial deployment.
For the following results, we use PoP-level ISP topologies from Rocket-

fuel [63] and add four access routers to each PoP to obtain router-level topolo-
gies.

Performance Benchmarks

LP solution time: Table 3.1 shows the time taken to generate the caching mani-
fests (on a 2.80 GHz machine) for seven PoP- and router-level topologies. Even
for the largest router-level topology (NTT), the time to solve (using CPLEX) is
< 60s. We envision that reconfigurations occur on the scale of a few minutes
– this result shows that the optimization step is fast enough to support such
reconfigurations.
Encoding and decoding rates: We now try to understand how the encoders
and decoders can be used in practical ISP deployments. To do so, we bench-
mark the implementations on a standard desktop machine and extrapolate the
performance to more realistic settings.

Our Click implementation runs on a 1.8GHz AMD Opteron processor with
8GB of RAM (64-bit Linux version 2.6.9). We configured the packet store to
use 400MB of memory. This results in a 400MB index store when using 16
fingerprints per packet.

We evaluated the performance and throughput of our implementation with
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Max FPs Overall Speed w/o Speed w/o Updated machine Redundancy
per Pkt speed Click Click, Hashing No Click, Hashing percentage

32 0.67 0.71 1.0 1.39 17.3%
16 1.05 1.17 1.34 1.93 15.8%
10 1.15 1.3 1.62 2.31 14.67%

Table 3.2: Implementation throughput (in Gbps).

real packet traces. To measure the maximum possible throughput, we read the
packet trace from main memory instead of getting packets over the network (to
avoid delays due to interrupt processing - a hardware implementation would
not be interrupt-driven anyway). We measured a throughput of 1.05Gbps on
average across multiple high and low redundancy traces.

Our encoder implementation is an element within Click. We profiled
Click’s processing overhead and, subtracting Click’s effect, got a throughput of
1.17Gbps for our implementation (Table 3.2). Hashing, packet and fingerprint
insertion, and encoding are all done serially in our software implementation.

For a router-level implementation, we believe that the hash computations
required for MAXP or MODP can be performed at extremely high speeds, e.g.
alongside CRC computation even as the bytes in a packet arrive into a router.
Thus, to understand how fast a router-level implementation can run, we focus
on analyzing how memory throughput constraints (due to DRAM latencies)
affect the performance of our implementation.

To understand the constraints, we precomputed the finger prints for all
packets to avoid hash computation. The throughput due to the rest of the
components of our implementation then is shown in Table 3.2. This includes
fingerprint inserts, packet inserts, packet retrievals, match region computation,
and encoding the match region. We see that, with 16 FPs per packet, our
memory-bound software runs at 1.4Gbps.6

Memory benchmarks showed read/write latencies to be 120ns for our test
machine. In contrast today’s high-end DRAMs operate at 50ns or faster. To
understand the likely improvement with faster DRAMs, we ran our implemen-

6Microprocessor performance counters benchmarks show that software is memory bound,
details omitted for brevity.
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# Match Redundancy Throughput (Gbps)
Specs In software W/o overhead

1 24.1% 4.9 8.7
2 31.6% 4.5 7.9
3 34.6% 4.3 7.7
4 34.7% 4.3 7.6
5 34.8% 4.3 7.6

Table 3.3: Trade-off in redundancy and decoding throughput with number of
match-specs.

tation on an updated machine with a 2.4GHz processor running a 32-bit Linux
(see Table 3.2). The memory latency on this desktop was benchmarked at 90ns.
We consistently observed a speed-up of 1.4X: with 6 16 fingerprints, we were
able to obtain close to 2Gbps. With fewer fingerprints (10 per packet, which
resulted in an 18-22% drop in redundancy fraction identified), we obtained
2.3Gbps. We also evaluated the performance for high redundancy traces and
obtained 2.2 Gbps with 10 fingeprints per packet while identifying 35% redun-
dancy (19% drop in redundancy fraction identified). Thus with 50ns DRAM
latencies, it seems likely that we can easily reach OC-48 speeds while identifying
significant amount of redundancy. Other SmartRE operations, e.g., redundancy
profile computation, storing in isolated buckets etc., add negligible overhead.

Next, we evaluate the decoding throughput. This depends on the num-
ber of match regions encoded in packet shims: as more regions get encoded,
more redundancy is identified, but the throughput decreases as the number
of memory accesses increases. We study this tradeoff in Table 3.3. The result
is shown for the high redundnacy trace (35% redundancy identified with 10
fingerprints). We see that decoding is roughly 3-4× faster than encoding, since
it involves fewer memory operations per packet. While decoding throughput
does decrease with more matches (due to more memory accesses), the decrease
is small for > 2 matches. Our implementation uses a maximum of 3 match-specs
as a tradeoff between the amount of redundancy identified and the throughput.

Thus, our simple encoder and decoder implementations can roughly operate
on OC-48 (2.5Gbps) and OC-192 links (10Gbps), respectively. In networks
where such links are used, SmartRE can leverage the encoding and decoding
capabilities of nodes to give optimal benefits. Middleboxes based on these
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simple designs can also be used in ISPs that employ faster links, e.g., 40Gbps
for the core. The only difference is that each decoder may be able to act only
on one-fourth of the packets entering the router; the rest of the packets need
to be decoded at other locations. In this case, the benefits of SmartRE may not
be optimal. We explore the gap between SmartRE and the optimal in greater
detail next.

Synthetic Trace Study

We compare the benefits of SmartRE, the hop-by-hop approach without any
resource constraints (i.e., hop-by-hop ideal), the hop-by-hop approach with actual
resource constraints, and a special case of SmartRE called edge-based RE. In
both SmartRE and edge-based RE, encoding is a one-time task; performed only
at the ingresses. However, decoding happens only at the edge of the network in
edge-based RE, unlike SmartRE. While SmartRE can effectively operate under
all types of redundancy profiles, edge-based RE is effective only when intra-
path redundancy is the dominant source of repeated content. Hop-by-hop
ideal represents the best possible benefits achievable from network-wide RE
assuming that RE devices are unconstrained. Our main goals are to understand
how close to ideal SmartRE gets, how much better it is than other approaches,
and what factors contribute to SmartRE’s performance.
Setup: We implemented an offline emulator using Click to compare different
network-wide RE solutions. We assume a middlebox deployment where each
network link has RE devices attached on both ends of the link. For SmartRE,
the device at one end of a link is used for decoding/encoding packets in one
direction, and the one at the other end is used for the reverse direction.

Encoders at each access link store T seconds of packets (e.g., 3 GB memory
at 2.4 Gbps implies T = 10s). Decoders at the edge have the same cache size as
the encoders. Each interior RE device uses a 6GB cache which we consider to
be reasonable from a cost view-point in practical settings; we also evaluate the
effect of varying this cache size. We model the throughput of each device in
terms of the total number of memory operations per second. We select bounds
that reflect the throughput achieved by our software prototypes. Assuming
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(conservative) memory latencies of 100ns, 20 lookups for encoding each packet,
and 4 lookups in total for decoding each packet, this translates into 0.5 million
encodings and 2.5 million decodings per second respectively.
Traffic model: We use a gravity model based on city populations to determine
the fraction of traffic from each ingress access router to an egress PoP. Within
each PoP, the traffic is divided equally among the 4 access routers. Each trace’s
redundancy profile is specified by three parameters: γ, γintrapop, and γintrapath.
γ is the overall traffic redundancy per-ingress access link. γintrapop determines
the redundancy within the traffic destined for the same egress PoP. Within
each egress PoP, γintrapath determines the intra-path redundancy of the end-to-
end path between the ingress and egress access routers. These parameters
specify how redundant the traffic is, and how localized or how dispersed the
redundancy profile is. If γ is high then the traffic is highly redundant; if γintrapop

is high then most of this redundant traffic is destined to the same PoP; if γintrapath

then most of the intra-PoP redundancy is within the same ingress-egress path.
Results: We first consider the single-ingress case, where traffic originates from
a single ISP PoP. In this case, the decoding capabilities in the network are split
proportionally by volume across all ingress-access routers; on each link L, each
ingress I’s share is volI(L)

vol(L) , where volI(L) is the volume of traffic originating at
ingress I flowing through link L and vol(L) is the total volume of traffic through
L from all ingresses. The following results use two configurations with γ = 25%
and γ = 50% redundancy, with γintrapop and γintrapath set to 0.5 in each case. Our
choice of γ is based on our measurement study of redundancy in real traffic
traces from enterprise and university networks (Chapter 2).

Our main metric of interest is the fractional reduction in the network foot-
print (Section 3.2). Figure 3.7 shows a CDF of the reduction in network foot-
print for the four solutions for the Sprint topology. The footprint reduction of
SmartRE is 24-30% across the ingresses for the 50%-redundant trace (12-15%
for the 25%-redundant trace), indicating the extent to which the aggregate
utilization of the ISP improves for traffic from the ingress in question. The
median fractional reduction across the ingresses for the 50%-redundant trace in
SmartRE is 5× better than the naive approach. More importantly, the median
value is less than the ideal unconstrained case with no processing and memory
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Figure 3.7: CDF of network footprint reduction across ingresses for Sprint
(AS1239) using synthetic traces.
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Figure 3.8: Network-wide footprint reduction for four tier-1 ISP topologies
using synthetic traces.

constraints by only 0.04 in absolute terms.
Figure 3.8 shows the network-wide reduction for 4 tier-1 ISPs. Here, we

consider the top 20 PoPs (by degree) in each topology, and assume that the total
traffic entering each of the 80 ingresses (4 per PoP) is the same. For simplicity,
we also assume that the redundancy profile is the same across all ingresses.
Across the different topologies, SmartRE is consistently 4× better than the naive
approach; even the edge-only variant of SmartRE is roughly 2 − 3× better than
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a naive approach. Also, SmartRE is quite close to the unconstrained ideal case
and provides 80-90% of the ideal savings.
Importance of SmartRE optimizations: SmartRE takes into account three fac-
tors while assigning caching responsibilities across RE devices in the network:
(1) memory constraints on RE devices, (2) packet processing constraints im-
posed by memory accesses, and (3) traffic and routing matrices and redundancy
profiles. We evaluate the relative importance of these next.

To do so, we consider four hypothetical scenarios:

1. SmartRE with no memory constraints (SmartRE-nomem); setting each
Mr = ∞ in the LP from Section 3.2.

2. SmartRE with no packet processing constraints (SmartRE-noproc); setting
each Lr = ∞ in the LP .

3. A heuristic (Heur1) where the hash-ranges are divided equally across the
RE devices on a path – if there are k RE devices on the path p, each caches
1
k of the packets on this path.

4. A second heuristic (Heur2) similar to the one above, except that RE devices
further downstream are assigned more caching responsibilities. Specifi-
cally, if path p has k hops, then the ith hop caches i∑k

j=1 j
of the packets on

this path.

Table 3.4 compares the performance of these schemes with SmartRE and the
ideal solution with no resource constraints. Note that Heur1 and Heur2 are also
resource aware; the effective caching and decoding responsibilities are capped
off by the actual memory and processing constraints. We see three effects.
First, SmartRE performs significantly better than both heuristics showing that
accounting for traffic, routing, and redundancy patterns while assigning caching
responsibilities is necessary. Second, the gap between SmartRE-nomem and
SmartRE is negligible. This is because cache size has a natural diminishing
property (see Figure 3.9); it is necessary to have a sufficiently large cache but
increasing it further does not help much. Finally, relaxing processing constraints
does not help too much. This is because the core RE devices are not overloaded
for the redundancy profile we use for this evaluation (γintrapop = γintrapath = 0.5)
and perform fewer decodings than their effective capacity. However, in other
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Topology Heur1 Heur2 SmartRE SmartRE SmartRE Ideal
(equal) (distance) nomem noproc

Sprint 0.145 0.168 0.264 0.267 0.274 0.31
ATT 0.138 0.162 0.244 0.248 0.262 0.297
AOL 0.152 0.178 0.267 0.277 0.278 0.33
NTT 0.142 0.167 0.259 0.264 0.278 0.31

Table 3.4: Understanding the relative importance of the different components
of SmartRE’s optimization.

(γintrapop, γintrapath) Reduction in network footprint
SmartRE Edge Hop-by-hop Ideal

(0.5, 0.5) 0.26 0.12 0.08 0.31
(0.5, 0.75) 0.28 0.18 0.08 0.31
(0.75, 0.75) 0.38 0.27 0.11 0.42
(0.25, 0.5) 0.18 0.05 0.06 0.20

Table 3.5: Exploring different redundancy profiles on the Sprint topology, with
total redundancy γ = 0.5.

redundancy profiles where the core devices operate at full capacity, the gap
between SmartRE and SmartRE-noproc is more noticeable (not shown).

SmartRE with no resource constraints is still 0.04 lower than the ideal so-
lution. This is an effect of enforcing non-overlapping caches. For example,
consider two paths 〈X,A,B〉 and 〈X,A,C〉with the same ingress X and a packet
P along 〈X,A,B〉 that matches future packets on both paths. If we allow caches
to overlap, P can be stored on both A and B, to achieve optimal RE. If we use
non-overlapping caches, P can be on either A or B, but not both. This sacrifices
either inter-path RE (if we store P on B alone) or the footprint reduction for
intra-path RE (if we store P on A alone). Allowing caches to overlap can yield
better RE when there are no memory constraints. However, overlapping caches
are not optimal in realistic settings with actual resource constraints.
Varying redundancy profiles: Table 3.5 compares different types of redun-
dancy profiles. While SmartRE is consistently better, the improvement depends
on the redundancy profile. For example, when intra-path redundancy domi-
nates (0.75, 0.75), SmartRE is not significantly better than the edge-based variant.
Again, across all the profiles, SmartRE is within 0.04 of the ideal unconstrained
case.

The configuration (0.25, 0.5) where there is significant redundancy across
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Figure 3.9: Varying cache size in the interior using a synthetic trace over the
Sprint topology.

egress PoPs should be ideal for SmartRE. However, all three approaches fare
poorly, and hop-by-hop marginally outperforms the edge-only approach. The
latter does poorly in this case because most of the redundancy is inter-path,
not intra-path. We were surprised at why SmartRE and even the ideal case
did worse in this scenario. We find that shortest path routing between the
top-20 PoPs in this ISP does not allow for much scope for on-path coordination
between paths because the paths have very few hops in them.
Memory provisioning: Figure 3.9 shows the effect of adding more cache mem-
ory to interior devices, while keeping the cache size on the edge devices fixed.
Adding cache memory to the interior has two benefits. (1) The total on-path
memory increases and greater intra-path redundancy is identified. However,
this increase happens only up to a certain point when the total memory on a
path matches the memory used for encoding. (2) Interior nodes see redundancy
between paths from same ingress destined to different egresses. The amount of
inter-path redundancy increases monotonically with memory. Adding more
memory to core devices leverages such sources of redundancy that cannot be
identified in an edge-only approach. While adding more memory in the core
exploits more redundancy, the benefits are marginal beyond 4GB. Beyond this,
the amount of inter-path redundancy identified is small.
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Figure 3.10: CDF of network footprint reduction across ingresses on Sprint
topology extrapolating from real traces.

Evaluation Using Real Traces

We use packet traces collected at our university to examine the effectiveness
of SmartRE with real traffic patterns. To simulate a real trace over a specific
topology, we map the observed IP addresses to the nearest PoP in the ISP
topology. We used one trace capturing all traffic leaving the university (which
was 15% redundant with 10s of encoding cache) and another trace for traffic
leaving the /24 prefix (40% redundant).

We start with the single-ingress case. Figure 3.10 shows the CDF of foot-
print reduction on the Sprint topology using both all-university and /24 prefix
traces. Again, SmartRE outperforms the hop-by-hop approach by 4-5×. In the
University trace, SmartRE is almost indistinguishable from the ideal case; in
the /24 trace the median performance difference is 0.04.

We observed substantial variance in the relative performances of the naive
approach and SmartRE across different ingresses (not shown). We explored this
further, focusing on the top-4 ingress PoPs in the topology (by degree). For two
of the PoPs (Seattle and Dallas) SmartRE is 7-8×more effective than the naive
approach. For the remaining two (New York, Chicago), it is 3-4× better. There
are two factors here. First, a majority of the traffic is destined to New York and
Chicago and there is considerable overlap within this traffic. Second, the paths
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from the other two PoPs to New York and Chicago share many intermediary
nodes. Thus, SmartRE can better exploit this inter-path redundancy.

We also conducted the network-wide evaluations across 4 ISP networks.
SmartRE reduced the network-wide footprint by 20% and 13% on average across
the 4 networks for the /24 and all-university traces respectively.

Effect of Stale Redundancy Profiles

As discussed in Section 3.4, SmartRE uses the redundancy profile observed in
the current epoch to compute caching manifests for the next epoch. We evaluate
the impact of using stale redundancy profiles (SmartRE-stale) compared to
SmartRE-ideal which uses up-to-date information.

We study variants of SmartRE-stale which differ in the time between when
redundancy profiles were computed and when they are used. We use the
real packet traces from Section 3.5 for this study. We evaluate time lags of
10, 20, 30 and 40 minutes (not shown). We find that SmartRE-stale performs
close to SmartRE-ideal (and hence ideal RE), with the worst-case footprint
reduction being at most 0.05 worse than SmartRE-ideal. We investigated why
SmartRE performs well even with a stale redundancy profile and found that the
traffic volume to the large cities (Chicago and New York) dominates the overall
benefits and the redundancy profiles for these are stable. While these results are
preliminary, they are encouraging–the dominant sources of redundancy appear
to be stable and SmartRE can provide benefits even with stale redundancy
profiles.
Flash-crowd scenarios: Next, we study how staleness can affect RE perfor-
mance in more sudden flash-crowd-like scenarios. First, we increase the total
traffic volume entering at a particular ingress to saturate its upstream band-
width, keeping the redundancy at each ingress fixed at 50%. In this setup, the
footprint reduction is 0.26 with an up-to-date traffic matrix and redundancy
profile; with older inputs the reduction is 0.23 − 0.25 depending on the ingress.
Second, we increase the aggregate redundancy for a specific ingress from 25% to
50%, keeping the redundancy from other ingresses fixed at 25%. Depending on
the ingress that has increased redundancy, the footprint reduction is 0.14− 0.15
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with up-to-date profiles and 0.10 − 0.11 with an old profile. These experiments
further confirm that while up-to-date profiles yield better RE performance, even
stale profiles can yield substantial benefits. However, for dramatic changes,
profiles should be updated using the triggered update mechanism discussed in
Section 3.4.

Partial Deployment Benefits

The middlebox-style implementation of encoders and decoders makes SmartRE
amenable to incremental and partial deployment, in that the encoders/decoders
can be installed at locations where reduction in network load is desired most.

We emulate a situation where an ISP would like to mitigate the impact
of redundant traffic originating from certain high-volume PoPs (say, top 5 by
volume) by deploying RE middleboxes strategically in its network. (Encoding
RE boxes are deployed at each of a PoP’s ingress access links). We ask if SmartRE
is useful even on a limited scale.

We examine two strategies. In both cases, our goal is to deploy RE boxes
where there is a lot of traffic aggregation. We first count the number of shortest
path routes traversing each interior link. In the first strategy we simply deploy
decoders on links which lie on many of the network paths from the 5 ingresses
in question to other egresses. The second strategy is smarter, in that it first
weighs each path traversing a link by the volume of traffic it carries and the
distance of the link from the corresponding ingress, and ranks links according
to the total weights of paths traversing them.

Figure 3.11 shows that in both cases, deploying RE middleboxes on a small
number of links (e.g., < 10 out of a maximum of 65) still offers reasonable
benefits in network-wide utilization (roughly 10% compared to the best possible
26%). The smarter strategy works better with 50% - 70% deployment. Figure 3.11
indicates that for partial deployments even simple strategies work well. This
can be further enhanced by weighing each path with the expected amount of
redundancy based on historical observations.
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Figure 3.11: Two partial deployment strategies on the Sprint topology (x=65
represents full deployment). Each device has a 6GB cache.

Evaluation Summary

• SmartRE is on average 4-5×more effective than a naive hop-by-hop ap-
proach.

• SmartRE, even under strict resource constraints on both memory and
memory access throughput, achieves 80-90% of the performance of an
ideal unconstrained RE solution which assumes no memory or processing
constraints.

• The above results are consistent across several redundancy profiles and
on both synthetic and real traces.

• The global resource-aware optimization in SmartRE is necessary for good
RE performance; simple heuristics for assigning caching responsibilities
do not yield sufficient network footprint reduction.

• SmartRE can provide benefits comparable to the ideal scenario even under
partial deployment or with slightly out-of-date redundancy profiles.

3.6 conclusions

In this chapter, we envision employing RE as a primitive network-layer service
within ISP networks. We design and implement a framework called SmartRE
to realize it in practice. SmartRE looks beyond a naive link-by-link view for RE
and adopts a network-wide coordinated approach. SmartRE is naturally suited
to handle heterogeneous resource constraints and traffic patterns and for incre-
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mental deployment. We address several practical issues in the design to ensure
correctness of operation in the presence of network dynamics. Across a wide
range of evaluation scenarios, SmartRE provides 4-5× improvement over naive
solutions and achieves 80-90% of the performance of an ideal, unconstrained
RE network-wide alternative.
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4 re on end hosts

Our vision is to extend the benefits of redundancy elimination to all applications,
flows and links. Network-layer RE is promising, however it is not applicable
in some key scenarios. For example, it does not benefit end-to-end encrypted
traffic. It does not improve performance of last-hop links for mobile devices.
However, if we deploy RE on end systems, we can apply RE before traffic gets
encrypted. Moreover, RE on end systems would provide bandwidth savings for
last-hop links. Motivated by these insights, we explore the benefits of deploying
redundancy elimination as a service on end-systems; we call this service as EndRE.

EndRE can be employed to accelerate WAN traffic for enterprises. In re-
cent years, their WAN traffic has significantly increased with trends towards
centralization of IT servers. The increase in WAN traffic has lead to increase
in network costs and latency. Currently, WAN optimizers ( [2], [12],etc.) are
being employed by enterprises for accelerating WAN traffic. However, these
middlebox-based solutions do not cope well with encrypted traffic and many
leave such data uncompressed ([2]). Some WAN-optimizers accomodate en-
crypted traffic with techniques such as connection termination and sharing of
encryption keys (e.g., [12]), but these weaken end-to-end semantics. Clearly, a
pure end-to-end redundancy elimination solution like EndRE would not face
such issues.

We explore how to build EndRE effectively. Effective end-host redundancy
elimination requires looking for small redundant chunks of the order of 32-64
bytes, because most enterprise transfers involve just a few packets each ( [74]).
The standard Rabin fingerprinting algorithms (e.g., [64]) for identifying such
fine scale redundancy are very expensive in terms of memory and processing
especially on resource constrained clients such as smartphones. Hence, we
adopt a novel asymmetric design that systematically offloads as much of pro-
cessing and memory to servers as possible, requiring clients to do no more than
perform basic FIFO queue management of a small amount of memory and do
simple pointer lookups to decode compressed data.

While client processing and memory are paramount, servers in EndRE
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need to do other things as well. This means that server CPU and memory are
also crucial bottlenecks in our asymmetric design. Note that while designing
high-speed in-network RE solutions, we offload fingerprint computations to
NIC; However, in EndRE design, we don’t make such assumptions regarding
NICs on the commodity servers for ease of deploy-ability. This implies that
we would need to consider overhead due to fingerprint computation. We
propose a new fingerprinting scheme called SampleByte that is much faster
than Rabin fingerprinting used in traditional RE approaches while delivering
similar compression. In fact, SampleByte can be up to 10X faster, delivering
compression speeds of 1.5-4Gbps. SampleByte is also tunable in that it has a
payload sampling parameter that can be adjusted to reduce server processing if
the server is busy, at the cost of reduced compression gains.

For server storage, we devise a suite of highly-optimized data structures for
managing meta-data and cached payloads. For example, our Max-Match vari-
ant of EndRE (Section 4.3) requires 33% lower memory compared to [64]. Our
Chunk-Match variant (Section 4.3) cuts down the aggregate memory require-
ments at the server by 4X compared to [64], while sacrificing a small amount of
redundancy.

We conduct a thorough evaluation of EndRE. We analyze several terabytes of
traffic traces from 11 different enterprise sites and show that EndRE can deliver
significant bandwidth savings (26% average savings) on enterprise WAN links.
We also show significant latency and energy savings from using EndRE. Using
a testbed over which we replay enterprise HTTP traffic, we show that latency
savings of up to 30% are possible from using EndRE, since it operates above TCP,
thereby reducing the number of roundtrips needed for data transfer. Similarly,
on mobile smartphones, we show that the low decoding overhead on clients
can help translate bandwidth savings into significant energy savings compared
to no compression.

The benefits of EndRE come at the cost of memory and CPU resources on
end systems. We show that a median EndRE client needs only 60MB of memory
and negligible amount of CPU. At the server, since EndRE is adaptive, it can
opportunistically trade-off CPU/memory for compression savings.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We present the design goals
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of EndRE in Section 4.2. We present our new asymmetric RE algorithms and
optimized data structures in Section 4.3. We present an implementation of
EndRE as part of Windows Server/7/Vista as well as on Windows Mobile 6
operating systems in Section 4.4. We quantify the benefits and costs of EndRE
in Section 4.5-Section 4.5.

4.1 motivation

We revisit earlier findings from our measurement study for enterprise traffic.
We ask whether an end-point based RE service can offer bandwidth savings
close to WAN optimizers without weakening end-to-end semantics.

We classify the contribution of redundant byte matches to bandwidth sav-
ings as either intra-host (current and matched packet in cache have identical
source-destination IP addresses) or inter-host (current and matched packets
differ in at least one of source or destination IP addresses). We used cache
size ranging from 250MB to 2GB. Our study revealed that over 75% of savings
were from intra-host matches. This implies that a pure end-to-end solution could
potentially deliver a significant share of the savings obtained by an IP WAN
optimizer, since the contribution due to inter-host matches is small. However,
this finding holds good only if end systems operate with similar (large) cache
sizes as middleboxes, which is impractical. This brings us to the second key
finding. Examining the temporal characteristics of redundancy, we found that
the redundant matches in the WAN optimizer displayed a high degree of tem-
poral locality with 60-80% of middlebox savings arising from matches with packets
in the most recent 10% of the cache. This implies that small caches could capture
a bulk of the savings of a large cache.

Taken together, these two findings suggest that an end point-based RE
system with a small cache size can indeed deliver a significant portion of the
savings of a WAN optimizer, thus motivating the design of EndRE.

Finally, note that, the focus of comparison here is between an IP-layer WAN
optimizer with an in-memory cache (size isO(GB)) and an end-system solution.
The first finding is not as surprising once we realize that the in-memory cache
gets recycled frequently (on the order of tens of minutes) during peak hours on
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our enterprise traces, limiting the possibility for inter-host matches. A WAN
optimizer typically also has a much larger on-disk cache (size is O(TB)) which
may see a large fraction of inter-host matches; an end-system disk cache-based
solution such as DOT [67] could capture analogous savings.

4.2 design goals

EndRE is designed to optimize data transfers in the direction from servers in a
remote data center to clients in the enterprise, since this captures a majority of
enterprise traffic. We now list five design goals for EndRE.
1. Transparent operation: For ease of deploy-ability, the EndRE service should
require no changes to existing applications run within the data center or on
clients.
2. Fine-grained operation: Prior work has shown that many enterprise net-

work transfers involve just a few packets [74]. To improve end-to-end latencies
and provide bandwidth savings for such short flows, EndRE must work at fine
granularities, suppressing duplicate byte strings as small as 32-64B. This is
similar to [64], but different from earlier proposals for file-systems [32] and
Web caches [76] where the sizes of redundancies identified are 2-4KB.
3. Simple decoding at clients: EndRE’s target client set includes battery-

and CPU-constrained devices such as smart-phones. While working on fine
granularities can help identify greater amounts of redundancy, it can also
impose significant computation and decoding overhead, making the system
impractical for these devices. Thus, a unique goal is to design algorithms that
limit client overhead by offloading all compute-intensive actions to servers.
4. Fast and adaptive encoding at servers: EndRE is designed to opportunis-

tically leverage CPU resources on end hosts when they are not being used by
other applications. Thus, unlike commercial WAN optimizers and prior RE
approaches [64], EndRE must adapt its use of CPU based on server load.
5. Limited memory footprint at servers and clients: EndRE relies on data

caches to perform RE. However, memory on servers and clients could be limited
and may be actively used by other applications. Thus, EndRE must use as
minimal memory on end-hosts as possible through the use of optimized data
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structures.

4.3 endre design

In this section, we describe how EndRE’s design meets the above goals.
EndRE introduces RE modules into the network stacks of clients and remote

servers. Since we wish to be transparent to applications, EndRE could be
implemented either at the IP-layer or at the socket layer (above TCP). As we
argue in Section 4.4, we believe that socket layer is the right place to implement
EndRE. Doing so offers key performance benefits over an IP-layer approach,
and more importantly, shields EndRE from network-level events (e.g., packet
losses and reordering), making it simpler to implement.

There are two sets of modules in EndRE, those belonging on servers and
those on clients. The server-side module is responsible for identifying redun-
dancy in network data by comparing against a cache of prior data, and encoding
the redundant data with shorter meta-data. The meta-data is essentially a set of
<offset, length> tuples that are computed with respect to the client-side cache.
The client-side module is trivially simple: it consists of a fixed-size circular FIFO
log of packets and simple logic to decode the meta-data by “de-referencing”
the offsets sent by the server. Thus, most of the complexity in EndRE is mainly
on the server side and we focus on that here.

As discussed in Chapter 2.2, identifying and removing redundancy is typi-
cally accomplished by the following two steps:
• Fingerprinting: Selecting a few “representative regions” for the current block
of data handed down by application(s). We consider four fingerprinting algo-
rithms that differ in the trade-off they impose between computational overhead
on the server and the effectiveness of RE.
• Matching and Encoding: Once the representative regions are identified, we
examine two approaches for identification of redundant content: (1) Identifying
chunks of representative regions that repeat in full across data blocks, called
Chunk-Match and (2) Identifying maximal matches around the representative
regions that are repeated across data blocks, called Max-Match (also discussed
in Chapter 2.2). These two approaches differ in the trade-off between the
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memory overhead imposed on the server and the effectiveness of RE.
Next, we describe EndRE’s design in detail, starting with selection of repre-

sentative regions, and moving on to matching and encoding.

Fingerprinting: Balancing Server Computation with Effectiveness

We reconsider MODP and MAXP from the point of view of trade-off between
computational overhead and effectiveness of RE. We also consider a naive
scheme, FIXED. We propose a new approach, SAMPLEBYTE, which combines
the salient aspects of these approaches.

We first introduce some notation and terminology to help explain the ap-
proaches. Restating from above, a “data block” or simply a “block” is a certain
amount of data handed down by an application to the EndRE module at the
socket layer. Each data block can range from a few bytes to tens of kilobytes in
size.

Let w represent the size of the minimum redundant string (contiguous
bytes) that we would like to identify. For a data block of size S bytes, S > w,
a total of S − w + 1 strings of size w are potential candidates for finding a
match. Typical values forw range from 12 to 64 bytes. Based on our findings of
redundant match length distribution in our measurement study (Chapter 2.4),
we choose a default value of w = 32 bytes to maximize the effectiveness of
RE. Since S >> w, the number of such candidate strings is on the order of the
number of bytes in the data block/cache. Since it is impractical to match/store
all possible candidates, a fraction 1/p “representative” candidates are chosen.

Let us define markers as the first byte of these chosen candidate strings
and chunks as the string of bytes between two markers. Let fingerprints be a
pseudo-random hash of fixed w-byte strings beginning at each marker and
chunk-hashes be hashes of the variable sized chunks. Note that two fingerprints
may have overlapping bytes; however, by definition, chunks are disjoint. The
different algorithms, depicted in Figure 4.1 and discussed below, primarily vary
in the manner in which they choose the markers, from which one can derive
chunks, fingerprints, and chunk-hashes. As we discuss later in Section 4.3, the
Chunk-Match approach uses chunk-hashes while Max-Match uses fingerprints.
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chunk marker data block

1. RabinHash (w) 1. Markers: local 

max over p bytes

1. Markers: chosen 

by position 

1. Markers: chosen by

payload byte values

2. Markers: 0 mod p 2. SimpleHash (w)

max over p bytes by position payload byte values

2. SimpleHash(w) 2. SimpleHash(w)2. Markers: 0 mod p

Fingerprints

2. SimpleHash (w) 2. SimpleHash(w) 2. SimpleHash(w)

MODP

Fingerprints

MAXP FIXED SAMPLEBYTE

Figure 4.1: Fingerprinting algorithms with chunks, markers and fingerprints;
chunk-hashes, not shown, can be derived from chunks

1 //Let w = 32;p = 32; Assume len > w;
2 //RabinHash() computes RABIN hash over a w byte window
3 MODP(data, len)
4 for(i = 0; i < w− 1; i++)
5 fingerprint = RabinHash(data[i]);
6 for(i = w− 1; i < len; i++)
7 fingerprint = RabinHash(data[i]);
8 if (fingerprint% p == 0) //MOD
9 marker = i−w+ 1;

10 storemarker, fingerprint in table;

Figure 4.2: MODP Fingerprinting Algorithm

MODP

We revisit MODP approach from the issue of computational overhead. The set
of fingerprints are chosen by first computing Rabin-Karp hash [58] over sliding
windows of w contiguous bytes of the data block. A fraction 1/p are chosen
whose fingerprint value is 0 mod p. Choosing fingerprints in this manner has the
advantage that the set of representative fingerprints for a block remains mostly
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the same despite small amount of insertions/deletions/reorderings since the
markers/fingerprints are chosen based on content rather than position.

Note that two distinct operations — marker identification and fingerprinting
— are both handled by the same hash function here. While this appears elegant,
it has a cost. Specifically, the per block computational cost is independent of
the sampling period, p (lines 4–7 in Figure 4.2). Thus, this approach is not very
adaptive to varying server CPU load conditions.

MAXP

Apart from the conflation of marker identification and fingerprinting, another
shortcoming of the MOD approach is that the fingerprints/markers are chosen
based on a global property, i.e., fingerprints have to take certain pre-determined
values to be chosen. The markers for a given block may be clustered and there
may be large intervals without any markers, thus, limiting redundancy identifi-
cation opportunities. To guarantee that an adequate number of fingerprints/-
markers are chosen uniformly from each block, markers can be chosen as bytes
that are local-maxima over each region of p bytes of the data block (as discussed in
Chapter 2.2). Once the marker byte is chosen, an efficient hash function such as
Jenkins Hash [6] can be used to compute the fingerprint. By increasing p, fewer
maxima-based markers need to be identified, thereby reducing CPU overhead.

FIXED

While markers in both MODP and MAXP are chosen based on content of the
data block, the computation of Rabin hashes and local maxima can be expensive.
A simpler approach is to be content-agnostic and simply select every pth byte
as a marker. Since markers are simply chosen by position, marker identification
incurs no computational cost. Once markers are chosen, S/p fingerprints are
computed using Jenkins Hash as in MAXP. While this technique is very efficient,
its effectiveness in RE is not clear as it is not robust to small changes in content.
While prior works in file systems (e.g., [32]), where cache sizes are large (O(TB)),
argue against this approach, it is not clear how ineffective FIXED will be in
EndRE where cache sizes are small (O(MB)).
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1 //Let w = 32;p = 32; Assume len > w;
2 //SAMPLETABLE[i] maps byte i to either 0 or 1
3 //Jenkinshash() computes hash over a w byte window
4 SAMPLEBYTE(data, len)
5 for(i = 0; i < len−w; i++)
6 if (SAMPLETABLE[data[i]] == 1)
7 marker = i;
8 fingerprint = JenkinsHash(data+ i);
9 storemarker, fingerprint in table;

10 i = i+ p/2;

Figure 4.3: SAMPLEBYTE Fingerprinting Algorithm

SAMPLEBYTE

MAXP and MODP are content-based and thus robust to small changes in
content, while FIXED is content-agnostic but computationally efficient. We
designed SAMPLEBYTE (Figure 4.3) to combine the robustness of a content-
based approach with the computational efficiency of FIXED. It uses a 256-entry
lookup table with a few predefined positions set. As the data block is scanned
byte-by-byte (line 5), a byte is chosen as a marker if the corresponding entry in the
lookup table is set (line 6–7). Once a marker is chosen, a fingerprint is computed
using Jenkins Hash (line 8), and p/2 bytes of content are skipped (line 10)
before the process repeats. Thus, SAMPLEBYTE is content-based, albeit based
on a single byte, while retaining the content-skipping and the computational
characteristics of FIXED.

One clear concern is whether such a naive marker identification approach
will do badly and cause the algorithm to either over-sample or under-sample.
First, note that MODP with 32-64 byte rolling hashes was originally used in file
systems [32] where chunk sizes were large (2-4KB). Given that we are interested
in sampling as frequent as every 32-64 bytes, sampling chunk boundaries based
on 1-byte content values is not as radical as it might first seem. Also, note that if
x entries of the 256-entry lookup table are randomly set (where 256/x = p), then
the expected sampling frequency is indeed 1/p. In addition, SAMPLEBYTE
skips p/2 bytes after each marker selection to avoid oversampling when the
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content bytes of data block are not uniformly distributed (e.g., when the same
content byte is repeated contiguously). Finally, while a purely random selection
of 256/x entries does indeed perform well in our traces, we use a lookup table
derived based on the heuristic described below. This heuristic outperforms the
random approach and we have found it to be effective after extensive testing
on traces (see Section 4.5).

Since the number of unique lookup tables is large (2256), we use an offline,
greedy approach to generate the lookup table. Using network traces from one
of the enterprise sites we study as training data, we first run MAXP to identify
redundant content and then sort the characters in descending order of their
presence in the identified redundant content. We then add these characters one
at a time, setting the corresponding entries in the lookup table to 1, and stop this
process when we see diminishing gains in compression. The intuition behind
this approach is that characters that are more likely to be part of redundant
content should have a higher probability of being selected as markers. The
characters selected from our training data were 0, 32, 48, 101, 105, 115, 116, 255.
While our current approach results in a static lookup table, we are looking at
online dynamic adaptation of the table as part of future work.

Since SAMPLEBYTE skips p/2 bytes after every marker selection, the frac-
tion of markers chosen is 6 2/p, irrespective of the number of entries set in
the table. By increasing p, fewer markers/fingerprints are chosen, resulting in
reduced CPU overhead.

Matching and Encoding: Optimizing Storage and Client Computation

Once markers and fingerprints are identified, identification of redundant con-
tent can be accomplished in two ways: (1) Identifying chunks of data that re-
peat in full across data blocks, called Chunk-Match, or (2) Identifying maximal
matches around fingerprints that are repeated across data blocks, called Max-
Match. Both techniques were proposed in prior work: the former in the context
of file systems [32] and Web object compression [76], and the latter in the context
of IP WAN optimizer [64]. However, these prior proposals impose significant
storage and CPU overhead.
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Figure 4.4: Chunk-Match: only chunk-hashes stored

In what follows we describe how the overhead impacts both servers and
clients, and the two techniques we employ to address these overheads. The first
technique is to leverage asymmetry between servers and clients. We propose
that clients offload most of the computationally intensive operations (e.g., hash
computations) and memory management tasks to the server. The second tech-
nique is to exploit the inherent structure within the data maintained at servers
and clients to optimize memory usage.

Chunk-Match

This approach (Figure 4.4) stores hashes of the chunks in a data block in a
“Chunk-hash store”. Chunk-hashes from payloads of future data blocks are
looked up in the Chunk-hash store to identify if one or more chunks have been
encountered earlier. Once matching chunks are identified, they are replaced by
meta-data.

Although similar approaches were used in prior systems, they impose
significantly higher overhead if employed directly in EndRE. For example, in
LBFS [32], clients have to update their local caches with mappings between new
content-chunks and corresponding content-hashes. This requires expensive
SHA-1 hash computation at the client. Value-based web caching [76] avoids
the cost of hash computation at the client by having the server send the hash
with each chunk. However, the client still needs to store the hashes, which
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is a significant overhead for small chunk sizes. Also, sending hashes over
the network adds significant overhead given that the hash sizes (20 bytes) are
comparable to average chunk sizes in EndRE (32-64 bytes).

EndRE optimizations: We employ two ideas to improve overhead on clients
and servers.

(1) Our design carefully offloads all storage management and computation to
servers. A client simply maintains a fixed-size circular FIFO log of data blocks.
The server emulates client cache behavior on a per-client basis, and maintains
within its Chunk-hash store, a mapping of each chunk hash to the start memory
addresses of the chunk in a client’s log along with the length of the chunk. For
each matching chunk, the server simply encodes and sends a four-byte <offset,
length> tuple of the chunk in the client’s cache. The client simply “de-references”
the offsets sent by the server and reconstructs the compressed regions from
local cache. This approach avoids the cost of storing and computing hashes at
the client, as well as the overhead of sending hashes over the network, at the
cost of slightly higher processing and storage at the server end.

(2) In traditional Chunk-Match approaches, the server maintains a log of the
chunks locally. We observe that the server only needs to maintain an up-to-date
chunk-hash store, but it does not need to store the chunks themselves as long as
the chunk hash function is collision resistant. Thus, when a server computes
chunks for a new data block and finds that some of the chunks are not at the
client by looking up the chunk-hash store, it inserts mappings between the new
chunk hashes and their expected locations in the client cache.

In our implementation, we use SHA-1 to compute 160 bit hashes, which has
good collision-resistant properties. Let us now compute the storage require-
ments for Chunk-Match assuming a sampling period p of 64 bytes and a cache
size of 16MB. The offset to the 16MB cache can be encoded in 24 bits and the
length encoded in 8 bits assuming the maximum length of a chunk is limited to
256 bytes (recall that chunks are variable sized). Thus, server meta-data storage
is 24 bytes per 64-byte chunk, comprising 4-bytes for the <offset, length> tuple
and 20-bytes for SHA-1 hash. This implies that server memory requirement is
about 38% of the client cache size.
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Figure 4.5: Max-Match: matched region is expanded

Max-Match

A drawback of Chunk-Match is that it can only detect exact matches in the
chunks computed for a data block. It could miss redundancies that, for instance,
span contiguous portions of neighboring chunks or redundancies that only
span portions of chunks. An alternate approach, called Max-Match, proposed
for IP WAN optimizer [27, 64] and depicted in Figure 4.5, can identify such
redundancies, albeit at a higher memory cost at the server.

In Max-Match, fingerprints computed for a data block serve as random
“hooks” into the payload around which more redundancies can be identified.
The computed fingerprints for a data block are compared with a “fingerprint
store” that holds fingerprints of all past data blocks. For each matching fin-
gerprint, the corresponding matching data block is retrieved from the cache
and the match region is expanded byte-by-byte in both directions to obtain
the maximal region of redundant bytes (Figure 4.5). Matched regions are then
encoded with <offset, length> tuples.

EndRE optimizations: We employ two simple ideas to improve the server
computation and storage overhead.

First, since Max-Match relies on byte-by-byte comparison to identify matches,
fingerprint collisions are not costly; any collisions will be recovered via an extra
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index (implicit fingerprint offset
fingerprint, 18 bits)remainder (8 bits)(24 bits)
0 ... ...
... ... ...
218 − 1 ... ...

Table 4.1: 1MB Fingerprint store for 16MB cache

memory lookup. This allows us to significantly limit fingerprint store maintenance
overhead for all four algorithms since fingerprint values are simply overwritten
without separate bookkeeping for deletion. Further, a simple hash function
that generates a few bytes of hash value as a fingerprint (e.g., Jenkins hash [6])
is sufficient.

Second, we optimize the representation of the fingerprint hash table to limit
storage needs. Since the mapping is from a fingerprint to an offset value, the
fingerprint itself need not be stored in the table, at least in its entirety. The index
into the fingerprint table can implicitly represent part of the fingerprint and
only the remaining bits, if any, of the fingerprint that are not covered by the
index can be stored in the table. In the extreme case, the fingerprint table is
simply a contiguous set of offsets, indexed by the fingerprint hash value.

Table 4.1 illustrates the fingerprint store for a cache size of 16MB and p = 64.
In this case, the number of fingerprints to index the entire cache is simply 224/64
or 218. Using a table size of 218 implies that 18 bits of a fingerprint are implicitly
stored as the index of the table. The offset size necessary to represent the entire
cache is 24 bits. Assuming we store an additional 8 bits of the fingerprint as
part of the table, the entire fingerprint table can be compactly stored in a table
of size 218 ∗ 4 bytes, or 6% of the cache size. A sampling period of 32 would
double this to 12% of the cache size. This leads to a significant reduction in
fingerprint meta-data size compared to the 67% indexing overhead in [64].

These two optimizations are not possible in the case of Chunk-Match due
to the more stringent requirements on collision-resistance of chunk hashes.
However, server memory requirement for Chunk-Match is only 38% of client
cache size, which is still significantly lower than 106% of the cache size (cache +
fingerprint store) needed for Max-Match.
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4.4 implementation

Here, we discuss our implementation of EndRE. We start by discussing the
benefits of implementing EndRE at the socket layer above TCP.

Performance Benefits

Bandwidth: In the socket-layer approach, RE can operate at the size of socket
writes which are typically larger than IP layer MTUs. While Max-Match and
Chunk-Match do not benefit from these larger sized writes since they operate
at a granularity of 32 bytes, the large size helps produce higher savings if
a compression algorithm like GZIP is additionally applied, as evaluated in
Section 4.5.
Latency: The socket-layer approach will result in fewer packets transiting

between server and clients, as opposed to the IP layer approach which merely
compresses packets without reducing their number. This is particularly useful
in lowering completion times for short flows, as evaluated in Section 4.5.

End-to-End Benefits

Encryption: When using socket-layer RE, payload encrypted in SSL can be
compressed before encryption, providing RE benefits to protocols such as
HTTPS. IP-layer RE will leave SSL traffic uncompressed.
Cache Synchronization: Recall that both Max-Match and Chunk-Match re-

quire caches to be synchronized between clients and servers. One of the advan-
tages of implementing EndRE above TCP is that TCP ensures reliable in-order
delivery, which can help with maintaining cache synchronization. However,
there are still two issues that must be addressed.

First, multiple simultaneous TCP connections may be operating between a
client and a server, resulting in ordering of data across connections not being
preserved. To account for this, we implement a simple sequence number-based
reordering mechanism.

Second, TCP connections may get reset in the middle of a transfer. Thus,
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packets written to the cache at the server end may not even reach the client,
leading to cache inconsistency. One could take a pessimistic or optimistic ap-
proach to maintaining consistency in this situation. In the pessimistic approach,
writes to the server cache are performed only after TCP ACKs for corresponding
segments are received at the server. The server needs to monitor TCP state,
detect ACKs, perform writes to its cache and notify the client to do the same.
In the optimistic approach, the server writes to the cache but monitors TCP
only for reset events. In case of connection reset (receipt of a TCP RST from
client or a local TCP timeout), the server simply notifies the client of the last
sequence number that was written to the cache for the corresponding TCP
connection. It is then the client’s responsibility to detect any missing packets
and recover these from the server. We adopt the optimistic approach of cache
writing for two reasons: (1) Our measurement study (Chapter 2.4) indicated
that there is high temporal locality of matches; a pessimistic approach over a
high bandwidth-delay product link can negatively impact compression savings;
(2) The optimistic approach is easier to implement since only for reset events
need to be monitored rather than every TCP ACK.

Implementation

We have implemented EndRE above TCP in Windows Server/Vista/7. Our
default fingerprinting algorithm is SAMPLEBYTE with a sampling period,
p = 32. Our packet cache is a circular buffer 1-16MB in size per pairs of IP
addresses. Our fingerprint store is also allocated a bounded memory based
on the values presented earlier. We use a simple resequencing buffer with a
priority queue to handle re-ordering across multiple parallel TCP streams. At
the client side, we maintain a fixed size circular cache and the decoding process
simply involves lookups of specified data segments in the cache.

In order to enable protocol independent RE, we transparently capture appli-
cation payloads on the server side and TCP payloads at the client side at the TCP
stream layer, that lies between the application layer and the TCP transport layer.
We achieve this by implementing a kernel level filter driver based on Windows
Filtering Platform (WFP) [13]. This implementation allows seamless integration
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of EndRE with all application protocols that use TCP, with no modification to
application binaries or protocols. We also have a management interface that
can be used to restrict EndRE only to specific applications. This is achieved
by predicate-based filtering in WFP, where predicates can be application IDs,
source and/or destination IP addresses/ports.

Finally, we have also implemented the client-side of EndRE on mobile smart-
phones running the Windows Mobile 6 OS. However, since Windows Mobile
6 does not support Windows Filtering Platform, we have implemented the
functionality as a user-level proxy.

4.5 evaluation

We use a combination of trace-based and testbed evaluation to study EndRE.
In particular, we quantify bandwidth savings and evaluate scalability aspects
of EndRE using enterprise network traffic traces; we use a testbed to quantify
processing speed and evaluate latency and energy savings.

Traces: Our trace-based evaluation is based on full packet traces collected
at the WAN access link of 11 corporate enterprise locations (these traces corre-
spond to enterprise data sets described in Chapter 2.1).

Testbed: Our testbed consists of a desktop server connected to a client
through a router. In wireline experiments, the router is a dual-homed PC ca-
pable of emulating links of pre-specified bandwidth and latency. In wireless
experiments, the router is a WiFi access point. The server is a desktop PC run-
ning Windows Server 2008. The client is a desktop PC running Windows Vista
or Windows 7 in the wireline experiments, and a Samsung mobile smartphone
running Windows Mobile 6 in the wireless experiments.

Costs

Here, we quantify the CPU and memory costs of our implementation of EndRE.
Though our evaluation focus largely on Max-Match, we also provide a brief
analysis of Chunk-Match.
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Max-Match Fingerprint InlineMatch Admin
p→ 32 512 32 512 32 512
MODP 526.7 496.7 9.6 6.8 4.8 0.6
MAXP 306.3 118.8 10.1 7.7 5.2 0.5
FIXED 69.4 14.2 7.1 4.7 4.7 0.4
SAMPLEBYTE(SB) 76.8 20.2 9.5 6.1 3.0 0.7

Table 4.2: CPU Time(s) for different algorithms

CPU Costs

Micro-benchmarks: We first focus on micro-benchmarks for different finger-
printing algorithms using Max-Match for a cache size of 10MB between a given
client-server pair (we examine cache size issues in detail in Section 4.5). Table 4.2
presents a profiler-based analysis of the costs of the three key processing steps
on a single large packet trace as measured on a 2GHz 64-bit Intel Xeon processor.
The fingerprinting step is responsible for identifying the markers/fingerprints;
the InlineMatch function is called as fingerprints are generated; and the Admin
function is used for updating the fingerprint store. Of these steps, only the
fingerprinting step is distinct for the algorithms, and is also the most expensive.

One can clearly see that fingerprinting is expensive for MODP and is largely
independent of p. Fingerprinting for MAXP is also expensive but we see that
as p is increased, the cost of fingerprinting comes down. In the case of FIXED
and SAMPLEBYTE, as expected, fingerprinting cost is low, with significant
reductions as p is increased.

Finally, note that the optimizations detailed earlier for updating the finger-
print store in Max-Match result in low cost for the Admin function in all the
algorithms. Since matching and fingerprinting are interleaved [64], the cost
of fingerprinting and matching functions, and hence total processing speed,
depend on the redundancy of a particular trace. We next compute the average
processing speed for the different algorithms over a large set of traces.
Trace analysis: Figure 4.6(a) plots the average processing speed in Gbps at the

server for Max-Match for different fingerprinting algorithms, while Figure 4.6(b)
plots the average bandwidth savings. We assume a packet cache size of 10MB.
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Figure 4.6: Processing speed and bandwidth-savings of Max-Match algorithm

We make a number of observations from these figures. First, the processing
speed of MODP is about 0.4Gbps and, as discussed in Section 4.3, is largely un-
affected by p. Processing speed for MAXP ranges from 0.6−1.7Gbps, indicating
that the CPU overhead can be decreased by increasing p. As expected, FIXED
delivers the highest processing speed, ranging from 2.3−7.1Gbps since it incurs
no cost for marker identification. Finally, SAMPLEBYTE delivers performance
close to FIXED, ranging from 2.2−5.8Gbps, indicating that the cost of identifica-
tion based on a single byte is low. Second, examining the compression savings,
the curves for MODP, MAXP, and SAMPLEBYTE in Figure 4.6(b) closely overlap
for the most part with SAMPLEBYTE under-performing the other two only
when the sampling period is high (at p = 512, it appears that the choice of
markers based on a single-byte may start to lose effectiveness). On the other
hand, FIXED significantly under-performs the other three algorithms in terms
of compression savings, though in absolute terms, the saving from FIXED are
surprisingly high.

While the above results were based on a cache size of 10MB, typical for
EndRE, a server is likely to have multiple simultaneous such connections in
operation. Thus, in practice, it is unlikely to benefit from having beneficial
CPU cache effects that the numbers above portray. We thus conducted ex-
periments with large cache sizes (1-2GB) and found that processing speed
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indeed falls by about 30% for the algorithms. Taking this overhead into ac-
count, SAMPLEBYTE provides server processing speeds of 1.5 − 4Gbps. To
summarize, SAMPLEBYTE provides just enough randomization for identification
of chunk markers that allows it to deliver the compression savings of MODP/MAXP
while being inexpensive enough to deliver processing performance, similar to FIXED,
of 1.5 − 4Gbps.

In the case of Chunk-Match, the processing speed (not shown) is only 0.1-
0.2Gbps. This is mainly due to SHA1 hash computation and the inability to use
the fingerprint store optimizations of Max-Match. We are examining if a cheaper
hash function coupled with an additional mechanism to detect collision and
recover payload through retransmissions will improve performance without
impacting latency.
Client Decompression: The processing cost for decompression at the end host
client is negligible since EndRE decoding is primarily a memory lookup in the
client’s cache; our decompression speed is 10Gbps1. We examine the impact of
this in greater detail when we evaluate end-system energy savings from EndRE
in Section 4.5.

Memory Costs

Since EndRE requires a cache per communicating client-server pair, quantify-
ing the memory costs at both clients and servers is critical to estimating the
scalability of the EndRE system. Next, we answer the following two key ques-
tions: 1) what cache size limit do we provision for the EndRE service between
a single client-server pair? 2) Given the cache size limit for one pair, what is the
cumulative memory requirement at clients and servers?

Cache Size versus Savings. To estimate the cache size requirements of EndRE,
we first need to understand the trade-off between cache sizes and bandwidth
savings. For the following discussion, unless otherwise stated, by cache size,
we refer to the client cache size limit for EndRE service with a given server.
The server cache size can be estimated from this value depending on whether

1Note that this is higher than our decoding speed for network-layer RE (large caches up to
few GBs). Since EndRE uses smaller cache (10s of MBs), it can benefit from CPU caches.
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Figure 4.7: Cache size vs overall bandwidth savings
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Figure 4.8: Cache size vs protocol bandwidth savings

Max-Match or Chunk-Match is used (Section 4.3). Further, while one could
provision different cache size limits for each client-server pair, for administrative
simplicity, we assume that cache size limits are identical for all EndRE nodes.

Figure 4.7 presents the overall bandwidth savings versus cache size for the
EndRE service using the Max-Match approach (averaged across all enterprise
links). Although not shown, the trends are similar for the Chunk-Match ap-
proach. Based on the figure, a good operating point for EndRE is at the knee
of the curve corresponding to 810MB of cache, allowing for a good trade-off
between memory resource constraints and bandwidth savings.

Figure 4.8 plots the bandwidth savings versus cache size (in log-scale for
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clarity) for different protocols. For this trace set, HTTP (port 80,8080) comprised
45% of all traffic, SMB (port 445) and NetBios File sharing (port 139) together
comprised 26%, LDAP (port 389) was about 2.5% and a large set of protocols,
labeled as OTHERS, comprised 26.5%. While different protocols see different
bandwidth savings, all protocols, except OTHERS, see savings of 20+% with
LDAP seeing the highest savings of 56%. Note that OTHERS include several
protocols that were encrypted (HTTPS:443, Remote Desktop:3389, SIP over
SSL:5061, etc.). For this analysis, since we are estimating EndRE savings from IP-
level packet traces whose payload is already encrypted, EndRE sees 0% savings.
An implementation of EndRE in the socket layer would likely provide higher
savings for protocols in the OTHERS category than estimated here. Finally, by
examining the figure, one can see the “knee-of-the-curve” at different values
of cache size for different protocols (10MB for HTTP, 4MB for SMB, 500KB for
LDAP, etc.). This also confirms that the 10MB knee of Figure 4.7 is largely due
to the 10MB knee for HTTP in Figure 4.8.

This analysis suggests that the cache limit could be tuned depending on the
protocol(s) used between a client-server pair without significantly impacting
overall bandwidth savings. Thus, we use 10MB cache size only if HTTP traffic
exists between a client-server pair, 4MB if SMB traffic exists, and a default 1MB cache
size otherwise. Finally, while this cache size limit is derived based on static
analysis of the traces, we are looking at designing dynamic cache size adaptation
algorithms for each client-server pair as part of future work.

Client and Server Memory Costs. Given the cache size limits derived earlier,
we now address the critical question of EndRE scalability based on the cumu-
lative cache needs at the client and server for all their connections. Using the
entire set of network traces of ten enterprise sites (44 days, 5TB), we emulate
the memory needs of EndRE with the above cache size limits for all clients and
servers. We use a conservative memory page-out policy in the emulation: if
there has been no traffic for over ten hours between a client-server pair, we
assume that the respective EndRE caches at the nodes are paged to disk. For
each node, we then compute the maximum in-memory cache needed for EndRE
over the entire 44 days.
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Figure 4.9: Cache scalability

Figure 4.9(a) plots the CDF of the client’s maximum EndRE memory needs
for all (≈ 1000) clients. We find that the median (99 percentile) EndRE client
allocates a maximum cache size of 60MB (275MB) during its operation over the
entire 44-day period. We also performed an independent study of desktop
memory availability by monitoring memory availability at 1 minute intervals
for 110 desktops over 1 month at one of the enterprise sites. Analyzing this data,
we found that the 5, 50 and 90th percentile values of unused memory, available
for use, at these enterprise desktops were 1994MB, 873MB, and 245MB, respectively.
This validates our hypothesis that desktop memory resources are typically
adequately provisioned in enterprises, allowing EndRE to operate on clients
without significant memory installation costs.

We now examine the size of the cache needed at the server. First, we focus
on Max-Match and study the net size of the cache required across all active
clients at the server. Using the same enterprise trace as above, we plot the
CDF of server cache size for all the servers in the trace in Figure 4.9(b). From
the figure, we find that the maximum cache requirement is about 2GB. If it is
not feasible to add extra memory to servers, say due to cost or slot limitations,
the Chunk-Match approach could be adopted instead. This would reduce the
maximum cache requirement by 3X (Section 4.3).
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Site Trace GZIP EndRE EndRE EndRE EndRE IP IP
Size 10ms Max Max Chunk Max- WAN-Opt WAN-Opt
GB -Match -Match Match Max- Max-Match

+GZIP + DOT Match + DOT
10MB 10MB 10MB 10MB 2GB 2GB

% savings
MODP MAXP FIXED SB SB MODP SB SB SB

1 173 9 47 47 16 47 48 46 56 71 72
2 8 14 24 25 19 24 28 19 33 33 33
3 71 17 25 26 23 26 29 22 32 34 35
4 58 17 23 24 20 24 31 21 30 45 47
5 69 15 26 27 22 27 31 21 37 39 42
6 80 12 21 21 18 22 26 17 28 34 36
7 80 14 25 25 22 26 30 21 33 31 33
8 142 14 22 23 18 22 28 19 30 34 40
9 198 9 16 16 14 16 19 15 26 44 46
10 117 13 20 21 17 21 25 17 30 27 30
Avg/site 100 13 25 26 19 26 30 22 34 39 41

Table 4.3: Percentage bandwidth savings on incoming links to 10 enterprise
sites over 11 day trace

Benefits

We now characterize various benefits of EndRE. We first investigate WAN band-
width savings. We then quantify latency savings of using EndRE, especially
on short transactions typical of HTTP. Finally, we quantify energy savings on
mobile smartphones, contrasting EndRE with prior work on energy-aware
compression [53].

Bandwidth Savings

Here, we focus on the bandwidth savings of different RE algorithms for each of
the enterprise sites, and examine the gains of augmenting EndRE with GZIP
and DOT [67]. We also present bandwidth savings of an IP WAN optimizer for
reference.

Table 4.3 compares the bandwidth savings on incoming links to ten enter-
prise sites for various approaches. This analysis is based on packet-level traces
and while operating at packet sizes or larger buffers make little difference to
the benefits of EndRE approaches, buffer size can have a significant impact on
GZIP-style compression. Thus, in order to emulate the benefits of performing
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GZIP at the socket layer, we aggregate consecutive packet payloads for up to
10ms and use this aggregated buffer while evaluating the benefits of GZIP.
For EndRE, we use cache sizes of up to 10MB. We also emulate an IP-layer
middlebox-based WAN optimizer with a 2GB cache.

We observe the following: First, performing GZIP in isolation on packets
aggregated for up to 10ms provides per-site savings of 13% on average. Further,
there are site specific variations; in particular, GZIP performs poorly for site
1 compared to other approaches. Second, comparing the four fingerprinting
algorithms (columns 3-6 in Table 4.3), we see that MODP, MAXP, and SAMPLE-
BYTE deliver similar average savings of 25-26% while FIXED under-performs.
In particular, in the case of site 1, FIXED significantly under-performs the other
three approaches. This again illustrates how SAMPLEBYTE captures enough
content-specific characteristics to significantly outperform FIXED. Adding GZIP
compression to SAMPLEBYTE improves the average savings to 30% (column
7). While the above numbers were based on Max-Match, using Chunk-Match
instead reduces the savings to 22% (column 8), but this may be a reasonable
alternative if server memory is a bottleneck.

We then examine savings when EndRE is augmented with DOT [67]. For this
analysis, we employ a heuristic to extract object chunks from the packet traces
as follows: we combine consecutive packets of the same four-tuple flow and
delineate object boundaries if there is no packet within a time window(1s). In
order to ensure that the DOT analysis adds redundancy not seen by EndRE, we
conservatively add only inter-host redundancy obtained by DOT to the EndRE
savings. We see that (third column from right) DOT improves EndRE savings by
a further 6-10%, and the per-site average bandwidth savings improves to 34%.
For reference, a WAN optimizer with 2GB cache provides per-site savings of
39% and if DOT is additionally applied (where redundancy of matches farther
away than 2GB are only counted), the average savings goes up by only 2%.
Thus, it appears that half the gap between EndRE and WAN optimizer savings
comes from inter-host redundancy and the other half from the larger cache
used by the WAN optimizer.

Summarizing, EndRE using the Max-Match approach with the SAMPLE-
BYTE algorithm provides average per-site savings of 26% and delivers two-
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RTTs 1 2 3 4 5 > 5
Latency Gain 0 20% 23% 36% 20% 22%

Table 4.4: HTTP latency gain for different RTTs

thirds of the savings of a IP-layer WAN optimizer. When DOT is applied in
conjunction, the average savings of EndRE increase to 34% and can be seen to
be approaching the 41% savings of the WAN optimizer with DOT.

Latency Savings

Here, we evaluate the latency gains from deploying EndRE. In general, latency
gains are possible for a number of reasons. The obvious case is due to reduction
of load on the bottleneck WAN access link of an enterprise. Latency gains may
also arise from the choice of implementing EndRE at the socket layer above TCP.
Performing RE above the TCP layer helps reduce the amount of data transferred
and thus the number of TCP round-trips necessary for connection completion.
In the case of large file transfers, since TCP would mostly be operating in
the steady-state congestion avoidance phase, the percentage reduction in data
transfer size translates into a commensurate reduction in file download latency.
Thus, for large file transfers, say, using SMB or HTTP, one would expect latency
gains similar to the average bandwidth gains seen earlier.

Latency gains in the case of short data transfers, typical of HTTP, are harder
to estimate. This is because TCP would mostly be operating in slow-start phase
and a given reduction in data transfer size could translate into a reduction of
zero or more round trips depending on many factors including original data
size and whether or not the reduction occurs uniformly over the data.

In order to quantify latency gains for short file transfers, we perform the
following experiment. From the enterprise network traces, we extract HTTP
traffic that we then categorize into a series of session files. Each session file
consists of a set of timestamped operations starting with a connect, followed by
a series of sends and receives (i.e., transactions), and finally a close.

The session files are then replayed on a testbed consisting of a client and
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a server connected by a PC-based router emulating a high bandwidth, long
latency link, using the mechanism described in [50]. During the replay, strict
timing is enforced at the start of each session based on the original trace; in the
case of transactions, timing between the start of one transaction and the start of
the next transaction is preserved as far as possible. The performance metric of
interest is latency gain which is defined as the ratio of reduction in transaction
time due to EndRE to transaction time without EndRE.

Table 4.4 shows the latency gain for HTTP for various transactions sorted by
the number of round-trips in the original trace. For this trace, only 40% of HTTP
transactions involved more than one round trip. For these transactions, latency
gains on average ranged from 20% to 35%. These gains are comparable with the
average bandwidth savings due to EndRE for this trace (∼30%), demonstrating
that even short HTTP transactions see latency benefits due to RE.

Energy Savings

We study the energy and bandwidth savings achieved using EndRE on Win-
dows Mobile smartphones and compare it against both no compression as well
as prior work on energy-aware compression [53]. In [53], the authors evaluate
different compression algorithms and show that ZLIB performs best in terms of
energy savings on resource constrained devices for decompression. We evaluate
the energy and bandwidth gains using two trace files. Traces A and B are 20MB
and 15MB in size, respectively, and are based on enterprise HTTP traffic, with
trace B being more compressible than trace A.

We first micro-benchmark the computational cost of decompression for
ZLIB and EndRE. To do this, we load pre-compressed chunks of the traces
in the mobile smartphone’s memory and turn off WiFi. We then repeatedly
decompress these chunks and quantify the energy cost. Figures 4.10(a) and (b)
plot the average compression savings and energy cost of in-memory decom-
pression for various chunk sizes, respectively. The energy measurements are
obtained using a hardware-based battery power monitor [11] that is accurate
to within 1mA. From these figures, we make two observations. First, as the
chunk size is increased, ZLIB compression savings increase and the energy cost
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Figure 4.10: ZLIB vs. EndRE

None ZLIB EndRE
Energy Energy Byte Energy Byte

uAh % savings % savings % savings % savings
pkt pkt 32KB pkt 32KB pkt pkt

A 2038 -11 42 26 44 25 29
B 1496 -11 68 41 75 70 76

Table 4.5: Energy savings on a mobile smartphone

of decompression decreases. This implies that ZLIB is energy efficient when
compressing large chunks/files. Second, the compression savings and energy
costs of EndRE, as expected, are independent of chunk size. More importantly,
EndRE delivers comparable compression savings as ZLIB while incurring an
energy cost of 30-60% of ZLIB.

We now compare the performance of ZLIB and EndRE to the case of no
compression by replaying the traces over WiFi to the mobile smartphone and
performing in-memory decompression on the phone. In the case of ZLIB, we
consider two cases: packet-by-packet compression and bulk compression where
32KB blocks of data are compressed at a time, the latter representing a bulk
download case. After decompression, each packet is consumed in memory and
not written to disk; this allows us to isolate the energy cost of communication.
If the decompressed packet is written to disk or further computation is per-
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formed on the packet, the total energy consumed for all the scenarios will be
correspondingly higher.

Table 4.5 shows energy and compression gains of using ZLIB and EndRE
as compared to using no compression. We see that when ZLIB is applied on a
packet-by-packet basis, even though it saves bandwidth, it results in increased
energy consumption (negative energy savings). This is due to the computational
overhead of ZLIB decompression. On the other hand, for larger chunk sizes,
the higher compression savings coupled with lower computational overhead
(Figure 4.10) result in good energy savings for ZLIB. In the case of EndRE,
we find that the bandwidth savings directly translate into comparable energy
savings for communication. This suggests that EndRE is a more energy-efficient
solution for packet-by-packet compression while ZLIB, or EndRE coupled with
ZLIB, work well for bulk compression.

4.6 conclusion

Using extensive traces of enterprise network traffic and testbed experiments, we
show that our end-host based redundancy elimination service, EndRE, provides
average bandwidth gains of 26% and, in conjunction with DOT, the savings
approach that provided by a WAN optimizer. Further, EndRE achieves speeds
of 1.5-4Gbps, provides latency savings of up to 30% and translates bandwidth
savings into comparable energy savings on mobile smartphones. In order
to achieve these benefits, EndRE utilizes memory and CPU resources of end
systems. For enterprise clients, we show that median memory requirements
for EndRE is only 60MB. At the server end, we design mechanisms for working
with reduced memory and adapting to CPU load.

Thus, we have shown that EndRE provide cleaner semantics of end-to-end
redundancy removal with considerable performance benefits and low addi-
tional costs. This makes EndRE a compelling solution especially for encrypted
traffic and for benefits on last hop links.
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5 cost-efficient large indexes

In this chapter, we explore building efficient RE systems for low bandwidth links
(less than few hundred Mbps). Such systems can be useful for the access links of
enterprises and universities. They can also benefit low-bandwidth networks in
rural areas and in developing countries. The bandwidth in developing countries
is quite expensive, both in relative and absolute prices, than in Europe and
USA. RE systems can be employed in these regions at to improve the effective
bandwidth at low cost.

In order to build RE systems effectively, we need to build their components
efficiently. One of the core components of the RE system is an index for looking
up cache. Similar to current WAN optimizers for low bandwidth links, these
RE systems would cache terabytes of objects on disks. With large caches, we
would need to build large indexes which could run into several tens of GBs.
The focus of this chapter is to explore how we can build such large indexes in a
cost-effective manner and use them to build RE systems efficiently for low bandwidth
links.

We consider the requirements of building indexes for RE systems. RE
operations require frequent insertions, lookups and updates on indexes. For
instance, on a 100 Mbps link with 1KB chunks, RE may require roughly 10,000
fingerprint lookups, insertions and updates each per second. So we need
mechanisms for realizing indexes or hash tables which should offer a high
number of hash table operations > 10k per second while keeping the overall
cost low. We refer to mechanisms that satisfy these requirements as CLAMs,
for cheap and large CAMs.

There are two possible approaches today for supporting the aforementioned
systems. The first is to maintain hash tables in DRAM which can offer very low
latencies for hash table operations. However, provisioning large amounts of
DRAM is expensive. For instance, a 128GB RamSan DRAM-SSD offers 300K
random IOs per second, but, it has a very high cost of ownership, including
the device cost of $120K and an energy footprint of 650W [52]. In other words,
it can only support fewer than 2.5 hash table operations per second per dollar.
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Furthermore, DRAM-based solutions would be quite expensive for developing
countries.

A much cheaper alternative is to store the hash tables on magnetic disks
using database indexes, such as Berkeley-DB (or BDB) [8]. However, poor
throughput of random inserts, lookups, and updates in BDB can severely un-
dermine the effectiveness of the aforementioned systems and force them to run
at low speeds. For example, a BDB-based WAN optimizer is effective for link
speeds of only up to 10Mbps (Section 5.5) and the benefits degrade drastically
beyond 20 Mbps links. Thus, disk-based indexes would limit the applicability
of RE systems.

We have introduced a new approach that is 1-2 orders of magnitude better in
terms of hash operations/sec/$ compared to both disk-based and DRAM-based
approaches. Our approach uses a commodity two-level storage/memory hi-
erarchy consisting of some DRAM and a much larger amount of flash storage
(could be flash memory chips or solid state disks (SSDs)). Our design consumes
most of the I/Os in the DRAM, giving low latency and high throughput I/Os
compared to a flash-only design. On the other hand, using flash allows us to
support a large hash table in a cheaper way than DRAM-only solutions. We
choose flash over magnetic disks for its many superior properties, such as,
higher I/O per second per dollar and greater reliability, as well as far superior
power efficiency compared to both DRAM and magnetic disks. Newer genera-
tion of SSDs are rapidly getting bigger and cheaper. Configuring our design
with 4GB of memory and 80GB of flash, for instance, costs as little as $400 using
current hardware.

Despite flash’s attractive I/O properties, building a CLAM using flash is
challenging. In particular, since the available DRAM is limited, a large part of
the hash table must be stored in flash (unlike recent works, e.g., FAWN [41],
where the hash index is fully in DRAM). Thus, hash insertion would require
random I/Os, which are expensive on flash. Moreover, the granularity of a
flash I/O is orders of magnitude bigger than that of an individual hash table
operation in the systems we target. Thus, unless designed carefully, the CLAM
could perform poorer than a traditional disk-based approach.

To address these challenges, we introduce a novel data structure, called
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BufferHash. BufferHash represents a careful synthesis of prior ideas along
with a few novel algorithms. A key idea behind BufferHash is that instead of
performing individual random insertions directly on flash, DRAM can be used
to buffer multiple insertions and writes to flash can happen in a batch. This
shares the cost of a flash I/O operation across multiple hash table operations,
resulting in a better amortized cost per operation. Like a log-structured file
system [62], batches are written to flash sequentially, the most efficient write
pattern for flash. The idea of batching operations to amortize I/O costs has
been used before in many systems [55, 71]. However using it for hash tables is
novel, and it poses several challenges for flash storage.
Fast lookup: With batched writes, a given (key, value) pair may reside in any

prior batch, depending on the time it was written out to flash. A naive lookup
algorithm would examine all batches for the key, which would incur high and
potentially unacceptable flash I/O costs. To reduce the overhead of examining
on-flash batches, BufferHash (i) partitions the key space to limit the lookup to
one partition, instead of the entire flash (similar to how FAWN spreads lookups
across multiple “wimpy nodes”) [41]), and (ii) uses in-memory Bloom filters
(as Hyperion [70] does) to efficiently determine a small set of batches that may
contain the key.
Limited flash: In many of the streaming applications mentioned earlier, in-
sertion of new (key, value) entries into the CLAM requires creating space by
evicting old keys. BufferHash uses a novel age-based internal organization that
naturally supports bulk evictions of old entries in an I/O-efficient manner.
Updates: Since flash does not support efficient update or deletion, modifying
existing (key, value) mappings in situ is expensive. To support good update
latencies, we adopt a lazy update approach where all value mappings, including
deleted or updated ones, are temporarily left on flash and later deleted in
batch during eviction. Such lazy updates have been previously used in other
contexts, such as buffer-trees [55] and lazy garbage collection in log-structured
file systems [62].
Performance tuning: The unique I/O properties of flash demand careful choice
of various parameters in our design of CLAMs, such as the amount of DRAM
to use, and the sizes of batches and Bloom filters. Suboptimal choice of these
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parameters may result in poor overall CLAM performance. We model the
impact of these parameters on latencies of different hash table operations and
show how to select the optimal settings.

We build CLAM prototypes using SSDs from two vendors. Using extensive
analysis based on a variety of workloads, we study the latencies supported in
each case and compare the CLAMs against popular approaches such as using
Berkeley-DB (BDB) on disk. In particular, we find that our Intel SSD-based
CLAM offers an average insert latency of 0.006ms compared to 7ms from using
BDB on disk. For a workload with 40% hit rate, the average lookup latency is
0.06ms for this CLAM, but 7ms for BDB. In terms of throughput, CLAM can
achieve 16000 lookups/sec and 160000 inserts/sec on a single core. Thus, our
CLAM can yield 42 lookups/sec/$ and 420 insertions/sec/$ which is 1-2 orders
of magnitude better than RamSan DRAM-SSD (2.5 hash operations/sec/$).
The superior energy efficiency of flash and rapidly declining prices compared
to DRAM [17] mean that the gap between our CLAM design and DRAM-
based solutions is greater than indicated in our evaluation and likely to widen
further. Finally, using real traces, we study the benefits of employing the CLAM
prototypes in building RE systems. Using a CLAM, the speed of RE system can
be improved > 10X compared to using BDB (a common choice today [2] on low
speed links).

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We first provide the back-
ground on flash storage and issues with using traditional hashtable on flash
in Section 5.1. We describe our design BufferHash in Section 5.2. We present
the analysis of cost of inserts, lookups and updates operations as function of
different parameters of BufferHash in Section 5.3 and also suggest how we can
tune them. We discuss the implementation and evaluation of BufferHash in
Section 5.4 and show how it can be used to build large RE systems effectively
in Section 5.5.

5.1 flash storage and hash tables

Flash provides a non-volatile memory store with several significant benefits
over typical magnetic hard disks such as fast random reads (� 1 ms), power-
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efficient I/Os (<1 Watt), better shock resistance, etc. [45, 80]. However, because
of the unique characteristics of flash storage, applications designed for flash
should follow a few well-known design principles:

• P1: Applications should avoid random writes, in-place updates, and sub-
block deletions as they are significantly expensive on flash. For example,
updating a single 2KB page in-place requires first erasing an entire erase
block (128KB-–256KB) of pages, and then writing the modified block in
its entirety. As shown in [81], such operations are over two orders of
magnitude slower than sequential writes, out-of-place updates, and block
deletions respectively, on both flash chips and SSDs.

• P2: Since reads and writes happen at the granularity of a flash page (or
an SSD sector), an I/O of size smaller than a flash page (2KB) costs at
least as much as a full-page I/O. Thus, applications should avoid small
I/Os if possible.

• P3: The high fixed initialization cost of an I/O can be amortized with
a large I/O size [30]. Thus, applications should batch I/Os whenever
possible.

In designing flash-based CLAMs using BufferHash, we follow these design
principles.

A conventional hash table on flash. Before going into the details of our Buffer-
Hash design, it might be useful to see why a conventional hash table on flash is
likely to suffer from poor performance. Successive keys inserted into a hash
table are likely to hash to random locations in the hash table; therefore, values
written to those hashed locations will result in random writes, violating the
design principle P1 above.

Updates and deletions are immediately applied to a conventional hash table,
resulting in in-place updates and sub-block deletions (since each hashed value
is typically much smaller than a flash block), and violation of P1.

Since each hashed value is much smaller than a flash page (or an SSD sector),
inserting a single key in an in-flash hash table violates principles P2 and P3.
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Violation of these principles results in a poor performance of a conventional
hash table on flash, as we demonstrate in Section 5.4.

One can try to improve the performance by buffering a part of the hash table
in DRAM and keeping the remaining in flash. However, since hash operations
exhibit negligible locality, such a flat partitioning has very little performance
improvement. Recent research has confirmed that a memory buffer is practically
useless for external hashing for a read-write mixed workload [87].

5.2 the bufferhash data structure

BufferHash is a flash-friendly data structure that supports hash table-like op-
erations on (key, value) pairs1. The key idea underlying BufferHash is that
instead of performing individual insertions/deletions one at a time to the hash
table on flash, we can perform multiple operations all at once. This way, the
cost of a flash I/O operation can be shared among multiple insertions, resulting
in a better amortized cost for each operation (similar to buffer trees [55] and
group commits in DBMS and file systems [71]). For simplicity, we consider only
insertion and lookup operations for now; we will discuss updates and deletions
later.

To allow multiple insertions to be performed all at once, BufferHash operates
in a lazy batched manner: it accumulates insertions in small in-memory hash
tables (called buffers), without actually performing the insertions on flash.
When a buffer fills up, all inserted items are pushed into flash in a batch. For
I/O efficiency, items pushed from a buffer to flash are sequentially written as
a new hash table, instead of performing expensive update to existing in-flash
hash tables. Thus, at any point of time, the flash contains a large number of
small hash tables. During lookup, a set of Bloom filters is used to determine
which in-flash hash tables may contain the desired key, and only those tables are
retrieved from flash. At a high level, the efficiency of this organization comes
from batch I/O and sequential writes during insertions. Successful lookup
operations may still need random page reads, however, random page reads are

1For clarity purposes we note that BufferHash is a data-structure while a CLAM is BufferHash
applied atop DRAM and flash.
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Figure 5.1: A Super Table

almost as efficient as sequential page reads in flash.

A Super Table

BufferHash consists of multiple super tables. Each super table has three main
components: a buffer, an incarnation table, and a set of Bloom filters. These
components are organized in two levels of hierarchy, as shown in Figure 5.1.
Components in the higher level are maintained in DRAM, while those in the
lower level are maintained in flash.

Buffer. This is an in-memory hash table where all newly inserted hash values
are stored. The hash table can be built using existing fast algorithms such as
multiple-choice hashing [19, 24]. A buffer can hold a fixed maximum number
of items, determined by its size and the desired upper bound of hash collisions.
When the number of items in the buffer reaches its capacity, the entire buffer is
flushed to flash, after which the buffer is re-initialized for inserting new keys.
The buffers flushed to flash are called incarnations.

Incarnation table. This is an in-flash table that contains old and flushed
incarnations of the in-memory buffer. The table contains k incarnations, where
k denotes the ratio of the size of the incarnation table and the buffer. The table
is organized as a circular list, where a new incarnation is sequentially written
at the list-head. To make space for a new incarnation, the oldest incarnation, at
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the tail of the circular list, is evicted from the table.

Bloom filters. Since the incarnation table contains a sequence of incarnations,
the value for a given hash key may reside in any of the incarnations depending
on its insertion time. A naive lookup algorithm for an item would examine
all incarnations, which would require reading all incarnations from flash. To
avoid this excessive I/O cost, a super table maintains a set of in-memory Bloom
filters [16], one per incarnation. The Bloom filter for an incarnation is a compact
signature built on the hash keys in that incarnation. To search for a particular
hash key, we first test the Bloom filters for all incarnations; if any Bloom filter
matches, then the corresponding incarnation is retrieved from flash and looked
up for the desired key. Bloom filter-based lookups may result in false positive;
thus, a match could be indicated even though there is none, resulting in un-
necessary flash I/O. As the filter size increases, the false positive rate drops,
resulting in lower I/O overhead. However, since the available DRAM is limited,
filters cannot be too large in size.

The Bloom filters are maintained as follows: When a buffer is initialized
after a flush, a Bloom filter is created for it. When items are inserted into the
buffer, the Bloom filter is updated with the corresponding key. When the buffer
is flushed as an incarnation, the Bloom filter is saved in memory as the Bloom
filter for that incarnation. Finally, when an incarnation is evicted, it’s Bloom
filter is discarded from memory.
Super Table Operations. A super table supports all standard hash table oper-
ations.

Insert. To insert a (key, value) pair, the value is inserted in the hash table
in the buffer. If the buffer does not have space to accommodate the key, the
buffer is flushed and written as a new incarnation in the incarnation table. The
incarnation table may need to evict an old incarnation to make space.

Lookup. A key is first looked up in the buffer. If found, the corresponding
value is returned. Otherwise, in-flash incarnations are examined in the order of
their age until the key is found. To examine an incarnation, first its Bloom filter
is checked to see if the incarnation might include the key. If the Bloom filter
matches, the incarnation is read from flash, and checked if it really contains the
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key. Note that since each incarnation is in fact a hash table, to lookup a key in
an incarnation, only the relevant part of the incarnation (e.g., a flash page) can
be read directly.

Update/Delete. As mentioned earlier, flash does not support small up-
dates/deletions efficiently; hence, we support them in a lazy manner. Suppose
a super table contains an item (k, v), and later, the item needs to be updated
with the item (k, v ′). In a traditional hash table, the item (k, v) is immediately
replaced with (k, v ′). If (k, v) is still in the buffer when (k, v ′) is inserted, we do
the same. However, if (k, v) has already been written to flash, replacing (k, v)
will be expensive. Hence, we simply insert (k, v ′) without doing anything to
(k, v). Since the incarnations are examined in order of their age during lookup,
if the same key is inserted with multiple updated values, the latest value (in
this example, v ′) is returned by a lookup. Similarly, for deleting a key k, a super
table does not delete the corresponding item unless it is still in the buffer; rather
the deleted key is kept in a separate list (or, a small in-memory hash table),
which is consulted before lookup—if the key is in the delete list, it is assumed
to be deleted even though it is present in some incarnation. Lazy update wastes
space on flash, as outdated items are left on flash; the space is reclaimed during
incarnation eviction.

Incarnation Eviction. In a streaming application, BufferHash may have to
evict old in-flash items to make space for new items. The decision of what to
evict depends on application policy. For RE systems, FIFO policy works well.
BufferHash naturally implements FIFO policy.

Bit-slicing with a Sliding Window. To support efficient Bloom filter lookup,
we organize the Bloom filters for all incarnations within a super table in bit-
sliced fashion [37]. Suppose a super table contains k incarnations, and the
Bloom filter for each incarnation hasm bits. We store all k Bloom filters asm
k-bit slices, where the i’th slice is constructed by concatenating bit i from each
of the k Bloom filters. Then, if a Bloom filter uses h hash functions, we apply
them on the key x to get h bit positions in a Bloom filter, retrieve h bit slices at
those positions, compute bit-wise AND of those slices. Then, the positions of
1-bits in this aggregated slice, which can be looked up from a pre-computed
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Figure 5.2: A BufferHash with multiple super tables

table, represent the incarnations that may contain the key x.
As new incarnations are added and old ones evicted, bit slices need to be

updated accordingly. A naive approach would reset the left-most bits of all m
bit-slices on every eviction, further increasing the cost of an eviction operation.
To avoid this, we append w extra bits with every bit-slice, where w is the size
of a word that can be reset to 0 with one memory operation. Within each
(k+w)-bit-slice, a window of k bits represent the Bloom filter bits of k current
incarnations, and only these bits are used during lookup. After an incarnation is
evicted, the window is shifted one bit right. Since the bit falling off the window
is no longer used for lookup, it can be left unchanged. When the window has
shifted w bits, entire w-bit words are reset to zero at once, resulting in a small
amortized cost. The window wraps around after it reaches the end of a bit-slice.

Partitioned Super Tables

Maintaining a single super table is not scalable because the buffer and individual
incarnations will become very large with a large available DRAM. As the entire
buffer is flushed at once, the flushing operation can take a long time. Since
flash I/Os are blocking operations, lookup operations that go to flash during
this long flushing period will block (insertions can still happen as they go to
in-memory buffer). Moreover, an entire incarnation from the incarnation table
is evicted at a time, increasing the eviction cost with partial discard.

BufferHash avoids this problem by partitioning the hash key space and
maintaining one super table for each partition (Figure 5.2): Suppose each hash
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key has k = k1 + k2 bits; then, BufferHash maintains 2k1 super tables. The first
k1 bits of a key represents the index of the super table containing the key, while
the last k2 bits are used as the key within the particular super table.

Partitioning enables using small buffers in super tables, thus avoiding the
problems caused by a large buffer. However, too many partitions (i.e., very
small buffers) can also adversely affect performance. We show how to choose
the number of partitions for good performance. For example, we show for flash
chips that the number of partitions should be such that the size of a buffer
matches the flash block size.

BufferHash with multiple super tables can be implemented on a flash chip
by statically partitioning it and allocating each partition to a super table. A
super table writes its incarnations in its partition in a circular way—after the
last block of the partition is written, the first block of the partition is erased and
the corresponding incarnations are evicted. However, this approach may not be
optimal for an SSD, where a Flash Translation Layer (FTL) hides the underlying
flash chips. Even though writes within a single partition are sequential, writes
from different super tables to different partitions may be interleaved, resulting
in a performance worse than a single sequential write (see [57] for empirical
results). To deal with that, BufferHash uses the entire SSD as a single circular
list and writes incarnations from different super tables sequentially, in the order
they are flushed to the flash. (This is in contrast to the log rotation approach
of Hyperion [70] that provides FIFO semantics for each partition, instead of
the entire key space.) Note that partitioning also naturally supports using
multiple SSDs in parallel, by distributing partitions to different SSDs. This
scheme, however, spreads the incarnations of a super table all over the SSD. To
locate incarnations for a given super table, we maintain their flash addresses
along with their Bloom filters and use the addresses during lookup.

5.3 analysis of costs

Here, we first analyze the I/O costs of insertion and lookup operations in
CLAMs built using BufferHash for flash-based storage, and then use the an-
alytical results to determine optimal values of two important parameters of
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Symbol Meaning
N Total number of items inserted
M Total memory size
B Total size of buffers
b Total size of Bloom filters
k Number of incarnations in a super table
F Total flash size
s Average size taken by a hash entry
h Number of hash functions
B ′ Size of a single buffer (=B/n)
Sp Size of a flash page/sector
Sb Size of a flash block

Table 5.1: Notations used in cost analysis.

BufferHash. We use the notations in Table 5.1.

Insertion Cost

We now analyze the amortized and the worst case cost of an insertion operation.
We assume that BufferHash is maintained on a flash chip; later we show how
the results can be trivially extended to SSDs. Based on empirical results [30], we
use linear cost functions for flash I/Os—reading, writing, and erasing x bits, at
appropriate granularities, cost ar + brx, aw + bwx, and ae + bex, respectively.

Consider a workload of inserting N keys. Most insertions are consumed in
buffers, and hence do not need any I/O. However, expensive flash I/O occurs
when a buffer fills and is flushed to flash. Each flush operation involves three
different types of I/O costs. First, each flush requires writing ni = dB ′/Spe
pages, where B ′ is the size of a buffer in a super table, and Sp is the size of a
flash page (or an SSD sector). This results in a write cost of

C1 = aw + bwniSp

Second, each flush operation requires evicting an old incarnation from the
incarnation table. For simplicity, we consider full discard policy for an evicted
incarnation. Note that each incarnation occupies ni = dB ′/Spe flash pages, and
each flash block has nb = Sb/Sp pages, where Sb is the size of a flash block. If
ni > nb, every flush will require erasing flash blocks; otherwise, only ni/nb
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fraction of the flushes will require erasing blocks. Finally, during each erase,
we need to erase dni/nbe flash blocks. Putting all together, we get the erase
cost of a single flush operation as

C2 = Min(1,ni/nb)(ae + bedni/nbeSb)

Finally, a flash block to be erased may contain valid pages (from other
incarnations), which must be backed up before erase and copied back after
erase. This can happen because flash can be erased only at the granularity of
a block and an incarnation to be evicted may occupy only part of a block. In
this case, p ′ = (nb −ni) mod nb pages must be read and written during each
flush. This results in a copying cost of

C3 = ar + p
′brSp + aw + p ′bwSp

Amortized cost. Consider insertion of N keys. If each hash entry occupies
a space of s, each buffer can hold B ′/s entries, and hence buffers will be flushed
to flash a total of nf = Ns/B ′ times. Thus, the amortized insertion cost is

Camortized = nf(C1 + C2 + C3)/N = (C1 + C2 + C3)s/B
′

Note that the cost is independent of N and inversely proportional to the
buffer size B ′.

Worst case cost. An insert operation experiences the worst-case perfor-
mance when the buffer for the key is full, and hence must be flushed. Thus, the
worst case cost of an insert operation is

Cworst = C1 + C2 + C3

SSD. The above analysis extends to SSDs. Since the costs C2 and C3 in an
SSD are handled by its FTL, the overheads of erasing blocks and copying valid
pages are reflected in its write cost parameters aw and bw. Hence, for an SSD,
we can ignore the cost of C2 and C3. Thus, we get: Camortized = C1s/B

′ and
Cworst = C1.
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Lookup Cost

A lookup operation in a super table involves first checking the buffer for the key,
checking the Bloom filters to determine which incarnations may contain the key,
and reading a flash page for each of those incarnations to actually lookup the
key. Since a Bloom filter may produce false positives, some of these incarnations
may not contain the key, and hence some of the I/Os may redundant.

Suppose BufferHash contains nt super tables. Then, each super table will
have B ′ = B/nt bits for its buffer, and b ′ = b/nt bits for Bloom filters. In steady
state, each super table will contain k = (F/nt)/(B/nt) = F/B incarnations. Each
incarnation contains n ′ = B ′/s entries, and a Bloom filter for an incarnation
will have m ′ = b ′/k bits. For a given m ′ and n ′, the false positive rate of a
Bloom filter is minimized with h = m ′ ln 2/n ′ hash functions [16]. Thus, the
probability that a Bloom filter will return a hit (i.e., indicating the presence of a
given key) is given by p = (1/2)h. For each hit, we need to read a flash page.
Since there are c incarnations, the expected flash I/O cost is given by

Clookup = kpcr = k(1/2)hcr
= F/B(1/2)bs ln 2/Fcr

where cr is the cost of reading a single flash page from a flash chip, or a single
sector from an SSD.

Discussion

The above analysis can provide insights into benefits and overheads of various
BufferHash components that are not used in traditional hash tables. Consider a
traditional hash table stored on an SSD; without any buffering, each insertion
operation would require one random sector write. Suppose, sequentially writ-
ing a buffer of size B ′ is α times more expensive than randomly writing one
sector of an SSD. α is typically small even for a buffer significantly bigger than
a sector, mainly due to two reasons. First, sequential writes are significantly
cheaper than random writes in most existing SSDs. Second, writing multiple
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consecutive sectors in a batch has better per sector latency. In fact, for many
existing SSDs, the value of α is less than 1 even for a buffer size of 256KB (e.g.,
0.39 and 0.36 for Samsung and MTron SSDs respectively). For Intel SSD, the
gap between sequential and random writes is small; still the value of α is less
than 10 due to I/O batching.

Clearly, the worst case insertion cost into a CLAM using BufferHash for
flash is α times more expensive than that of a traditional hash table without
buffering—a traditional hash table requires writing a random sector, while
BufferHash sequentially writes the entire buffer. As discussed above, the value
of α is small for existing SSDs. On the other hand, our previous analysis shows
that the amortized insertion cost of BufferHash on flash is at least B ′αs times less
than a traditional hash table, even if we assume random writes required by
traditional hash table are as cheap as sequential writes required by BufferHash
on flash. In practice, random writes are more expensive, and therefore, the
amortized insertion cost when using BufferHash on flash is even more cheap
than that of a traditional hash table.

Similarly, a traditional hash table on flash will need one read operation for
each lookup operation, even for unsuccessful lookups. In contrast, the use of
Bloom filter can significantly reduce the number of flash reads for unsuccessful
lookups. More precisely, if the Bloom filters are configured to provide a false
positive rate of p, use of Bloom filter can reduce the cost of an unsuccessful
lookup by a factor of 1/p. Note that the same benefit can be realized by using
Bloom filters with a traditional hash table as well. Even though BufferHash
maintains multiple Bloom filters over different partitions and incarnations, the
total size of all Bloom filters will be the same as the size of a single Bloom filter
computed over all items. This is because for a given false positive rate, the size
of a Bloom filter is proportional to the number of unique items in the filter,

Parameter Tuning

Tuning BufferHash for good CLAM performance requires tuning two key pa-
rameters. First, one needs to decide how much DRAM to use, and if a large
enough DRAM is available, how much of it is to allocate for buffer and how
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much to allocate for Bloom filters. Second, once the total size of in-memory
buffers is decided, one needs to decide how many super tables to use. We use
the cost analysis above to address these issues.

Optimal buffer size. Assume that the total memory size is M bits, of which B
bits are allocated for (all) buffers (in all super tables) and b =M − B bits are
allocated for Bloom filters. Our previous analysis shows that the value of B
does not directly affect insertion cost; however, it affects lookup cost. So, we
would like to find the optimal value of B that minimizes the expected lookup
cost.

Intuitively, the size of a buffer poses a tradeoff between the total number of
incarnations and the probability of an incarnation being read from flash during
lookup. As our previous analysis showed, the I/O cost is proportional to the
product of the number of incarnations and the hit rate of Bloom filters. On one
hand, reducing buffer size increases the number of incarnations, increasing the
cost. On the other hand, increasing buffer size leaves less memory for Bloom
filters, which increases its false positive rate and I/O cost.

We can use our previous analysis to find a sweet-spot. Our analysis showed
that the lookup cost is given by C = F/B · (1/2)(M−B)s ln 2/F · cr. The cost C is
minimized when dC/dB = 0, or, equivalently d(log2(C))/dB = 0. Solving this
equation gives the optimal value of B as,

Bopt =
F

s(ln 2)2 ≈
2F
s

Interestingly, this optimal value of B does not depend on M; rather, it
depends only on the total size F of flash and the average space s taken by each
hashed item. Thus, given some memory of sizeM > B, we should use ≈ 2F/s
bits for buffers, and the remaining for Bloom filters. If additional memory is
available, that should be used only for Bloom filters, and not for the buffers.

Total memory size. We can also determine how much total memory to use for
BufferHash. Intuitively, using more memory improves lookup performance, as
this allows using larger Bloom filters and lowering false positive rates. Suppose,
we want to limit the I/O overhead due to false positives to Ctarget. Then, we
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Figure 5.3: Expected I/O overhead vs Bloom filter size

can determine b ′, the required size of Bloom filters as follows.

Ctarget >
F

B

(
1
2

)b ′s ln 2/F
· cr

b ′ >
F

s(ln 2)2 ln
(
s(ln 2)2cr
Ctarget

)
Figure 5.3 shows required size of a Bloom filter for different expected I/O

overheads. As the graph shows, the benefit of using large Bloom filter dimin-
ishes after a certain size. For example, for BufferHash with 32GB flash and
16 bytes per entry (effective size of 32 bytes per entry for 50% utilization of
hashtables), allocating 1GB for all Bloom filters is sufficient to limit the expected
I/O overhead Ctarget below 1ms.

Hence, in order to limit I/O overhead during lookup toCtarget, BufferHash
requires (Bopt + b ′) bits of memory, of which Bopt is for buffers and the rest
for Bloom filters.

Number of super tables. Given a fixed memory size B for all buffers, the
number of super tables determines the size B ′ of a buffer within a super table.
As our analysis shows, B ′ does not affect the lookup cost; rather, it affects the
amortized and worst case cost of insertion. Thus, B ′ should be set to minimize
insertion cost.

Figure 5.4 shows the insertion cost of using BufferHash, based on our previ-
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Figure 5.4: Amortized and worst-case insertion cost on a flash chip and an Intel
SSD. Only flash I/O costs are shown.

ous analysis, on two flash-based media. (The SSD performs better because it
uses multiple flash chips in parallel.). For the flash chip, both amortized and
worst-case cost minimize when the buffer size B ′ matches the flash block size.
The situation is slightly different for SSDs; as Figure 5.4(b) and (c) show, a large
buffer reduces average latency but increases worst case latency. An application
should use its tolerance for average- and worst-case latencies and our analytical
results to determine the desired size of B ′ and the number of super tables B/B ′.

5.4 evaluation

Here, we measure and dissect the performance of various hash table operations
in our CLAM design under a variety of workloads. Our goal is to answer the
following key questions:
( i) What is the baseline performance of lookups and inserts in our design? How
does the performance compare against existing disk-based indexes (e.g., the
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popular Berkeley-DB)? Are there specific workloads that our approach is best
suited for?
( ii) To what extent do different optimizations in our design – namely, buffering
of writes, use of bloom filters and use of bit-slicing – contribute towards our
CLAM’s overall performance?
( iii) To what extent does the use of flash-based secondary storage contribute to
the performance?
( iv) How well does our design support a variety of hash table eviction policies?

We start by describing our implementation and how we configure it for our
experiments.

Implementation and Configuration

We have implemented BufferHash in ∼3000 lines of C++ code. The hash table
in a buffer is implemented using Cuckoo hashing [84] with two hash functions.
Cuckoo hashing utilizes space efficiently and avoids the need for hash chaining
in the case of collisions.

To simplify implementation, each partition is maintained in a separate file
with all its incarnations. A new incarnation is written by overwriting the
portion of file corresponding to the oldest incarnation in its super table. Thus,
the performance numbers we report include small overheads imposed by the
ext3 file system we use. One can achieve better performance by writing directly
to the disk as a raw device, bypassing the file system.

We run the BufferHash implementation atop two different SSDs: an Intel
SSD (model: X18-M, which represents a new generation SSD), and a Transcend
SSD (model: TS32GSSD25, which represents a relatively old generation but
cheaper SSD).

Configuring the CLAM. We consider those RE systems, which employ hash
tables of size 16-32GB. To match this, we configure our CLAMs with 32GB of
slow storage and 4GB of DRAM. The size of a buffer in a super table is set to
128KB, as suggested by our analysis in Section 5.3. We limit the utilization of
the hash table in a buffer to 50% as a higher utilization increases hash collision
and the possibility of re-building the hash table for cuckoo hashing. Also, each
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Figure 5.5: Spurious rate vs. memory allocated to buffers; BufferHash config-
ured with 4GB RAM and 32GB SSD.

# of Probability Latency (ms)
flash I/O 0% LSR 40% LSR Flash chip Intel SSD

0 0.9899 0.6032 0 0
1 0.0094 0.3894 0.24 0.31
2 0.0005 0.0073 0.48 0.62
3 0.00005 0.00003 0.72 0.93

Table 5.2: A deeper look at lookup latencies.

hash entry takes 16 bytes of space. Thus, each buffer (and each incarnation)
contains 4096 hash entries.

Figure 5.5 shows the variation of false positive rates as the memory allocated
to buffers is varied from 128KB to 3072MB in our prototype.

We find the spurious rate to be reasonably low at 2GB (0.01). We select this
configuration – 2GB for buffers and 32GB for slow storage – as the candidate
configuration for the rest of our experiments. This gives us 16 incarnations per
buffer and total of 16,384 buffers in memory.

Lookups and Inserts

We start by considering the performance of basic hash table operations, namely
lookups and inserts.

We use synthetic workloads to understand the performance. Each synthetic
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workload consists of a sequence of lookups and insertions of keys. For simplicity,
we focus on a single workload for the most part. In this workload, every key
is first looked up, and then inserted. The keys are generated using random
distribution with varying range; the range effects the lookup success rate (or,
“LSR”) of a key. These workloads are motivated by our RE systems. We also
consider other workloads with different ratio of insert and lookup operations
in Section 5.4. Further, in order to stress-test our CLAM design, we assume that
keys arrive in a continuous backlogged fashion in each workload.

Latencies. In Figure 5.6(a), we show the distribution of latencies for lookup
operations on our CLAM with both an Intel and a Transcend SSD (the curves
labeled BH + SSD) . This workload has an LSR of approximately 40%. Around
62% of the time, the lookups take little time (< 0.02ms) for both Intel and
Transcend SSD, as they are served by either the in-memory bloom filters or
in-memory buffers. 99.8% of the lookup times are less than 0.176ms for the
Intel SSD. For Transcend SSD, 90% of the lookup times are under 0.6ms, and
the maximum is 1ms. The Intel SSD offers significantly better performance than
Transcend SSD.

To understand the lookup latencies better, we examine the flash I/Os re-
quired by a lookup operation in our CLAM prototypes, under two different
lookup success ratios in Table 5.2. Most lookups go to slow storage only when
required, i.e., key is on slow storage (which happens in 0% of cases for LSR = 0
and in slightly under 40% of cases for LSR = 0.4); spurious flash I/O may be
needed in the rare case of false positives (recall that BufferHash is configured
for 0.01 false positive rate). Nevertheless, > 99% lookups require at most one
flash read only.

In Figure 5.6(b), we show the latencies for insertions on different CLAM
prototypes. Since BufferHash buffers writes in memory before writing to flash,
most insert operations are done in memory. Thus, the average insert cost is
very small (0.006 ms and 0.007 ms for Intel and Transcend SSDs respectively).
Since a buffer holds around 4096 items, only 1 out of 4096 insertions on average
requires writing to flash. The worst case latency, when a buffer is flushed to the
SSD and requires erasing a block, is 2.72 ms and 30 ms for Intel and Transcend
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Figure 5.6: CLAM latencies on different media.

SSDs, respectively.
On the whole, we note that our CLAM design achieves good lookup and

insert performance by reducing unsuccessful lookups in slow storage and by
batching multiple insertions into one big write.

Comparison with DB-Indexes. We now compare our CLAM prototypes
against the hash table structure in Berkeley-DB (BDB) [8], a popular database
index. We use the same workload as above. (We also considered the B-Tree
index of BDB, but the performance was worse than the hash table. Results
are omitted for brevity.) We consider the following system configurations: (1)
DB+SSD: BDB running on an SSD, with BDB recommended configurations for
SSDs, and (2) DB+Disk: BDB running on a magnetic disk.

Figures 5.7(a) and (b) show the lookup and the insert latencies for the two
systems. The average lookup and insert latencies for DB+Disk are 6.8 ms and
7 ms respectively. More than 60% of the lookups and more than 40% of the
inserts have latencies greater than 5 ms, corresponding to high seek cost on
disks. Surprisingly, for the Intel SSD, the average lookup and insert latencies
are also high – 4.6 ms and 4.8 ms respectively. Around 40% of lookups and
40% inserts have latencies greater than 5 ms! This is counterintuitive given that
Intel SSD has significantly faster random I/O latency (0.15ms) than magnetic
disks. This is explained by the fact that the low latency of an SSD is achieved
only when the write load on the SSD is “low”; i.e., there are sufficient pauses
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between bursts of writes so that the SSD has enough time to clean dirty blocks
to produce erased blocks for new writes [57]. Under a high write rate, the SSD
quickly uses up its pool of erased blocks and then I/Os block until the SSD has
reclaimed enough space from dirty blocks via garbage collection.

This result shows that existing disk based solutions that send all I/O requests
to disks are not likely to perform well on SSDs, even if SSDs are significantly
faster than disks (i.e., for workloads that give SSDs sufficient time for garbage
collection). In other words, these solutions are not likely to exploit the perfor-
mance benefit of SSDs under “high” write load. In contrast, since BufferHash
writes to flash only when a buffer fills up, it poses a relatively “light” load on
SSD, resulting in faster reads.

We do note that it is possible to supplement the BDB index with an in-
memory Bloom filter to improve lookups. We anticipate that, on disks, a BDB
with in-memory Bloom filter will have similar lookup latencies as a BufferHash.
However, on SSDs, a BufferHash is likely to have a better lookup performance—
because of the lack of buffering, insertions in BDB will incur a large number of
small writes, which adversely affect SSDs’ read performance due to fragmenta-
tion and background garbage collection activities.

Other Workloads. We evaluate how our CLAM design performs with work-
loads having different relative fractions of inserts and lookups. Our goal is
to understand the workloads where the benefits of our design are the most
significant. Table 5.3 shows the variation of the latency per operation with
different lookup fractions in the workload for BH+SSD and DB+SSD on
Transcend-SSD.

As Table 5.3 shows, the latency per operation for BDB decreases with increas-
ing fraction of lookups. This is due to two reasons. First, (random) reads are
significantly cheaper than random writes in SSDs. Since the increasing lookup
fraction increases the overall fraction of flash reads, it reduces the overall la-
tency per operation. Second, even the latency of individual lookups decreases
with increasing fraction of lookups (not shown in the table). This is because,
with a smaller fraction of flash write I/O, SSDs involve less garbage collection
overhead that could interfere with all flash I/Os in general.
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Fraction of Latency per operation (ms)
lookups Bufferhash Berkeley DB

0 0.007 18.4
0.3 0.01 13.5
0.5 0.09 10.3
0.7 0.11 5.3
1 0.12 0.3

Table 5.3: Per-operation latencies with different lookup fractions in workloads.
LSR=0.4 for all workloads and Transcend SSD is employed.
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Figure 5.7: Berkeley-DB latencies for lookups and inserts.

In contrast, for a CLAM, the latency per operation improves with decreasing
fraction of lookups. This can be attributed to buffering due to which the average
insert latency for a CLAM is reduced. As Table 5.3 shows, our CLAM design is
17× faster for write-intensive workloads than for read-intensive workloads.

Evaluation Summary

The above evaluation highlights the following aspects of our CLAM design:
(1) BufferHash on Intel SSD offers lookup latency of 0.06 ms and insert latency
of 0.006 ms, and gives an order of magnitude improvement over Berkeley DB
on Intel SSD.
(2) Buffering of writes significantly improves insert latency. Bloom filters

significantly reduce unwanted lookups on slow storage, achieving 10×-30×
improvement over BufferHash without bloom filters. Bit-slicing contributes
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20% improvement when the lookup workload is mostly memory bound.
(3) For lookups, BufferHash on SSDs is an order of magnitude better than

BufferHash on disk. However, SSDs alone are not sufficient to give high perfor-
mance.

5.5 redundancy elimination using clam

We study the benefits of using our CLAM prototypes in RE systems for low
bandwidth links. CLAM can also be used with current WAN optimizers to
improve their effectiveness.

We consider 1-2 KB chunk sizes for these RE systems. Typical WAN opti-
mizers also use similar chunk sizes for their on-disk chunk storage. The chunk
boundaries are identified over incoming data2 using MODP/MAXP fingerprint-
ing algorithms and SHA-1 hashes are computed over them. The SHA-1 hashes
are looked up in the index to identify similarity against prior content chunks.
After redundancy is identified, the incoming data is encoded/compressed and
smaller data goes over the network. Some commercial WAN optimizers use an
optimized TCP implementation that can send data at the highest possible rate
(without needing repeated slow start, etc.).

The index can be stored either in a CLAM or using BDB on flash. The
CLAM is configured with 4GB RAM and 32GB of Transcend SSD. The CLAM
implements the full BufferHash functionality, including lazy updates with
FIFO eviction as well as windowed bit slicing. For BDB-based RE system, we
implement FIFO eviction from the hash table by maintaining an in-memory
delete list of invalidated old hash table entries. The BDB hash table is also 32GB
in size.

In order to focus on the efficacy of index, we employ two simplifications:
(1) We emulate an efficient RE system by pre-computing chunks and SHA-1
fingerprints. (2) We simply use UDP to transmit data at close to link speed and
turn off flow control and congestion control.

In our experiments, we vary the link speed from 10Mbps to 0.5Gbps.
2Typical WAN optimizers buffer data of each incoming connection for a short time. We use

25 ms
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Evaluation: We use real packet traces in our evaluation. These traces were
collected at our university’s access link to the Internet and at the access link
of a high volume Web server in the university. From these packet traces, we
construct object-level traces by grouping packets with the same connection
4-tuple into a single object and using an inactivity timeout of 10s. We use this
to measure throughput improvement per object.

We also conducted thorough evaluation using a variety of synthetic traces
where we varied the redundancy fraction. We omit the results for brevity and
note that they are qualitatively similar.
Scenarios. We study two scenarios both based on replaying traces against our

experimental setup:
(1) Throughput test: All objects arrive at once. We then measure the total

time taken to transmit the objects with and without using our RE system. The
ratio of the latter to the former measures the extent to which the RE system
helps improve effective capacity of the attached link, and we refer to it as the
effective bandwidth improvement.

(2) Acceleration under high load: Here, objects arrive at a rate matching the
link speed; thus, the link is 100% utilized when there is no compression. For
each object, we measure the time difference from object arrival to the last byte
of the object being sent, with and without RE. In either case, we also measure
the throughput the object achieves (= effective size/time difference). When RE
is used, the time difference includes the time to fingerprint the object, look for
matches and compress the object. In addition, it may include delays due to
earlier objects (e.g., updating the index with fingerprints for the earlier object).
Finally, we measure the per object throughput improvement as the ratio of an
object’s throughput with and without the RE system.

Benefits of Using CLAMs

Scenario 1: Figure 5.8 shows the effective bandwidth improvement using
CLAM-based and BDB based RE system at different link speeds. Both RE
systems use Transcend-SSD. Figure 5.8(a) shows the results for a high (50%)
redundancy trace (i.e., optimal improvement factor 2). The BDB-based RE
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Figure 5.8: Effective capacity improvement vs different link rates for (a) 50%
and (b) 15% redundancy traces.

system gives close-to-optimal improvement (2×) at low link speeds of up to
10Mbps. However, at higher link speeds it becomes a bottleneck and drastically
reduces the effective bandwidth instead of improving it. In comparison, CLAM-
based RE system gives close-to-ideal improvement at 10× higher (100Mbps)
link speeds and gives reasonable improvements even at 200 Mbps. It becomes
a bottleneck at 400Mbps making its usage obsolete at such speeds. Using
Intel-SSD, the CLAM-based RE system can run up to 500 Mbps while offering
close to ideal improvement, but using Intel-SSD with BDB does not improve
the situation significantly. A similar trend was observed for the low (15%)
redundancy trace (i.e., optimal improvement factor 1.18) whose results are
shown in Figure 5.8(b). In this case, CLAM-based RE system is able to operate
at even higher link speeds while giving close to ideal improvement. This is
because, when redundancy is low, lookups in the case of CLAMs seldom go to
flash, which results in higher throughput.

Scenario 2: We fix the link speed to be 10Mbps for this analysis, because
BDB is ineffective at higher speeds. We use a trace with 50% redundancy. We
now take a closer look at the improvements by CLAMs and BDB. Figures 5.9 (a)
and (b) show the relative throughput improvement on an object-by-object basis
(Only improvements up to factor of 2 is shown). We see that Berkeley-DB has a
negative effect on the throughputs of a large number of objects (compared to
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Figure 5.9: Heavy load scenario: Throughput improvement per object for (a)
BufferHash-based CLAM using Transcend SSD and (b) Berkeley-DB on Tran-
scend SSD.

ideal), especially objects 500KB or smaller; their throughput is worsened by a
factor of two or more due to the high costs of lookups and inserts (the latter
for fingerprints of prior objects). Our CLAM also imposes overhead on some
of these objects, but this happens on far fewer occasions and the overhead is
significantly lower. Also, the average per-object improvement is 3.1 for our
CLAM, which is 65% better than BDB (average improvement of 1.9).

5.6 conclusions

We have designed and implemented CLAMs (Cheap and Large CAMs) for
large hash tables (up to 100GB or more) with support for fast insertion, lookups
and updates. Our design uses a combination of DRAM and flash storage
along with a novel data structure, called BufferHash, to facilitate fast hash table
operations. Our CLAM supports a larger index than DRAM-only solutions,
and faster hash operations than disk- or flash-only solutions. It can offer a few
orders of magnitude more hash operations/s/$ than these alternatives. We
have incorporated our CLAM prototype in RE systems and shown that it can
enhance their benefits significantly.

This also concludes the second part regarding building RE systems effec-
tively.
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6 implications of network-layer re

Given the benefits of protocol independent redundancy elimination techniques,
we have argued for expanding the benefits of RE by making it as a fundamental
network primitive. We have shown how such an architecture can significantly
reduce the overall load on the network and provide savings to all applications,
flows and users. However, RE can yield even greater benefits if existing pro-
tocols are redesigned with primitive RE in mind. In this chapter, we specifically
focus on how network-layer RE could radically change the way ISPs compute
routes and thus enable new traffic management techniques.

We start with assuming full RE capabilities (no processing or memory con-
straints) on routers, so that they can perform hop-by-hop RE effectively. We
make this assumption for simplicity and better understanding of the impact
of routing alone (we relax this assumption later). In this setting, we study the
advantages of computing routes that maximize the opportunity to eliminate
redundant content, versus the current approach of selecting routes to mini-
mize path length or other costs. We consider modifications to both intra- and
inter-domain routing and traffic engineering techniques. In either case, we
develop “redundancy-aware” routing algorithms, where ISPs use redundancy
profiles (estimates of how often strings of bytes are replicated across different
destinations) to compute forwarding paths. RE on the computed paths then
allow ISPs to significantly lower their network utilization.

We describe how ISPs can compute redundancy-aware routes scalably and
efficiently alongside centralized route control platforms (e.g. [22, 60]). We
have evaluated the full range benefits of redundancy-aware algorithms using
Rocketfuel topologies and workloads from full packet traces collected at our
university, as well as synthetic traffic models derived from the traces. In an
ideal scenario, where networks have perfect information about redundancy
patterns in the network and the route calculation/optimization is performed in
a centralized fashion, we show that redundancy-aware routes can help bring
down the network-wide utilization by a further 10-25% when compared to
simply employing redundancy elimination on shortest-path routes (which
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offers 10-50% savings). We observe that when using redundancy-aware routing,
networks may prefer somewhat longer routes because this may allow them to
aggregate redundant bytes more effectively.

We also study important practical issues such as the effect of staleness of re-
dundancy profiles on route quality. We find that the benefits from redundancy-
aware routing remain robust even when traffic changes unexpectedly, e.g. dur-
ing flash-crowds. In practice, ISPs must make key approximations to efficiently
estimate the redundancy profiles. Using real traces, we show that such approx-
imations do not significantly impact the quality of routes obtained.

Finally, we relax our assumption of full RE capabilities on routers, and eval-
uate redundancy-aware routing with our network-layer RE solution, SmartRE,
that takes into account processing and memory constraints on routers. Re-
call that SmartRE does not make any assumptions about underlying routing
scheme. This makes easy to apply SmartRE on routes obtained by redundancy-
aware routing algorithms. Moreover, SmartRE provides savings close to that
obtained with full RE capabilities on all routers. So, we can expect SmartRE on
redundancy-aware routes to provide similar additional savings over SmartRE
on traditional routes. We show that indeed this is the case.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We first describe current
practices of intra and inter-domain routing and motivate redundancy-aware
routing through examples and preliminary studies in Section 6.1. We then
discuss our redundancy-aware intra and inter-domain routing algorithms in
Section 6.2 and Section 6.3. We look into extent of duplication across destina-
tions in Section 6.4. We evaluate the effectiveness of our algorithms in Section 6.5
and conclude in Section 6.6.

6.1 background and motivation

In this section, we review current practices in routing. We then discuss how
these approaches must be updated to leverage network-layer RE, and outline
the challenges involved therein. We end with a preliminary empirical study
to show the improvements from modifying routing to leverage redundancy
elimination.
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Intra and Inter-domain Routing

ISPs today make routing and forwarding decisions on the basis of a packet’s
destination IP address. Since selecting static routes per destination (e.g., using
low-latency paths) could impact the ability of ISPs in controlling the load on
network links, many of them employ traffic engineering (TE) techniques. These
often involve estimating expected volume of traffic traversing network paths [20]
and selecting routes which spread load evenly across links in the long term.

Forwarding decisions along inter-domain routes, in contrast, are driven by
both economic and performance constraints. Typically, ISPs statically select the
most cost-effective next hop AS for a destination prefix. Packets to the selected
next hop are typically sent either along the early-exit routes or, in some cases,
along more carefully-selected exit points (based on mutual agreements with
the neighbors). In either case, a key objective is to minimize the impact of
inter-domain traffic on the ISP’s intra-domain links.

Unfortunately, it is difficult to predict how traffic volumes vary over time.
Thus, current intra-domain routing practices are not capable of reacting to
traffic spikes arising due to events such as flash crowds, or reroutings following
inter-domain route failures. Coupled with the static choice of next hops in
inter-domain routing, this could exacerbate congestion both on intra and inter-
domain links; the latter set of links are known congested spots [21]. Thus, the
inflexibility of current routing and forwarding approaches could cause serious
violations of TE objectives and network SLAs.

Routing in a Redundancy-Aware World

We start with a simple example in Figure 6.1 to motivate redundancy-aware
routing. The example illustrates that by choosing routes to be redundancy
aware, we can significantly improve the bandwidth savings.

In this example, it should be known beforehand that same packets are going
to destinations D1 and D2. Then, one can construct such redundancy-aware
routes. In the real world, ISPs would need to keep track of how many bytes
are replicated across different points in their network in form of redundancy
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Figure 6.1: A toy example: In Figure(a), we illustrate shortest path routing (18
packets total). In (b), redundant packet elimination is used on shortest paths
(12 packets total – a 33% saving). In (c), we use redundancy-aware routes which
minimize the total number of packets carried by the network (10 packets total –
a 44% saving).

profile1. Based on this network-wide profile, ISPs can construct intra and inter-
domain forwarding paths which maximize the likelihood of duplicate data
traversing the same network links, without creating unduly long paths. Next,
we discuss initial measurements which show the potential benefits that ISPs
can derive from redundancy-aware routing coupled with universal redundancy
elimination.
A Preliminary Study. We tracked packets originating from a high volume /24

prefix owned by our university and headed for the commercial Internet. Traffic
from the university enters one of its primary ISP at Chicago. We analyzed this
traffic using the redundancy elimination algorithms (described in Chapter 2.2)
and found that 45% of the bytes were duplicated with in a 60s interval. Fur-
ther, we dissected the /24 traffic leaving the ISP Network from its New York,
Washington DC and Boston PoPs. About 22% of the bytes leaving from New
York were duplicated in the 60s interval. The fraction was 18% for DC and 2%
for Boston. Also, the shortest paths from the University to these cities were
non-overlapping. Thus, simply employing redundancy elimination techniques

1conceptually, redundancy profile used here is similar to redundancy profile used for
SmartRE framework
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in a hop-by-hop manner can yield savings of 2-22% (when only considering the
bytes due to the /24).

Interestingly, 10% and 9% of bytes going to New York also appeared in the
bytes going to Boston and DC. Thus, if packets to Boston and DC are routed
via New York (this does not cause significant inflation of paths), and then
redundancy elimination applied, the overall number of bytes traversing the
network links can be brought down even further.

6.2 intra-domain routing

We describe how an ISP can improve its ability to manage loads on its links
by computing routes in a “redundancy-aware” manner, meaning that the ISP
gathers knowledge of how many packets are duplicated within its network over
a given interval of time and which sets of destinations or egresses the duplicate
packets will go to. The ISP then uses this information to construct internal
routes which maximize the potential for redundancy-elimination.

We develop the approach gradually, starting with a simple setting where
packets originate from a single PoP in an ISP. We extend this to a network-
wide, multi-PoP approach. In particular, we show how an ISP can employ
redundancy-aware route construction to obtain better performance guarantees
than common TE approaches.

We first assume that the ISP has perfect and timely knowledge of the pre-
vailing patterns of redundancy in its network and that it can compute and
configure redundancy-aware routes in a negligible amount of time in response
to the current redundancy pattern. We also assume that packets are duplicated
in full, if at all. It is easy to accommodate partial packet matches. We discuss
this in Section 6.2 along with other practical issues such as estimating traffic
redundancy patterns, where and how often to compute routes, implementing
the redundancy-aware routing solution in practice, etc.
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A Simple Single Ingress Setting

We use the following abstract network model to explain our approach. We
model the ISP as a graph G = (V ,E). For the simple single-ingress setting, say
node S ∈ V is the source PoP and nodesDi,D2, . . . ,Dm ∈ V are the egress PoPs.
Other vertices in V (if any) are “internal nodes” equivalent to ISP backbone
routers.

We model a scenario where packets originating from Smay be duplicated
within the network. Say that N distinct packets {P1,P2, . . . ,Pn} originate at
S over a certain duration T . Each packet Pi can have zero or more “copies”.
Identical copies of a packet may be destined to different destinations. We
assume that the ISP has all information available; in particular, the ISP has a
list of constants bi,j which are defined so that bi,j = 1 if a copy of packet Pi is
destined for destinationDj. Even if multiple copies of Pi go to the sameDi, we
set bi,j = 1. We call this list of b’s the redundancy profile for S. In practice, an
ISP can track the profiles as packets enter its network (Section 6.2).

We now show how the ISP can use the profile to formulate a redundancy-
aware routing problem. A few definitions are in order first. We use single
variable Ci,e for Pi and copies of Pi, which denotes the cost of routing the
copies through edge e when all routers perform redundancy-elimination. The
cost does not depend on which destination Dj a given copy may go to: If n
identical packets go through an edge e ∈ E, the cost of routing these on edge e
is the same as the cost of routing a single copy of the packet. In our formulation,
the cost equals the size of the packet multiplied by the latency of the link e, or
le; this indicates the amount of network resources consumed by the packet and
its copies when routers perform redundancy elimination.

We define as a flow the set of packets going from S to a particular destination.
Define variables fj,e such that fj,e is 1 if the route to destinationDj goes through
edge e, and zero otherwise. The goal of our formulation is to compute the f’s.
In turn, this computes the routes between S and each destination. Binary values
for f ensure that all packets between an ingress-egress pair traverse the same
path.

Our objective is to find f’s such that total cost summed over all network edges
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is minimized. Thus, we wish to compute routes from Swhich minimize the total
number of unique bytes carried by network links (normalized by link latencies).

We formulate this as an LP. We have the following constraints per Pi, based
on the definition of the cost function:

∀j,Ci,e > le × bi,j × fj,e × |Pi|

|Pi| denotes size. Further, since the cost Ci,e can never exceed size of packet,
for each packet Pi we have, Ci,e 6 |Pi|. Also, we set up flow conservation
constraints for the source node, for each destination node and each intermediate
node. For any node v other than source and destination Dj:

∀j,
∑

e∈δ+(v)

fj,e =
∑

e∈δ−(v)

fj,e

where, δ+ indicates the flow into node v, and δ− indicates the flow going out
of node v. For source S and destinations Dj the constraints become:

∀j,
∑

e∈δ−(s)

fj,e −
∑

e∈δ+(s)

fj,e = 1

∀j,
∑

e∈δ+(Dj)

fj,e −
∑

e∈δ−(Dj)

fj,e = 1

The final objective of the LP then is:

min
∑
e

∑
i

Ci,e

We also refer to this objective as the network footprint.
When solving the above LP, we allow fractional values for f. Fractional

values indicate how traffic is split across different ingress-egress paths. In
Section 6.2, we discuss how an ISP can implement the fractional solutions.

Intuitively, the above approach tries to compute “narrow” trees with low
branching connecting S to the Dj’s. Narrow trees are good because they ag-
gregate redundant content as much as possible. But routing all traffic from
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the source onto a narrow tree could cause some constrained links close to the
source to overload. To avoid this, we impose capacity constraints. To ensure
that edge e doesn’t carry more than Le packets from S within an interval T (Le
can be derived from e’s capacity), we require:

∀e,
∑
k

Ck,e 6 Le (6.1)

The “Aggregate-Level” Formulation

The input to the above formulation includes the network topology information
and the constants bi,j for the packet-level profile; the size of the input thus
grows linearly in the number of packets. Existing LP solvers are unable to
solve the optimization problem especially when millions of packets are to be
considered. More importantly, the size of the input imposes practical constraints
when using centralized platforms for redundancy-aware traffic engineering
(see Section 6.2) because the amount of data that needs to be shipped to the
central route controller (i.e. all the bi,js) is very large.

We employ a few approximations to address these issues. Based on an
empirical study of real traces, we observed that few packets are ever duplicated
across more than 3 destinations. We ignore such packets in our formulation. We
make a more important simplification: we “combine” the redundant content
in packets going to identical set of destinations into a larger “packet”, copies
of which in turn go to same set of destinations as the individual packets. For
example, if packets P1, . . . ,Pl all go only to two destinations D1 and D2, we
replace these with a single large “packet” of size

∑l
1 Piwhich goes to destination

D1 andD2. This captures the overlap in bytes going toD1 andD2. This approach
reduces the total number of “packets”, and hence the variables and number
of constraints in our LP formulation by a large factor without changing the
quality of the LP solution we obtain; the total number of variables is now on
the order of the cube of number of egresses in the network. The constants bi,j
for the larger “packets” are now a lot fewer in number and can be shipped
to centralized route computation locations without incurring much overhead.
We refer to this simplification as the aggregate-level formulation. The resulting
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aggregate-level profiles are used as input in computing routes.

Multiple Ingresses, Traffic Engineering

We now extend the single ingress formulation to a network-wide redundancy-
aware traffic engineering problem. Our formulation tries to always obtain better
guarantees than existing approaches (such as OSPF-based weight tuning [34]).
We illustrate using the “Max load” TE objective, i.e., minimizing the maximum
utilization in the network.

We introduce a per-ingress parameter bSn,Pi,Dj which is 1 if a copy of packet
Pi from the ingress Sn is destined for destination Dj. Similarly we extend the
cost variable to capture the contribution of packets originating from different
ingresses to a particular link e (CSn,Pi,e). We assume that packets from different
ingresses have nothing in common. We define variables fSn,j,e which identify
if the flow between Sn and Dj flows through edge e. Our objective then is:
min

∑
e

∑
i

∑
nCSn,Pi,e. We omit the full formulation with all the constraints

in the interest of space.
Next, we accommodate link capacity constraints as well as the max-load

TE goal. Based on traffic volumes and estimates of traffic matrices, say an ISP
computes that OSPF-based TE (e.g. [33, 34]) could bound the maximum load
by a factor α < 1. Typical ISPs today try to maintain α ≈ 0.5. We replace each
link’s capacity Le with Le ← L ′e = αLe and solve the above LP subject to the
new constraints:

∀e,
∑
i

∑
n

CSn,Pi,e 6 L
′
e

This formulation allows us to find a solution whose performance is at least
as good as the OSPF-based TE. The output of this program is fractional values
for the f’s.
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Practice

Next, we consider several practical implications arising in the above formu-
lations. We evaluate how these may impact the benefits of our approach in
Section 6.5.
Route Computation. Our redundancy-aware TE approach can be applied by

an ISP alongside centralized routing platforms such as RCP [60] and 4D [22]. At
regularNminute intervals, border routers in the ISP can compute the aggregate-
level redundancy profiles of the packets observed during the first T seconds of
the interval (more details follow), and update the profiles to the route control
platform. The controller runs the multi-egress formulation and the computed
routes are configured on network routers to be used over the next Nminutes.
We pick N = 60 minutes and T = 60 seconds.

In addition to the periodic updates, border routers could also track the
redundancy profile on a minute-by-minute basis and inform the route con-
trollers of significant changes in the traffic patterns. This allows the controller
to respond better to sudden traffic surges and changes in profiles.
Computing Profiles and Partial Packet Matches. Our discussion so far as-

sumed that packets are duplicated in full, if at all. We now discuss how ISP
routers can compute aggregate-level redundancy profiles (Sec 6.2) when pack-
ets may have partial matches. Before discussing the details, we first re-interpret
what an aggregate-level redundancy profile captures.

The aggregate-level profiles track the following statistics for traffic entering
an ISP at a given ingress within time T : (1) the total number of unique bytes,
(2) the number of bytes which are duplicated within traffic to the same egress;
we call this intra-flow redundancy, and (3) the number of bytes which are
duplicated in traffic across pairs of egresses; we call this inter-flow redundancy.
Ideally, ISPs should also tally the number of bytes duplicated across> 2 egresses
simultaneously. But this can be avoided for simplicity because it does not impact
the solutions obtained (Section 6.5).

Each ingress router keeps track of these aggregate-level profiles. We focus
mainly on modeling redundancy shared by pairs of destinations. When an
incoming packet matches a single packet currently stored in cache, we count the
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size of the matching region towards intra- or inter-flow redundancy depending
on the egresses for the two packets (e.g. if the packets go to different egresses,
we count the overlapped bytes toward inter-flow redundancy between the
egresses). If the incoming packet matches more than one packet we count
each match region towards intra- or inter-flow redundancy (as the case may be)
separately, even if the regions overlapped. This heuristic clearly approximates
the true extent of shared bytes across egresses (e.g., we ignore bytes common to
3 egresses). While more accurate approaches can be designed, we show using
real traces that this approach does not affect the quality of routes computed
(Section 6.5).
MPLS Networks. The fractional solutions from our LPs can be implemented
in MPLS networks by establishing the appropriate “traffic trunks” or label
switched paths (LSPs) between PoPs [36]. The volume of the trunks can be
determined based on the fractions output by the programs. Care must be
taken to prevent packets from two potentially redundant TCP or UDP flows
(e.g. HTTP flows from a popular Web server) between the same ingress-egress
pair from being routed along different LSPs. If this happens, then we may be
unable to extract the redundant bytes in the flows to the best extent possible.
Luckily, this situation will not arise because, in practice, all traffic from a source
prefix will be aggregated into one LSP. And, in practice, we see very little
overlap in bytes from unrelated source prefixes. A different issue may arise
preventing networks from extracting the best possible benefits from redundancy
elimination. Depending on how flows are allocated to trunks by the edge
routers, it is possible that redundant flows originating at the same ingress but
going to different egresses may be classified into two trunks which have very
little overlap in their links. A more optimal allocation would have enforced
greater overlap in the paths taken by the flows, and thus would have more fully
extracted and removed bytes that are common to the two flows. Developing
heuristics for classifying packets to trunks so as to best exploit the estimated
redundancy patterns is an important open issue; we leave this for future work.
We do present a preliminary investigation into this issue in Section 6.5.

Because there can be inaccuracies in implementing the fractional solutions,
we augment the capacity constraints in Equation 6.1 with “safety net constraints”
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to prevent link capacities from overflowing. These constraints essentially bound
the sum total of all packets traversing a link to fall within the link’s capacity.

6.3 inter-domain routing

We describe how an ISP can compute inter-domain routes to achieve better
control over the impact of inter-domain traffic on its internal and peering links.
We consider two approaches: local and cooperative.

The local approach focuses on an ISP selecting its next-hop ASes in BGP,
and the particular exit point(s) into the chosen next hop AS. The goal is to
allow an ISP to aggregate inter-domain traffic over a select few next hop ASes
(and corresponding exit points) so as to minimize, to the best extent possi-
ble, the amount of resources that inter-domain traffic consumes on the ISP’s
network links. The ISP can do this based on knowledge of (1) the amount of
redundancy shared between different inter-domain destination prefixes (i.e.
the inter-domain redundancy profiles) and (2) the route announcements from
peers to the destination ASes. We describe an approach similar to intra-domain
TE to compute these routes.

In the cooperative setting, we construct redundancy-aware routes which
span two or more ISPs. We assume that the ISPs are benevolent and cooperate
with each other. In particular, each ISPs computes routes so as to minimize the
overall impact of inter-domain traffic across its internal links, the internal links
of its peers, and the peering links. We don’t consider details such as the need to
maintain privacy of internal information. Instead, we explore the ideal benefits
from cooperation in a redundancy-aware routing set-up.

Local Approach

We extend the redundancy-aware intra-domain routing approach to compute
forwarding paths via next hop ASes. This simply requires a change to the input
network graph G and the link cost functions C(). We focus on inter-domain
traffic originating at a particular PoP in an AS. This approach can be extended
to all inter-domain traffic of the AS.
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Figure 6.2: Input graph for the local inter-domain approach.

Graph Model. Our formulation is based on a graph G = (V ,E) which has a
node S ∈ V , and nodes {D1,D2, . . . ,Dm} ⊂ V . S is the ingress PoP in the AS
where the inter-domain traffic originates. We consider as “inter-domain” traffic
all packets whose destinations are routable only through the peers of the AS
in question. For such traffic, the AS would try to minimize the impact of the
traffic on its internal links (e.g. using early exit routing). The m destinations
are the prefixes to which the inter-domain traffic from Smust finally reach. For
simplicity, the ISP may focus on just the top few destination prefixes by volume
(selected based on historical observations). We assume that the AS computes
aggregate-level redundancy profiles across them destinations.

The set V in the graph model is actually composed of three subsets V1,V2,
andV3 (Figure 6.2). V1 is the set of all intra-domain routers or the PoPs for the ISP
in question. V3 is the set of all destinations. V2 is a set of “intermediate nodes”.
The intermediate nodes model possible next hop ASes for each destination as
well as their peering locations with the ISP in question (thus, a given next hop
neighbor can have more than one node in V2).

E is composed of E1, the set of intra-domain edges, E2, the full set of peering
edges between the AS in question and each of its next hop neighbors, and E3,
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which are “intermediate edges” between nodes in V2 and V3. We construct
an intermediate edge between an intermediate node v and a destination Di if
the ISP corresponding to v has announced a route to Di. By default, we only
include edges and vertices for a next hop AS if the AS is among those which
have announced a path with the least number of AS hops to the destination. We
note that additional path length constraints can also be imposed: for example,
we can add an edge between an intermediate node v and a destination Di as
long as the length of the S → v → Di AS path is at most two (say) AS hops
longer than the path with the fewest hops. This allows the ISP to select next
hops which offer slightly longer AS paths as long as this helps it better exploit
opportunities for redundancy elimination in inter-domain traffic.
Cost function. The rest of the inter-domain routing problem formulation looks
the same as the intra-domain case except for the cost function. The packet
traversal cost Ci,e is considered only for the internal edges of the ISP, and the
peering edges to the next hops. All the other equations remain intact and the
objective function remains the same (we omit details for brevity). Both capacity-
limited and uncapacitated cases could be considered here. The output of the
problem is: for each of the m destination prefixes, the next hop AS and the
internal route(s) to the exit point(s) into the next-hop AS.
Practice. The router at S could compute the redundancy profile using the

aggregate-level model (Sec 6.2). The inter-domain redundancy-profiles from
various PoPs can be transferred to a centralized route controller. For simplicity,
we assume that each ISP computes routes for intra- and inter-domain traffic
separately. In practice, the ISP can combine intra and inter-domain redundancy
profiles.

Cooperative Approach

For simplicity we consider the case where two ISPs cooperate, although our
description can be extended to multiple cooperating ISPs. Each ISP computes
redundancy-aware routes for inter-domain traffic destined for its neighbors.
The key difference is that the input graph used by either ISP (to perform the
optimization and compute the cost function) is the union of the topologies of
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the two networks and peering links. The inputs to an ISP’s routing problem are
its intra-domain redundancy profiles and the inter-domain profile for traffic
between ingresses in itself and egresses in the neighbor. The output of an
ISP’s problem include its intra-domain routes and a list of exit points for traffic
destined to egresses in the neighbor (and how to split inter-domain traffic across
the exit points). The LP formulation itself remains unchanged. Thus each ISP
tries to minimize the overall impact of inter-domain traffic across both networks.
However, rather than compute inter-domain routes in isolation, the ISP tries to
aggregate the redundancy in inter-domain traffic together with the redundancy
in its intra-domain traffic in order to bring down the overall utilization of its
own network. If the neighbor returns the favor, this could substantially improve
the network utilization in both networks.

6.4 measuring duplication across destinations

Our redundancy-aware approaches are most effective when strings of bytes
are duplicated across multiple destinations. If, on the other hand, redundant
bytes are not shared across destinations, then applying redundancy elimination
along shortest path routes is likely to offer close to the best possible benefits.

We used our university traces (described in Chapter 2.1) for this study. In
Figures 6.3(a), we show the number of different Sprint PoPs to which a 64B
chunk observed in a trace was sent to. We show the results both for a full
University trace (17% redundant) and a trace of the /24 (48% redundant). For
the former, we see that 97% of the chunks went to a single PoP (this includes
both unique and duplicate chunks) and only 3% go to 2 PoPs (this only includes
duplicated chunks), and far fewer go to 3 or more. For the latter (/24), we see
much more significant “striping”, with 75% going to a single PoP, 10% going to
2 PoPs, and 4% going to 3.

In Figure 6.3(b), we emulate a situation where all the University traffic is
routed across Sprint’s internal network (destination prefixes as mapped to
Sprint PoPs using undns [63]). We observe what fraction of the redundant
bytes are shared between pairs of PoPs in Sprint. We only show the highly
redundant trace for the high-volume /24 (few packets in the low redundancy
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trace were duplicated across two or more PoPs anyway). We see that a large
fraction of PoP-pairs (80%) see very little sharing (< 1%). About 10% of pairs
dominate all the sharing, with sharing fractions ranging between 5 and 15%.
Our redundancy-aware route construction will thus be optimized around these
PoP pairs. We studied other traces of the /24 prefix and observed a similar
trend of a few PoP pairs sharing a significant amount of redundant content.
Furthermore, we also found signs of positive correlation between the total
volume of traffic of the PoP pair and the extent of content shared.

6.5 evaluation

We conduct extensive evaluation of the redundancy-aware routing approaches.
We consider several issues such as the reduction in network footprint from
redundancy elimination, the difference between redundancy-awareness and
traditional shortest routing supplemented with redundancy elimination, the
impact of topology on the benefits derived, and the ability of redundancy-aware
approaches to absorb sudden flash crowds. Most of our focus is on the ideal
extent of benefits. In particular, we assume that fractional solutions from our
LP formulations can be implemented “perfectly” in our networks. That said,
we also consider how practical issues impact the overall benefits offered by our
approaches. Our evaluation is based both on the real packet traces from our
university and synthetic traces, which we describe next.
Synthetic Traces. We use a simple model to construct synthetic packet traces.
The key properties of the synthetic traces are derived from observations over
the real traces. The synthetic traces allow us to explore the relationship between
different redundancy and sharing patterns, and the overall benefits of our
approach. We first outline how to generate an intra-domain trace for traffic
originating at a single PoP of an ISP. This can be extended trivially to traces for
inter-domain traffic and to network-wide traffic in the intra-domain setting.

Packets are all of the same size in our synthetic traces. Each synthetic trace
has three parameters: ρoverall ∈ [0, 0.5] and ρintra, ρinter ∈ [0, 1]. These
determine if a packet has a duplicate, and if it does, whether the duplicates are
destined for the same destination as the packet itself. To elaborate, ρoverall
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Figure 6.3: Duplication across multiple destination POPs

is the total fraction of redundancy in the traffic. When ρoverall = 0.5, each
packet has a duplicate. Thus, a packet originating at the ingress is duplicated
with probability ρoverall/(1 − ρoverall). If a packet is unique, we “send” a
single copy of the packet to an egress selected according to probability which is
proportional to the population of the city represented by the egress (following
the gravity model [61]).

For packets with duplicates, with probability ρintra, we send the packet
and its duplicate to the same destination which is selected according to the grav-
ity model. Thus, ρintra controls the number of packets which are duplicated
between the same ingress-egress pairs. With a probability ρinter = 1 − ρintra,
we select two different destinations according to the gravity model, and send
a copy each to them. Thus, ρinter controls how often packets are duplicated
across two different destinations. Note that we don’t model packets duplicated
across 3 or more destinations. This approximation is unlikely to affect the rep-
resentativeness of our simulation study because our empirical measurements
showed that a majority of packets which are duplicated across multiple desti-
nations go to two destinations (although the fraction going to 3 destinations
is not insignificant). Moreover, we conduct thorough trace-based evaluation
where bytes could be duplicated across an arbitrary number of destinations.
Evaluation strategy. Given a trace and a network topology, we compute re-
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Figure 6.4: Intra-domain, single-ingress (Seattle, WA) for ATT (AS7018). Link
capacities are unlimited.

dundancy profiles per ingress using the aggregate-level model described in
Sec 6.2. We compute routes according to the redundancy-aware algorithms
of Sections 6.2 and 6.3. To study the best possible improvements from redun-
dancy elimination and redundancy-awareness, we assume that networks have
perfect information available and can compute redundancy-aware routes in-
stantaneously.

We conduct our simulations over topologies from the Rocketfuel reposi-
tory [63]. Unless stated otherwise, we compare the redundancy-aware routing
algorithms (which we call “RA”) and traditional shortest path routing with
hop-by-hop redundancy elimination (which we call “SP-RE”) against tradi-
tional routing without redundancy elimination (simply, “SP”) as a baseline.
Our metric is always the network footprint.

Intra-domain benefits

Single Ingress, Uncapacitated Network. We first evaluate the benefits of
redundancy-aware routing in an uncapacitated intra-domain setting with traffic
from a single ingress. This would help us know: (1) How close can we get to
removing all redundant content from network traffic? and (2) How do network
structure and latencies impact the benefit of our approaches? We start with
synthetic traces.

In Figure 6.4 we compare the performance of SP-RE and RA against SP for
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traffic originating from the Seattle PoP in the ATT network (AS7018). In (a) we
study the benefits in network footprint under a range of inter- and intra-flow
redundancies (ρinter and ρintra), but the overall redundancy fraction remains
unchanged (ρoverall = 0.5). It can be shown formally that for ρoverall = 0.5,
the optimal savings in network footprint in our model can be at most 50%,
compared to SP with no redundancy elimination. Our experiments show that
RA comes close to this, offering between 54% and 100% of the ideal possible
reduction in footprint (see Fig 6.4(a)). Also, the overall benefits of redundancy
elimination are significant: 26-50% for RA and 6-50% for SP-RE.

When redundant bytes are striped across multiple egresses (ρinter → 1),
RA offers substantial improvement compared to SP-RE: 6% benefits from SP-RE
compared to 27% benefits from RA. In contrast, as ρintra → 1, benefits of RA
relative SP-RE start to diminish. This is expected because, when most duplicated
packets go between the same source destination pair, constructing redundancy-
aware routes, which aggregate traffic to different destinations together, offers
little benefit compared to shortest path routes.

To examine the range where RA’s benefits are significant compared to SP-RE,
in 6.4(b) we vary ρoverall while keeping ρinter = 1. At a low fraction of overall
redundancy (ρoverall < 0.1), RA and SP-RE are essentially indistinguishable.
When ρoverall > 0.2, we see that RA offers significant benefits compared to
SP-RE, ranging between 6 and 20%-age points. Thus, the benefits of redundancy
awareness seem substantial for a range of overall redundancy fractions.

To see how the location in the network is affecting the benefits of RA, in
Figure 6.5(a), we plot a CDF the improvements in the single-source case with
different ATT PoPs as the sources. In this case we set ρoverall = 0.5 and
ρinter = 1. We see that the benefits from both RA and SP-RE vary with net-
work location, and in general RA offers significant improvements over SP-RE.
Continuing our investigation of topology, in Figure 6.5(b), we compare how
the mean improvements in network footprint in the single-ingress case vary
across 6 tier-1 ISP topologies (mean is computed over all PoPs in an ISP). We
see that the mean improvement is between 2 and 12% for SP-RE and between
11% and 17% for RA. We note that in some situations the benefits from RA are
marginal compared to SP-RE, e.g. AS1668. AS1668 has a very sparse topology
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Figure 6.5: Impact of topology in the intra-domain setting.

and there are very few path options between ingress-egress pairs. Thus traffic
is naturally aggregated on narrow trees when shortest paths are used. In such
cases, simple redundancy elimination is sufficient.
Single Ingress, Real traces. Next, we present an analysis of the benefits us-

ing real packet traces. We analyze the benefits over the network topology of
SprintLink (AS1239). Our approach is to vary the origin PoP of the packet trace
and study the benefits of RA and SP-RE assuming all packets in the trace are
destined for Sprint’s customers; thus, we assume all traffic to be intra-domain.
To model where the intra-domain traffic would exit Sprint’s network we map the
top 2500 destination prefixes in the traces to a city in the US using “undns” [63].
We then map the city to the nearest location where Sprint has a PoP. We consider
two University traces (a /24 trace with a high fraction of redundancy - 50%)
and an aggregate trace with low redundancy - 20%).

Our trace-based analysis is representative of a real application scenario:
Using the traces, we first compute the approximate redundancy profiles (Sec-
tion 6.2), then compute redundancy-aware routes, then route packets in the
trace on the computed paths and then simulate redundancy elimination algo-
rithms on each router to count savings in footprint. Thus, this analysis will
tell us if the approximations we make have an adverse impact on the footprint
reduction in practice.

In Figure 6.6(a), we plot a CDF of the performance improvements for Sprint-
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Figure 6.6: Trace-based analysis for Sprint.

Link for a trace of the high-volume /24. We see that both SP-RE and RA offer
substantial reductions in network foot-print. In particular, it is interesting to
note that the benefit from RA is ∼ 42% for one of the ingresses! In this case,
the ingress is Seattle and RA aggregates traffic destined for NYC, Boston and
Dallas (which sink 36% of traffic) along with traffic to Chicago (which sinks
40% of the traffic), and sends all traffic toward Chicago.

We also conducted a trace-based analysis of the full packet trace which was
17% redundant (Fig 6.6(b)) However, there was no difference between SP-RE
and RA. This is because, as shown in Figure 6.3(a), a very small fraction of the
redundancy in this trace was contributed by strings of bytes which are repeated
across PoPs. That said, redundancy elimination was very helpful, resulting in
10-20% footprint savings.
Multiple Ingresses, Traffic Engineering. Next, we show that redundancy

elimination in general, and redundancy-awareness in particular, can help ISPs
better meet their TE goals. We use synthetic traces in this analysis. We also
impose capacity constraints on links. Given a Rocketfuel ISP topology, we first
annotate links with capacities chosen uniformly at random from {2.5, 10}Gbps.
We then generate one synthetic trace per PoP in the ISP. For simplicity, all traces
have the same ρoverall and ρinter. Each trace differs in the aggregate traffic
volume, which is chosen to be directly proportional to the population of the
corresponding city. Also, the aggregate volumes are such that when traffic is
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Figure 6.7: Traffic engineering with different redundancy profiles (ATT net-
work). The baseline for comparison is SP-MaxLoad.

routed on paths which minimize the maximum link load, the maximum load
on any link is at most 80%. The paths which satisfy these constraints can be
obtained using a straight-forward LP formulation (details omitted for brevity).
We call this LP-SP.

We first employ hop-by-hop redundancy elimination along the routes output
by LP-SP. In Figure 6.7, the bars labeled “SP-Optimal” plot the “ideal” bene-
fits from employing hop-by-hop redundancy elimination; by ideal we mean
that each packet between a source and a destination is “split” according to
the fractions output by LP-SP. As can be seen, redundancy elimination can
improve maximum link load when coupled with traditional traffic engineering
approaches: this ranges from 1% when (ρoverall, ρinter) = (0.2, 1), to 25%
when (ρoverall, ρinter) = (0.5, 1).

Next, we find fractional solutions to our capacitated, redundancy-aware LP
formulation (Sec 6.2), which we refer to as LP-RA here for comparison purposes.
The bars labeled “RA-Optimal” again plot the ideal benefits from employing
redundancy aware routes. In the ideal situation, we see that redundancy-
awareness offers substantial benefits compared to traditional traffic engineering
approaches, offering between 10% and 37% improvements in max load. Even
in comparison with simple redundancy elimination (SP-Optimal), RA-Optimal
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is significantly better in all cases.
As mentioned in Section 6.2, the fractional solution output by redundancy

aware TE can be implemented using MPLS. However, we must employ redundancy-
aware approaches to classify application-level flows into MPLS trunks. A full
exploration of such techniques is beyond the scope of this paper. We do con-
sider a preliminary heuristic which seems to show promise. In our heuristic,
an incoming packet with multiple path (trunk) options is sent on a path which
has the maximum extent of overlap with the route taken by an earlier duplicate
packet (i.e. this is how we assign labels instead of relying on connection 4-tuple).
If no such earlier packet exists, the path is selected according to the fractions
output by RA-LP. We also perform book-keeping along-side to ensure that the
number of bytes routed along the various paths follow the fractional solution.
In Figure 6.7, we present the performance of the heuristic (“RA-Heuristic”). We
see that it performs very close to optimal (1-4%-age points away). Of course,
this heuristic may cause reordering of packets belonging to an application-level
flow. To avoid this, we may allow a packet to be routed on a different path than
earlier packets in its flow only if the latencies of the paths are similar.
Flash Crowds. We now examine how our approaches are helpful in mitigating
the impact of sudden spikes in traffic load. As mentioned in Section 6.1, existing
approaches are unable to adapt to such situations causing momentary overload
on several network links. We use the same set-up as above for simulating the
flash crowd: We start with a set of multi-ingress traces where ρoverall = 0.2
and ρinter = 0.5. The traffic volumes are such that the maximum link load
utilization due to LP-SP2 is 50%. Given this scenario, we compute redundancy-
aware network routes.

To simulate a flash crowd, we make a sudden change to the volume of traffic
- a factor of f increase overall - for bytes from a particular ingress picked at
random. We also change the redundancy profile, i.e. ρoverall and ρinter. The
traffic volume per destination is still based on the gravity model. However,
we do not recompute redundancy-aware routes to match the new profile and
volumes; instead, we see how well the routes which match the “stale” profiles

2This represents MPLS or OSPF-based TE.
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(a) ρoverall = 0.5, ρintra = 0.25 (b)ρoverall = 0.5, ρintra = 0.75

Figure 6.8: A simulated flash crowd, where traffic from Chicago in ATT increases
suddenly. The original redundancy profile was ρoverall = 0.2 and ρintra = 0.5.

and volumes can absorb the spike due to the flash crowd.
In Figure 6.8, we show the results from some of the experiments that we tried

out. When no redundancy elimination is employed, the max link utilization
crosses 95% as soon as the volume spikes to more than f = 3.5X.

We first focus on the situation where the flash crowd causes a higher fraction
of duplicate packets to be distributed across multiple destinations; in particular,
ρintra falls from 0.5 to 0.25 (Figure (a)). At a volume spike of 3.5X, the max
link load due to SP-Optimal is 85% and that due to RA-Optimal is 75%. Note
that routes used by RA in this case were computed for ρintra = 0.5 and for
the original traffic volumes; thus, they are stale. This limits the benefits that
redundancy awareness can offer in this case. We do see that redundancy
elimination, whether coupled with redundancy-awareness or not, offers clear
benefits in terms of smoothing out the impact of the traffic spikes; redundancy-
awareness is visibly better.

In Figure 6.8(b), we consider a situation where a smaller fraction of bytes
are duplicated across destinations compared to the baseline situation (ρintra
increases from 0.5 to 0.75). We see that the benefits from redundancy elimination
are much better: the max link loads when f = 3.5X are brought down to 61%
(RA-Optimal) and 68% (SP-Optimal). The difference between RA-optimal and
SP-Optimal is small because most of the redundancy is confined to traffic within
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ingress-egress pairs, and thus redundancy-aware construction of routes in not
highly beneficial compared to shortest-paths.

We analyzed the impact of employing stale routes using real traces. We
computed routes that were optimal for trace collected at a certain time, and
evaluated the savings for a trace collected 1hr later. When compared with
the optimal savings, we were just 2% away (omitted). While a more thorough
analysis of the impact of staleness is necessary, these observations seem to
indicate that redundancy profiles can be computed at regular intervals of about
an hour.

Inter-domain Routing Benefits
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Figure 6.9: Reduction in network footprint for the Inter-domain local approach
in ATT’s Network topology.

Local Approach. We now present a comparison of the benefits of redundancy
aware routing and simple redundancy elimination with traditional routing
in the inter-domain context. We first consider an ISP’s local approach. Our
baseline for comparison is existing BGP next hop choice with early exit routing
to the neighbor’s peering location.

In 6.9, we show the reduction in network footprint from the point of view
of ATT (AS7018) using synthetic traces. The destination ASes we consider are
modeled along those from our packet traces. In particular, we consider the
top 75 destination ASes for which ATT only has peer-announced routes. We
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assume that the traffic volume to these destinations is Zipf-distributed. We use
Rocketfuel maps to obtain all locations where ATT peers with its neighbors. We
obtain the preferred next hop ASes from ATT’s publicly accessible BGP tables.
Our comparison metric is the network footprint computed over ATT’s internal
plus peering links.

For Figure 6.9(a) the traffic originates from the Chicago PoP. We first draw
the reader’s attention to the curve “SP-RE-PrefNeigh” which corresponds to
ATT using early-exit routing internally to reach the BGP-preferred next hop
neighbor for a destination (this represents typical routing today). ATT then
employs simple redundancy elimination on all links. Even this offers substantial
reduction in network footprint: 2-20% in the low redundancy case (Figure 6.9(a))
and 4-50% for the high redundancy situation .

We also studied “RA-PrefNeigh” which corresponds to ATT routing via
the BGP-preferred next hop neighbor, using a peering location which is selected
in a redundancy-aware manner. This is not shown in Figure 6.9(a)) because it
was identical with “SP-RE-PrefNeigh” for the Chicago PoP. This indicates that,
for traffic originating from Chicago, early exit routing also offers the optimal
savings in network footprint for RA-PrefNeigh. This occurs because ATT is
connected essentially to every one of its peers in Chicago.

Next we focus on the curve labeled “RA-RANeigh” where ATT makes a
selection of both the next hop neighbor and exit point in a redundancy-aware
manner, using the algorithm outlined in Section 6.3. We see that by making
both choices in a redundancy aware fashion, ATT improves the load on its
internal and peering links by 0-11% compared to redundancy-agnostic next
hop AS selection (RA-PrefNeigh).

When using RA-RANeigh ATT may, in some situations, select neighbors
with a nearer exit point, and this selection could be different from BGP-based
choice. For example, say that peer A is the BGP-preferred next hop for a des-
tination P. Say, A’s closest exit point is 10ms away from Chicago. Another
peer A ′ which has also announced route to P could have an exit point which is
just 5ms away. RA-RANeigh may prefer A ′ over A. By choosing lower latency
internal paths, RA-RANeigh can in this example offer significant reduction in
network footprint. This effect can be seen in Figure 6.9(b) where we consider
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the benefits in network footprint across all ATT ingresses. In some cases, the
benefit in network footprint from RA-RANeigh is more than 85% relative to the
baseline. Thus, redundancy-awareness can potentially add another dimension
to the BGP next-hop selection process.

One might wonder what would happen if an ISP (ATT in the above example)
chose the next hop AS for a destination based simply on the latency to the nearest
peering link (ATT’s BGP route selection prefers A ′ over A) and, then employed
simple redundancy elimination. We track the performance of this approach
as “SP-RE-LatNeigh” in Figure 6.9. Two important points may be noted from
comparing SP-RE-LatNeigh against RA-RANeigh: For 50% of the ingresses, the
performance of SP-RE-LatNeigh is close, if not identical, to RA-RANeigh. In
these cases RA-RANeigh is indeed routing traffic over neighbors with nearest
peering points, just as in the example above.

However, selecting neighbors purely on the basis of the latency to their
closest exit seems to be sub-optimal in a significant number of cases. Two
factors can contribute to the superiority of RA-RANeigh in this situation: (1)
Selecting a neighbor and farther away exit points for some destinations (say
an AS A ′′ with a peering point 15ms away) may sometimes offer improved
opportunities overall for aggregating redundant bytes (e.g. aggregating traffic
to prefix P with other prefixes routed over A ′′). This reduces the network
footprint. (2) Even if the neighbor with the closest exit point is the ideal option
for eliminating redundancy, the set of destinations to be routed via the neighbor
must still be selected in a redundancy-aware fashion. Since SP-LatNeigh does
not make this distinction among the neighbors, it is unable to fully remove the
redundant bytes.
Trace-Based Analysis. In Figure 6.10, we evaluate the inter-domain local ap-

proach using high and low redundancy traces similar to the intra-domain case.
We observe very significant reductions in network footprint from redundancy
elimination in Figure 6.10(a), similar to the synthetic traces with a high frac-
tion of redundancy. A key aspect of this graph is that the difference between
SP-LatNeigh and RA-RANeigh is quite substantial for 50% of the ingresses,
indicating that redundancy-aware next hop and route select does help networks
better exploit opportunities for redundancy elimination. For the low redun-
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dancy trace, very few packets were striped across destinations (striping analysis
not shown here) and hence the benefits from redundancy-awareness are low.
The overall benefits from redundancy elimination remain significant.
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Figure 6.10: Trace-based analysis for ATT.
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Figure 6.11: Inter-domain routing, Cooperative approach between ATT and
Sprint networks.

Cooperative Approach. In Figure 6.11(a), we examine the benefits from co-
operation between ISPs in computing redundancy aware routes between each
other. We focus on Sprint and ATT. We consider traffic originating from Chicago
in ATT and going to PoPs in Sprint and PoPs in ATT. We assume a 80-20 traffic
split between inter and intra-domain traffic. We considered other traffic splits
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between intra and inter-domain traffic, but the results were qualitatively similar.
As before, we study RA and SP-RE and compare them against SP, but we

consider two variants of each approach: Opt (for optimal) and HP (for hot
potato). These model ATT’s exit point selection. In the case of Opt, ATT com-
putes exit points for the peering traffic in a cooperative, globally optimal way.
In SP-Opt-RE, the cooperative routes minimize the sum total latency of all net-
work paths (inter and intra-domain). In RA-Opt, which was the algorithm we
descried in Section 6.3, the cooperative routes minimize the network footprint
across both networks. We also consider early-exit routing (HP) to establish a
baseline for comparison. In the case of HP, each network tries to optimize its
own local objective. In SP-HP-RE, each network uses early exit routing into the
other. In RA-HP, each network selects peering locations which minimize the
footprint of its own network. The baseline of comparison is SP-HP.

The metric we use is the network footprint computed over both ISP networks.
Comparing RA-Opt with the baseline SP, we see that savings are substantial,
between 28% and 50%. SP-RE-Opt is very similar to SP-RE-HP because early-
exit paths from Chicago in ATT already have optimal latencies to PoPs in Sprint.
More importantly, focusing simply on latency in the case of traffic originating
from Chicago affects the benefits from SP-RE-Opt, making it inferior even
compared to even RA-HP! In Figure 6.11(b), we show a distribution of the
benefits in network footprints when different ATT PoPs are selected as the
sources. Immediately, we see that redundancy elimination in general is vastly
beneficial, but redundancy awareness offers great overall improvement.

Benefits with SmartRE

So far, we have assumed that routers do not have any processing or memory
constraints and they can perform hop-by-hop redundancy elimination effec-
tively. Next, we relax this assumption and consider processing and memory
constraints on routers. In this setting, we use our network-layer RE solution,
SmartRE, on the computed redundancy-aware routes, since we have shown ear-
lier (Chapter 3.5) that SmartRE performs 4-5X better than hop-by-hop RE under
resource constraints on routers. We study the benefits of our redundancy-aware
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Figure 6.12: Real trace-based analysis of SmartRE on redundancy-aware routes
vs. SmartRE on shortest-path routes on Sprint topology.

routing algorithms with SmartRE on different ISP topologies using various
packet traces collected at our university.

Figure 6.12(a) and (b) shows the CDF of footprint reduction on the Sprint
topology for the single-ingress case on high-redundancy (50%) traces and low-
redundancy (17%) traces respectively. SmartRE-SP and SmartRE-RA corre-
spond to applying SmartRE on shortest routes and redundancy-aware routes
respectively, while SP and RA correspond to hop-by-hop redundancy elimina-
tion on shortest routes and redundancy-aware routes assuming ideal case of no
resource constraints on routers. We observe that SmartRE-RA achieves 13-33%
network-wide footprint reduction while RA achieves 15-39% network-wide
footprint reduction for high-redundancy packet trace (Figure 6.12(a)). Thus,
like on shortest path routes, SmartRE achieves 80-90% of the performance of
ideal unconstrained RE solution on redundancy-aware routes. We also observe
that SmartRE-SP achieves 12-28% network-wide footprint reduction using same
high-redundancy packet trace; Thus, SmartRE-RA performs 8-20% better than
SmartRE-SP. For low-redundancy real trace, we don’t observe much difference
between RA and SP, so we also don’t see much difference between SmartRE-
RA and SmartRE-SP. We observe similar benefits of SmartRE-RA on other ISP
topologies. Thus, the benefits of redundancy-aware routing algorithms remain
with SmartRE also.
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Evaluation Summary

Extensive studies using synthetic and real traces show the vast benefits of
network-wide support for redundancy elimination, and in particular, of chang-
ing network routing to compute paths in a redundancy aware fashion. We see
that the impact of traffic on ISP resources can be significantly brought down,
especially in situations of sudden overload. We see that networks may prefer
somewhat longer paths to destinations as long as this allows them to aggregate
traffic and remove redundant bytes to the best extent possible. We also note that
using stale routes does not seriously undermine the benefits of redundancy-
aware approaches. We also show the benefits of redundancy-aware approaches
with our network-layer RE solution, SmartRE.

6.6 conclusions

In this chapter, we explored the following question: What are the implications
of redundancy elimination as a network primitive? We argued that such a capa-
bility can have a fundamental impact on the design and operation of network
applications and protocols. In particular, we focused on how routing can be re-
designed keeping redundancy elimination in mind. We presented approaches
for modifying both intra and inter-domain routing to be redundancy-aware.
We evaluated the vast range of performance benefits that can accrue from
this re-design, particularly in making traffic engineering more effective and
responsive, and in improving overall network performance. We considered
important practical issues such as tracking the information necessary to com-
pute redundancy-aware routes, where and how to compute routes, and how
to implement the computed routes. We showed that using redundancy-aware
routes, ISPs can better manage their traffic.
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7 related work

In this chapter, we discuss various ongoing and past research efforts that are
related to this thesis. We first discuss various clean-slate network architecture
proposals, which argue for content to be first-order entity in the network. Such
architectures would also improve network efficiency by reducing duplicate data
transfers. We then discuss various end-host based proposals for removing du-
plicate transfers. We close this chapter with discussing other efforts in building
large indexes, that can potentially be used for building RE systems.

7.1 content-aware network architectures

Traditional Internet architecture was built for host-to-host based communica-
tions. But increasingly in recent years, networking community has realized
that major Internet usage is based on content retrieval. So various research
efforts [82, 85] have argued for making content as first class entities in the network.
We consider some of these proposals below.

DONA [82] presents a new Internet architecture, where content can be
named using flat, self-ceritfying names. Users could access content from any-
where in the network by directly addressing these names. The name resolution
system would resolve these names to a nearby location which could provide
content. DONA relies on resolution handlers to resolve these names; each
domain would have its own resolution handler. Such an architecture would
improve data transfer performance, since data could be served from a nearby
location. Furthermore, it could improve network efficiency as it would unneces-
sitate data transfers from the original remote server. DONA uses estimates
based on number of public web pages to argue that such an architecture can be
realized in practice.

CCN [85] also argues for treating content as a first order primitive. CCN goes
a step further; it has no notion of host at its lowest level. CCN’s packet address
names the content. A consumer asks for content by broadcasting an interest
packet which contains the content name. If a node has data that corresponds
to content name, it can respond with data packet. An intermediate CCN node
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remembers arriving data packets in its buffer, so it can directly satisfy a later
request for the same content. Thus CCN would also improve network efficiency
and data transfer performance. The authors show that using 1KB data packet
per interest packet, CCN could lead to significant improvement in data transfer
time and reduction in bottleneck link utilization for simultaneous retrieval of
multiple copies of a large file.

We believe that all of these proposals have merits. However, they require
significant changes in Internet in both control and data planes. In contrast, our
RE approach pushes content awareness into network in backward compatible
fashion. Network-layer RE can be deployed easily and incrementally on current
Internet. Furthermore, RE can also coexist with these new proposals; since RE
operates on content regardless of being static or dynamic or mix of both, and
identifies duplicate content at much smaller granularity (32-64B) as opposed
to 1KB chunks, we believe that RE could also enhance the benefits of these
proposals.

7.2 end-system re solutions

The simplest end-system RE approach is to compress objects end-to-end. It is
also the least effective because it does not exploit redundancy due to repeated
access to similar content. Object caches (e.g. Web caches) can help eliminate
redundancies due to repeated access, but they are largely ineffective today for
enterprise traffic access. A key reason is their protocol-specific nature. Our
measurements indicate that nearly 50-70% of enterprise traffic is composed
of protocols other than HTTP, and that this traffic has substantial redundancy
(20-50%). A second reason, applying specifically to Web caches, is that an
increasing amount of data is dynamically generated and hence not cacheable. In
our enterprise traces, we found that a majority of Web objects are not cacheable,
and deploying a Web proxy would only yield 5% bandwidth savings for HTTP.
Delta encoding has also been used for eliminating redundancy of one Web
object with respect to another, often an earlier version of the object with the
same name [51]. It was later extended to pairs of files that do not share an
explicit versioning relationships [44]. Being application-specific, it suffers from
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the same drawbacks as Web caches.
In file systems such as LBFS [32], Shark [77] and CAS-PER [68], content-

based naming is used to identify similarities between different files and multiple
versions of the same file. Only unique chunks along with (smaller) hashes of re-
peated chunks are transmitted between file servers and clients, thereby resulting
in lower bandwidth utilization and lower file read/write latencies. A similar
idea is used in Value-based Web Caching [76]. Generalizing these systems,
DOT [67] proposes a “transfer service” as an interface between applications and
network layers. Applications pass the object they want to send to the transfer
service that then ensures delivery of objects to receivers. Objects are split into
chunks and the sender sends chunk hashes to the receiver. The receiver main-
tains a cache of earlier received chunks and requests the sender only for chunks
that were not found in its cache or its neighbors’ caches. Similarly, SET [48]
exploits chunk-level similarity in downloading related large files. DOT and SET
use an average chunk size of 2KB or more. These approaches mainly benefit
large transfers; the extra round trips that can only be amortized over the transfer
lengths. Furthermore, these approaches require modifications to applications
to fully realize the benefits of RE.

In contrast, our EndRE solution is transparent to existing applications and
can be deployed easily. EndRE identifies redundancy at much smaller gran-
ularity (32-64B) as compared to 2KB chunks and can benefit short transfers.
We have also shown that EndRE can co-exist with DOT based approaches and
improve overall benefits.

7.3 data-intensive streaming networked systems

The core component of RE systems is an index that stores the mappings from
data fingerprints to data chunks. In order to get the maximum benefits of RE
systems, we need to build this subsystem effectively. Our approach BufferHash
leverages flash-memory based storage for building indexes in cost-effective
manner. In this section, we compare our approach with prior work on designing
data structures for flash and recent proposals for supporting data-intensive
streaming networked systems.
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Data structures for flash. Recent work has shown how to design efficient data
structures on flash memory. Examples include MicroHash [42], a hash table
and FlashDB [80], a B-Tree index. Unlike BufferHash, these data structures are
designed for memory-constrained embedded devices where the design goal is
to optimize energy usage and minimize memory footprint—latency is typically
not a design goal. For example, a lookup operation in MicroHash may need
to follow multiple pointers to locate the desired key in a chain of flash blocks
and can be very slow. Other recent works on designing efficient codes for flash
memory to increase its effective capacity [18, 47] are orthogonal to our work,
and BufferHash can be implemented on top of these codes.

A flash-based key-value store. Closely related to our design of CLAMs is
the recent FAWN proposal [41]. FAWN-KV is a clustered key-value storage
built on a large number of tiny nodes that each use embedded processors and
small amounts of flash memory. There are crucial differences between our
CLAM design and FAWN. First, FAWN assumes that each wimpy node can
keep its hash index in DRAM. In contrast, our design targets situations where
the actual hash index is bigger than available DRAM and hence part of the
index needs to be stored in flash. In this sense, our design is complementary to
FAWN; if the hash index in each wimpy node gets bigger than its DRAM, it can
use BufferHash to organize the index. Second, being a cluster-based solution,
FAWN optimizes for throughput, not for latency. As the evaluation of FAWN
shows, some of the lookups can be very slow (> 500ms). In contrast, our design
provides better worst-case latency (< 1ms), which is crucial for RE systems.
Finally, FAWN-KV does not focus on efficient eviction of indexed data.

Along similar lines is HashCache [15], a cache that can run on cheap com-
modity laptops. It uses an in-memory index for objects stored on disk. Our
approach is complementary to HashCache, just as it is with FAWN.

DRAM-only solutions. DRAM-SSDs provide extremely fast I/Os, at the cost
of high device cost and energy footprint. For example, a 128GB RamSan device
can support 300K IOPS, but costs 120K$ and consumes 650W [52]. A cheaper
alternative from Violin memory supports 200K IOPS, but still costs around
50K$ [78]. Our CLAM prototypes significantly outperform traditional hash
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tables designed in these DRAM-SSDs in terms of operations/s/$.

Large scale streaming systems:. Hyperion [70] enables archival, indexing, and
on-line retrieval of high-volume data streams. However, Hyperion does not
suit the applications we target as it does not offer CAM-like functionality. For
example, to lookup a key, Hyperion may need to examine prohibitively high
volume of data resulting in a high latency. Second, it does not consider using
flash storage, and hence does not aim to optimize design parameters for flash.
Finally, it does not support efficient update or eviction of indexed data.

Existing data stream systems [26, 38, 39] do not support queries over archived
data. StreamBase [79] supports archiving data and processing queries over past
data; but the data is archived in conventional hash or B-Tree-indexed tables, both
of which are slow and are suitable only for offline queries. Endace DAG [43]
and CoMo [46] are designed for wire-speed data collection and archiving; but
they provide no query interface. Existing DBMSs can support CAM-like func-
tionalities. However, they are designed neither for high update and lookup
rates (see [26]) nor for flash storage (see [80]).
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8 conclusion and future work

In this thesis, we have argued for employing RE as a primitive service. We have
shown how we can build this service effectively in the network and on end
systems. We have shown how such service could provide significant savings to
all applications, flows and users. We have shown further how existing protocols,
in particular, routing protocols can be redesigned to leverage primitive RE
service.

We highlight the main contributions of this thesis in the next section, and
then close with problems for future considerations.

8.1 contributions

Measuring redundancy: We collected several terabytes of packet payload traces
at the access link of 11 different enterprise networks and our university. We
analyzed the nature and the amount of redundancy in these traces [28] using
protocol independent redundancy elimination algorithms. Our study showed
that these redundancy elimination mechanisms could give up to 60% band-
width savings. Partial packet matches contribute to signification portion of
total bandwidth savings, implying that just indexing full packet is not enough.
Another important finding was that in the case of transfers between enterprises
and their remote data centers, most of the benefits could also be obtained by
having end-hosts (clients and remote servers) participate directly in redundancy
elimination. In summary, this is the first comprehensive measurement study of the
effectiveness of redundancy elimination in improving the effective capacity of network
links.

Efficient Network-layer RE: We have developed an architecture, SmartRE, for
efficient network-layer RE at high speeds. SmartRE enables routers to perform
RE operations (encoding and decoding) in coordinated fashion. Encoding
is allocated to edge routers while decoding is performed in a coordinated
fashion among interior routers. While allocating encoding/decoding responsi-
bilities across a network, SmartRE takes into account local memory capacity
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and packet processing throughput at each RE device along with the prevailing
traffic conditions, and configures the actions of different devices so as to meet
an operator-specified network-wide goal.

We have applied various optimizations for encoding and decoding at high
speeds. Using these optimizations, our prototypes in Click modular router can
perform encoding at 2.4 Gbps and decoding at 8 Gbps (ignoring fingerprint
computation overhead, that can happen as packet arrives at NIC). With these en-
coding and decoding rates, we have shown how SmartRE can be used to achieve
close-to-optimal network-wide bandwidth savings. Our evaluations show that
SmartRE provides 20-40% network-wide bandwidth savings across range of
topologies and traffic patterns, is just 1-4% away from the ideal benefits1, and
provides 4-5X improvement over naive hop-by-hop RE solution. SmartRE can
be incrementally deployed with ISPs, enterprises or high volume data centers.
Moreover, the underlying principles can be used to improve the effectiveness of
many other network-wide caching systems, such as allocating caches in CCN
network, or the Ditto framework for opportunistic caching in multi-hop wire-
less networks. In summary, this work has shown how practical network-layer RE
deployment can be done efficiently and at very high speeds.

End-host RE: We have designed end-host based redundancy elimination so-
lution, EndRE [35], that can remove redundant content from network traffic
before it gets encrypted. EndRE also provides benefits on last-hop links unlike
in-network RE solutions. Furthermore, EndRE imposes minimal overhead on
the end hosts and is adaptive to their changing resource constraints (e.g., CPU,
memory). Using several terabytes of network traffic traces from 11 enterprise
sites, our evaluations show that EndRE delivers 26% bandwidth savings on
average, reduces end-to-end latencies by up to 30%, and translates bandwidth
savings into equivalent energy savings on mobile smartphones. Our evalua-
tions also show that EndRE provides savings close to that obtained by an WAN
optimizer solution; Thus, EndRE achieves these benefits without weakening
end-to-end semantics. In summary, this work has shown how to effectively build

1ideal benefits are, when there are no processing or memory constraints on these routers
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end-host based RE solutions and shown the significant benefits accruing from such
purely end-to-end designs.

Cost-efficient large indexes: We have designed a new data-structure Buffer-
Hash, that provides high-throughput and cost-efficient large indexes for build-
ing effective RE systems for low bandwidth links (< few hundred Mbps). Such
RE systems use terabytes of content caches and hence, require large indexes.
DRAM-based large indexes are expensive while disk-based indexes have low
throughput.

We explore recent advances in memory technology, in particular, flash stor-
age to build large indexes. Flash storage have unique properties. They provide
high random read throughput, but their random write performance is poor.
Our design, BufferHash, leverages high random page reads and carefully deals
with slow random writes. Our evaluations show that employing BufferHash
on flash-storage can perform 1-2 orders of magnitude better in terms of hash op-
erations/sec/$ compared to both disk-based and DRAM-based hashtables. We
further show that BufferHash improves the benefits of RE systems significantly.

The benefits of BufferHash go beyond RE systems. BufferHash is a general
data structure and can also be useful for various other applications like data
de-duplication, network monitoring and traffic analyzers, which also require
fast insert and lookup operations. In summary, this work has shown how we can
leverage advances in storage and memory technology to design effective RE systems
that store large amounts of history (TBs) of past data transfers to identify and remove
redundancy.

Redundancy aware routing: We have shown that the RE primitive enables
redesigning protocols more effectively. In particular, we have designed new
redundancy-aware route selection algorithms for intra-domain routing as well
as inter-domain routing. Using synthetic and real traces across a range of ISP
topologies, we have shown that while network-layer RE can reduce network-
wide bandwidth utilization from 10-50%, redundancy-aware routes can further
reduce bandwidth utilization by 10-25%. In summary, this work has shown how
routing algorithms can be redesigned to leverage network-layer RE deployment maxi-
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mally.

8.2 future work

Architectural implications of network-layer RE

We believe that the RE primitive has strong architectural implications. We have
only explored redesigning routing protocols and there can be various other
protocols that can be redesigned better by being redundancy-aware. We discuss
some of them below.

• In data centers, we can design redundancy aware routing algorithms more
effectively and at finer-granularity (e.g., flow level) compared to ISPs, since
we can find about similar data transfers in advance. We can take hints
from application semantics to estimate similarities between data transfers,
e.g., results from similar search queries are likely to be similar, etc. We
can also use some sampling techniques (e.g., [48]) to estimate similarities
between data transfers. Redundancy awareness can also be helpful in
making better task placement or replica selection decisions. For example,
it might be better to place a task on a certain machine considering RE in
mind; An earlier task has obtained similar data on that machine and if
the new task is placed on the same machine, RE can result in less data
transfer required for the new task.

• RE can also be applied to wireless scenarios (e.g., wireless mesh networks).
The wireless settings present unique opportunities for RE; RE can be
applied by considering content not only sent directly to clients earlier, but
also overheard by clients earlier. It also present challenges due to lossy
environment. There are further implications of RE. Apart from routing,
channel allocation can also be done better with redundancy elimination
in mind. For example, if there is a lot of overlap across data sent to two
clients, they can be assigned same channel to make RE more effective and
increase overall throughput.
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• We can design better schemes to protect traffic against loss considering RE
capabilities in the network. For example, we can send duplicate packets
so that if one packet is lost, we can use the duplicate packet to recover. RE
would ensure that the overhead due to the duplicate packet is minimal.
However, we would need to carefully design such scheme. For example,
if we send original packet and duplicate packet one after another and
losses happen in bursts, both original packet and duplicate packet may be
lost. We can handle this by maintaining some time gap between sending
duplicate packet and original packet. We would need to take into account
the latency requirements of the applications while determining this time
gap.

Towards information-oriented RE

The delivery of multimedia content is growing at a tremendous rate, and can
account for a significant fraction of Internet traffic in the future. Redundancy
elimination can serve as an effective way to improve network efficiency by elim-
inating redundant multimedia content, e.g., when different users are watching
the same popular video. However, different users may watch the video in dif-
ferent “presentation formats” (e.g., different resolutions, frame rates, etc.). RE
mechanisms may not detect this type of video sharing and similarity because
these videos can differ at the byte level.

Conceptually, these videos have the same underlying information. If we
could detect such information-level matches, this could go a long way toward
building RE systems that work effectively for multimedia content. We can build
on existing techniques from the multimedia community for generating media
fingerprints or signatures, which can then be used to identify information-level
matches. Similar to content based RE, we can encode video using these media
fingerprints: instead of sending the full video over a WAN link, we could just
send these fingerprints. At the other side of WAN link, the fingerprints can be
looked up to retrieve similar video, but with different presentations. Not all
types of presentations may be acceptable to end user, but we can configure the
match detection algorithms so that they only find matches with acceptable pre-
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sentations. The choice of presentation can also take into account the prevailing
resource constraints on end hosts, e.g., devices connected on low bandwidth
links can be served video with lower resolutions.

We believe that this approach of information-oriented RE would help in sig-
nificantly reducing increased load on network links due to the growing volumes
of video traffic in recent years. Design of systems for information-oriented RE
poses unique challenges compared to simple RE systems since matches can be
based on closeness of fingerprints according to a certain distance metric e.g.,
hamming distance, L1 distance, etc, in contrast with an exact match in the case
of “classical RE systems”.
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